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WET 2.0

Abstract

" 1 This manual outlines a Wetland Evaluation Technique (WET) for the assessment
of wetland functions and values. WET is a revision of the method developed
for the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) that has often been referred
to as the "Federal Highway Method" or the "Adamus Method".

Wetland functions are the physical, chemical, and biological characteristics
of a wetland. Wetland values are those characteristics that are beneficial
to society. WET evaluates the following functions and values: ground water
recharge, ground water discharge, floodflow alteration, sediment
stabilization. sediment/toxicant retention, nutrient removal/transformation,
production export, wildlife diversity/abundance, aquatic diversity/
abundance, uniqueness/heritage, and recreation. WET evaluates functions and
values in terms of social significance, effectiveness, and opportunity.
Social significance assesses the value of a wetland to society in terdis of
its special designations, potential economic value, and strategic location.
Effectiveness assesses the capability of a wetland to perform a function
because of its physical, chemical or biological characteristics.
Opportunity assesses the opportunity of a wetland to perform a function to
its level of capability.

WET evaluates functions and values by characterizing the wetland in terms of
predictors. Predictors are simple, or integrated, variables that are
believed to correlate with the physical, chemical, and biological
characteristics of the wetland and its surroundings. Responses to questions
concerning the predictors are analyzed in a series of interpretation keys
that reflect the relationship between predictors and wetland functions or
values as defined in the technical literature. Interpretation keys assign a
qualitative probability rating of HIGH, MODERATE, or LOW to each function
and value in terms of social significance, effectiveness, and opportunity.

WET also assesses the suitability of wetland habitat for 14 waterfowl
species groups, 4 freshwater fish species groups, 120 species of wetland-
dependent birds, 133 species of saltwater fish and invertebrates, and 90
species of freshwater fish. WET does not assess the suitability of wetland
habitats for many important wildlife resources (e.g., furbearers, game
mammals). Other methods must be used for these species.

WET was designed primarily for conducting an initial, rapid assessment of
wetland functions and values.NWET can also be applied in a variety of other
situations including: (1) comparison of different wetlands, (2) selection

of priorities for wetland acquisition or detailed, site-specific research,
(3) selection of priority wetlands for Advanced Identification,

(4) identification of optiors for conditioning of permits, (5) determination
of the effects of preproject or postproject activities on wetland functions

and values, and (6) comparison of created or restored wetlands with

reference or preimpact wetlands for mitigation purposes.

This operational draft report should be
processed. The final version will be ready
in about one year.

Per Mr. R. Daniel Smith, USAEWES /5];
Dric "NI
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* ***** ******* ***** *** ************* ****** ************* *** * ********

* WET has been printed as an Operational Draft for review and *

* field testing. Announcements of revisions, modifications, and *

* corrections will be provided in the following free publications: *

* Environmental Effects of Dredging Information Exchange Bulletin. *

* ATTN: Dr. Robert M. Engler. US Army Engineer Waterways *

* Experiment Station, PO Box 631, Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631 *

* Wildlife Resource Notes, US Army Corps of Engineers Information *
* Exchange Bulletin, ATTN: Mr. Chester 0. Martin, US Army *

* Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, PO Box 631, Vicksburg, *

* MS 39180-0631 *

* Review comments and recommendations should be provided to *
* Mr. Ellis J. Clairain, Jr.. at the US Army Engineer *
* Waterways Experiment Station, CEWES-ER-W. PO Box 631, *
* Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631. *
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Preface

,' " The Wetland Evaluation Technique (WET) represents a revision of the Method
for Wetland Functional Assessment, Volume II, authored by Mr. Paul R. Adamus
under contract to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). The FHWA
publication is hereafter referred to as Version 1.0. Revisions include
modification of the organizational structure; incorporation of additional
reference sources; incorporation of changes suggested by numerous reviewers;

and development of a computer program for data analysis.

WET is a product of the Wetlands Research Program (WRP) of the Environmental
Laboratory (EL), US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES),
Vicksburg, Miss. WET was authored by Mr. Paul R. Adamus, formerly of Eco-
Analysts, Inc., and ARA Inc., and presently at the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) Corvallis Environmental Research Laboratory, and Messrs. Ellis
J. Clairain, Jr., R. Daniel Smith, and Richard E. Young of the Wetlands and
Terrestrial Habitat Group (WTHG), EL. The work was sponsored primarily by
the Office, Chief of Engineers (OCE), US Army. Partial funding for
development of this technique was also provided by the FHWA under Order No.
DTFH 61-84-Y-30025. OCE Technical Monitors for the WRP were Dr. Robert J.
Pierce and Mr. Phillip C. Pierce. Contracting Officer's Technical
Representatives for the FHWA were Messrs. Douglas Smith and Charles
DesJardins.

Many agencies, organizations, and individuals contributed to this revision.
Soon after the FHWA published Version 1.0. the US Fish and Wildlife Service

. initiated a workshop sponsored by 17 Federal agencies to critique the
method. An Interagency Wetland Values Assessment Coordinating Group
(IAWVACG), representing those 17 participating Federal agencies, was formed

to coordinate the workshop and provide recommendations. The IAWVACG
continues to meet two to three times each year and has been instrumental in
the development of WET. The National Wetlands Technical Council held four
regional workshops to review Version 1.0 and recommend improvements. EPA
sponsored three workshops on bottomland hardwood wetlands which provided

valuable technical information relevant to the evaluation of those systems.
The State of Washington Department of Ecology held a workshop to examine the

state of understanding of wetland functions in the Northwest. A symposium
held in Portland, Maine, by the Association of State Wetland Managers, Inc.
provided recommendations which improved WET. Version 1.0 has been used in
Corps of Engineers (CE) training during the last 2 years, and the students

have been instrumental in influencing the development of WET.

In addition, the authors wish to thank the following people for their

contributions to this effort: John Kittelson, Jon A. Kusler, Joseph S.
Larson, Lyndon Lee. Thomas Muir, Wilma A. Mitchell, L. Jean O'Neil, Thomas
H. Roberts, Dana R. Sanders, Sr., J. Henry Sather, Priscilla Slack. Haniey
K. Smith, Lauren T. Stockwell, James S. Wakeley, and William 0. Wilen.

WET has undergone considerable review and field testing prior to
publication; however, it is expected that it will continue to evolve in

response to further review, field use, and development of new information
concerning wetland functions and values. Users are encouraged to submit
their comments to Mr. Ellis J. Clairain, Jr., US Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station. PO Box 631, Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631.
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The work was monitored at WES under the direct supervision of Dr. Hanley K.
Smith, Chief, WTHG, and under the general supervision of Dr. Conrad J.
Kirby, Chief. Environmental Resources Division. Dr. Dana R. Sanders, Sr.,
Mr. Russell F. Theriot, and Dr. Robert M. Engler were Managers of the WRP.
Dr. John Harrison was Chief, EL.

COL Dwayne G. Lee, CE, was Commander and Director of WES during the
preparation of this report. Technical Director was Dr. Robert W. Whalin.

This report should be cited as follows:

Adamus, P. R., Clairain, E. J., Jr., Smith, R. D., and Young, R. E.
1987. "Wetland Evaluation Technique (WET); Volume II: Methodology,"
Operational Draft Technical Report Y-87- , US Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss.
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1.0 INMTRODUCTION

This volume of the Wetland Evaluation Technique (WET) outlines the procedure
* for conducting an assessment of the following wetland functions and values:

Ground Water Recharge Production Export
Ground Water Discharge Wildlife Diversity/Abundance
Floodflow Alteration Aquatic Diversity/Abundance
Sediment Stabilization Recreation
Sediment/Toxicant Retention Uniqueness/Heritage
Nutrient Removal/Transformation

WET also assesses the suitability of wetland habitat for 14 waterfowl
species groups. 4 freshwater fish species groups, 120 species of wetland-
dependent birds. 133 species of saltwater fish and invertebrates, and 90
species of freshwater fish. WET does not evaluate many other important
wildlife resources (e.g., game and furbearing mammals). Other evaluation
methods must be used to evaluate these other wildlife resources.

1.1 Objective of WET

Traditional methods of assessing wetland functions and values rely on
detailed, site-specific studies or, more commonly, on professional judgment.
Detailed, site-specific studies can be expensive, time-consuming. and often
impractical when time or budgetary constraints dictate the extent of

information that can be gathered for the decision making process.
Professional judgment is a viable approach, however, it is limited by
available expertise, and may suffer from a lack of reproducibility. There
is a recognized need in planning and regulatory arenas for an evaluation

7 technique that strikes a balance between these two traditional approaches.
The objective of WET is to provide an evaluation technique that: (1)
assesses most of the recognized wetland functions and values, (2) is
applicable to a wide variety of wetland types. (3) is reproducible and rapid
(in the sense that the procedure can be completed in one day or less), and
(4) has a sound technical basis in the scientific literature.

1.2 Conceptual Basis of WET

WET evaluates functions and values in terms of social significance.
effectiveness, and opportunity. Social significance assesses the value of a
wetland to society due to its special designations, potential economic

value, and strategic location. Effectiveness assesses the capability of a
wetland to perform a function due to its physical, chemical or biological
characteristics. Opportunity assesses the opportunity of a wetland to
perform a function to its level of capability.

As an example of social significance, effectiveness, and opportunity
consider the wetland function of floodflow alteration. The capability of a
wetland to alter floodflow is dependent on several characteristics such as
floodwater storage capacity, outlet discharge, and water velocity reduction.
As a result of these characteristics, there may be a reduction of flooding

Throughout this manual bold faced terms are defined in the Glossary
(Appendix A).

9
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downstream from the wetland. The floodflow alteration function of a

particular wetland will probably have social significance if there are
features of social concern or economic value in the area downstream of the
wetland that benefit from flood control. A wetland will probably be
effective in terms of the floodflow alteration function if it has
unrestricted physical space for floodwater expansion and/or physical
obstructions that reduce water velocity (i.e., the presence of robust
vegetation). A wetland will probably have the opportunity to perform the
floodflow alteration function if it is in a watershed capable of producing

flood conditions.

WET assesses functions and values by characterizing a wetland in terms of
its physical, chemical, and biological processes and attributes. This

* characterization is accomplished by identifying threshold values for
* predictors. Predictors are simple, or integrated, variables that directly,

or indirectly, measure the physical, chemical, and biological processes or
attributes of a wetland and its surroundings. Threshold values for

predictors are established by addressing a series of questions concerning
each predictor. Responses to the questions are analyzed in a series of

interpretation keys that define the relationship between predictors and
wetland functions and values as defined in the technical literature. The

interpretation results in the assignment of a qualitative probability rating
of HIGH, MODERATE, or LOW to functions and values in terms of social
significance, effectiveness, and opportunity.

1.3 Technical Assumptions of WET

The technical assumptions listed below should be understood prior to using
WET.

(1) The probability ratings assigned by WET are based strictly on the
interpretation of available technical literature concerning wetland
functions and values. The technical literature base is deficient in
some cases, and the probability ratings assigned by WET reflect this

deficiency. WET has not been explicitly calibrated against detailed
measures of wetland functions. Most wetlands that are described as
being of high value in the literature will also be rated HIGH by WET,
however, the converse is not necessarily true. Wetland functions and
values rated HIGH by WET may not always be determined to actually be of

high value.

(2) WET uses a large number of predictors to assign qualitative probability
ratings of HIGH, MODERATE, or LOW to wetland functions and values in

terms of social significance, effectiveness, and opportunity.

Predictors were chosen purposefully for ease of measure or evaluation
and vary greatly in terms of the directness and accuracy with which
they measure the process or characteristic of the wetland (i.e., the
relationship of any single predictor to a function or value may be
strong and direct, or weak and circumstantial). Many predictors are
redundant in the sense that they provide information that is similar to
the information provided by other predictors. Redundant predictors

allow for greater flexibility in terms of data availability. When data
for preferred predictors are lacking, probability ratings are assigned
based on the the cumulative weight of "fallback" predictors. 7M

10
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(3) The qualitative probability ratings assigned by WET are not direct

estimates of the magnitude of a wetland function or value. Rather they
are an estimate of the probability that a function or value will exist
or occur in the wetland (to an unspecified magnitude). For example,
WET may assign a HIGH probability rating to a wetland for the ground
water recharge function. In reality, the iwportance of the wetland may
be negligible in comparison to the total amount of water that reaches a
ground water aquifer from other portions of the watershed.

(4) The development of WET requirea that criteria be established for the

conditions that constituted a HIGH and LOW probability rating for each
function and value in terms of effectiveness, opportunity, and social
significance. In some cases it was possible to objectively define
these criteria. For example, the criteria for a HIGH probability
rating, in terms of effectiveness, for the sediment/toxicant retention
function is that the wetland trap and retain more sediments and
toxicants than it exports on an annual basis. For other functions and
values, the selection of criteria for HIGH and LOW probability ratings
was a more subjective process. For example, wildlife habitat is a
wetland value provided to some degree by virtually all wetlands. What

constitutes a HIGH and LOW probability rating, in terms of
effectiveness, for wildlife diversity and abundance depends on many
factors (e.g., geographic location, management strategy, etc.) and a
subjective weighting of these factors.

(5) Interpretation keys are conservative and designed to be rigorous in
terms of the criteria that must be met before a HIGH or LOW probability
rating is assigned. Therefore, it is normal for an evaluation to have
a large percentage of the functions and values being assigned a

. MODERATE probability rating. Probability ratings do not have
quantitative basis. For example, a LOW probability rating does not
mean that fewer than 10 percent of all wetlands meet the criteria for a
LOW probability rating. However, probability ratings are not totally
arbitrary. It is estimated that depending on the function or value, 60
to 80 percent of the wetlands that are described in the literature as
performing or possessing a particular function or value would be
assigned a rating of HIGH for that particular function or value by WET.

(6) WET is currently designed for use in the contiguous United States. It
is not designed for use in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or the Virgin
Islands. The authors recognize the desirability of regionalizing WET

and recommend using regional versions of WET as they become available.
EPA's version of WET for bottomland hardwoods is near completion, and
other regional versions are in various stages of development.

(7) Users of WET should have, at a minimum, an undergraduate degree in
biology, wildlife management, environmental science, a related field,
or several years of experience in one of these areas. Users should
also have a working knowledge of the FWS wetland classification system

(Cowardin et al. 1979) and should be capable of delineating watershed
boundaries using topographic maps. An interdisciplinary team is not
required to use WET, however, confidence in the results of the
evaluation may be improved if such a team is employed.

0 11
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1.4 Guidelines for Using WET

WET was designed primarily for conducting an initial, rapid evaluation of

wetland functions and values. However, subject to the suggestions below,

WET can be applied in a variety of other situations or circumstances
including: (1) comparison of different wetlands in terms of their functions

and values, (2) selection of priorities for wetland acquisition or more

detailed, site-specific research, (3) selection of priority wetlands for
Advanced Identification, (4) identification of options for conditioning of
permits, (5) determination of the effects of preproject and postpr~ject

activities on wetland functions and values, and (6) comparison of created or
restored wetlands with reference, or preimpact, wetlands during mitigation,.

To curb potential misuse or misunderstanding of WET in administrative and

technical contexts, the following suggestions for use are provided:

(1) WET vs. Professional Opinion.

WET is primarily intended for use by persons who do not have ready

access to an interdisciplinary team of technical experts. It is not

intended to replace professional opinion. WET lacks regional/site
specificity and the "common sense" of an expert, but it is capable of

tracking a wider range of functions and values than a single expert.
When WET is used in conjunction with expert opinion, results should be

compared, and discrepancies identified and resolved.

(2) WET vs. Quantitative Data or Methods.

WET is a "broad brush" approach to wetland evaluation and is not

intended to substitute for quantitative data or evaluation methods,

when time and manpower resources permit. WET is designed to alert
regulators, planners, and other decision makers to the probability that
a wetland performs specific functions or values, and does not give the

definitive answers that more quantitative data or methods can provide.
For example, if available water quality data clearly demonstrate that
nutrient retention is occurring, or economic data shows that an area

has high recreational value based on existing hunting leases, there
would be no point in using WET to assess these functions and values.
WET makes provision for using other sources of information for the

evaluation of functions and values when appropriate data are avaiiable.

(3) Arbitration of Disputes.

Probability ratings resulting from WET provide one of many possible
inputs of technical information to the decision-making process.

Probability ratings resulting from WET should not be used as the final

arbiter of disputes, unless a prior agreement by the parties involved

exists. If differences of opinion arise concerning the value of a
wetland, the technical basis for a probability rating assigned to a
function or value by WET can be pinpointed. This opens the door for

resolution of differences through more detailed investigation.

12
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(4) Numerical Values and Overall Probability Ratings.

No satisfactory method exists to synthesize the probability ratings of
the different functions and values into an overall probability rating
for the wetland. It is inappropriate to assign numerical values to
probability ratings and use these values to derive an overall
probability rating for the wetland. Similarly, it is inappropriate to
assign numerical values to probability ratings, multiply these values
by acreage figures, and use these values to derive an overall
probability rating for a wetland. Probability ratings assigned by WET
do not measure magnitude and consequently the assignment of numerical
values to probability ratings are inappropriate and misleading. For
example, large wetlands which are rated LOW or MODERATE by WET might be
just as important as small wetlands rated HIGH when viewed on a
watershed scale.

(5) Full Disclosure.

Many decisions and assumptions must be made during the WET procedure.
It is necessary that these decisions and assumptions be fully
documented and made available as part of the evaluation results.
Documentation must include a completed Form A: Site Documentation,
Form B: Evaluation Answer Sheet (annotated to indicate source of
information, or basis for response where applicable), Form C:
Supplementary Observations (habitat suitability analysis only), and
Form D: Evaluation Summary.

(6) Mitigation Decisions.

Under most circumstances WET should not be used to decide whether
mitigation should be required. The purpose of WET is to provide one
perspective on the level of mitigation effort that is justified after
regulatory agencies have decided whether or not mitigation is required.
This point is especially pertinent in regions that have experienced
great wetland losses.

(7) Comparison With Past or Future Functions and Values.

WET can be used to compare probability ratings of an existing wetland
to past or future conditions. Under these circumstances two important
limitations must be understood:

(a) Assumptions concerning past or future physical, chemical and
biological conditions must be accurate in order for predicted
probability ratings to be accurate. For example, WET can be used
to predict a probability rating for the sediment stabilization
function based upon the assumption that a certain type of
vegetation will dominate the wetland. If the vegetation type that
actually dominates the wetland turns out to be different than
predicted, the probability rating predicted by WET may be

incorrect.

13
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(b) WET is built upon correlated variables rather than causative ones;
therefore, probability ratings for future conditions should be
screened carefully. For example. estuarine wetlands are typically

considered ineffective for flood storage. Evaluation of existing
and future conditions using WET would key into the estuarine
conditions and assign a low rating for both time frames. This
does not mean that estuarine wetlands could be totally filled
without flood conditions being aggravated. Some degree of "common
sense" is required with regard to the type and intensity of

impacts.

(8) Cumulative Effects.

WET cannot anticipate cumulative effects on functions and values. It
does not necessarily follow that every local wetland rated low could be
filled without some deleterious effect resulting from the cumulative
loss. Wildlife habitat and floodflow alteration functions and values
are lost in a manner that is disproportionate to the loss of wetland
acreage. In addition, WET does not account for cumulative effects on
certain global functions and values of wetlands (e.g.. carbon cycling).

(9) Created Wetlands Performance Criteria.

Mitigation "in-kind" is sometimes prescribed for wetland loss.
Normally this implies creation or restoration with wetlands of the same
vegetation class. "In-kind" mitigation can also be based on functional

equivalence (i.e., the created or restored wetland performs the same
functions to a similar degree). WET can be used to help develop design
criteria for functional equivalence in created or restored wetlands by
identifying wetland characteristics that contribute to a high
probability rating for a function or value. The created or restored
wetlands should have probability ratings for effectiveness that are at
least equivalent with the impact or reference wetland. Functional
equivalence based on WET can be used as a yardstick to measure the
extent to which a created wetland will mitigate the impacts of a
project. In those cases where exact duplication of functions and
values is desirable, it is probably best as a safety factor to guard
against deficiencies or flaws in the technical literature, to design
the created wetland to "look like" the original wetland.

I.1
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2.0 PREPARATORY TASKS

""', , Read the Introduction (Section 1.0) before conducting an evaluation. Begin
* ,, the evaluation by completing the tasks outlined in this section (2.0).
* ' Continue with evaluation of social significance, effectiveness and

opportunity, and habitat suitability. The evaluation sequence is summarized
in Figure 1.

2.1 Task 1 - Obtain Information Resources

The first task is to obtain maps, aerial photographs, and other information
resources for the wetland to be evaluated as well as the area within a 5 mile
radius of the wetland. In addition, if the wetland occurs along a channel,
obtain information resources for the area 20 miles downstream from the
wetland.

In-ormation resources of primary importance include:

(1) United States Geological Survey (USGS) topographic maps (7.5-minute and

15-minute series)
(2) County Soil Survey published by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS).
(3) Aerial photographs (color infrared is best for vegetation, and sequential

years and various seasons are helpful)
(4) National Wetland Inventory (NWI) wetland classification maps from the

US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and the companion publication
"Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United
States" (Cowardin et al., 1979)

Additional information resources that may be helpful if available include:

(1) Flood Hazard Maps from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

and USGS.
(2) Maps that indicate land use, surficial geology, erosion, fish and

wildlife habitat, nonpoint pollution sources, and ground water.
(3) Stream gage or lake level data.
(4) Water quality monitoring or classification data.
(5) Land holdings of resource agencies and private conservation groups.
(6) Regional resource atlases.
(7) Locality listings of rare plants and animals.
(8) Recreational needs and usage inventories.
(9) Fish and wildlife surveys.

(10) Dredging locations.
(11) Natural critical area inventories.
(12) State or local recreational plans (SCORP's)

2.2 Task 2 - Select Type of Evaluation

The second task is to determine the type of evaluation that will be done.
WET consists of three evaluation procedures. These include a procedure to
evaluate social significance, effectiveness and opportunity, and habitat
suitability for species and species groups. The three evaluation procedures
are discussed below.
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OBTAIN INFORMATION RESOURCES

SELECT TYPE OF EVALUATION

SELECT TIME CONTEXT

SELECT SEASONAL CONTEXT

IDENTIFY ALTERNATIVE INFORMATION SOURCES

DELINEATE EVALUATION AREAS

DEFINE LOCALITY AND REGION

COMPLETE SITE DOCUMENTATION (FORM A)

iLEVEL I - SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT

F LEVEL 2 - SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT

LEVEL 2- EFFECTIVENESSOPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

LEVEL 2- EFFECT'VENESS'OPPORTUNITY ASSESSME1T

SLEVEL 3- EF-ECTIVENESS OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

- HABITAT SUITABILITY EVALUATIONS]

COMPLETE VALUATION SUMMARY FORM D' 9

Figure I. Evlu ation Sequence for the Wetland Evaluation Tcchn iqlit
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(1) Social Significance Evaluation

Social significance is a measure of the probability that a wetland is
of value to society because of its natural features, economic value,
official status, and strategic location. The evaluation consists of
two levels of assessment. The first level consists of 31 questions
designed to determine if the wetland is beneficial to society.
Responses to these questions are analyzed in a series of interpretation

A,, keys that assign probability ratings of HIGH, MODERATE, or LOW to ten
wetland functions and values for social significance. A Level 1
assessment can be completed in 1-2 hours* using the information
resources described in Task 1.

The second level of the social significance evaluation refines the
probability rating for the uniqueness/heritage value that was assigned
during the Level 1 assessment. This refinement is based on the
relationship of the evaluated wetland to all other wetlands in a
selected area (context region). A Level 2 assessment will take several
hours to several weeks to complete depending upon the availability of
NWI or similar wetland classification maps.

(2) Effectiveness and Opportunity Evaluation

Effectiveness and opportunity measure the probability that a wetland
has the capability and opportunity to perform a function. The

evaluation has three levels of assessment. Each level consists of a
series of questions designed to characterize the wetland and its

%.% surroundings in terms of physical, chemical, and biological attributes
'! and processes. Successive levels of assessment build on previous

levels to develop an increasingly detailed characterization of the

wetland. Corresponding to the increasingly detailed characterization
of the wetland is an increased confidence in the probability ratings
resulting from the assessment. The level of assessment chosen depends

on the time and information available, as well as the confidence
desired. Experience has shown that the second level of assessment

provides an acceptable balance between these three factors for most
wetland evaluation situations.

The level 1 assessment can be conducted in the office using the
information resources described in Task 1 and will take 1-2 hours to
complete. The level 2 assessment requires visiting the wetland site for

observation and data collection and will require approximately 1-3
hours to complete. The level 3 assessment requires a visit to the
wetland site and, in addition, requires detailed (and in some cases

long term) physical, chemical, and biological monitoring data from the
wetland site. The time required for a level 3 assessment varies
depending on the size and complexity of the wetland.

Responses to the questions in levels 1-3 are analyzed in a series of

interpretation keys that assign probability ratings of HIGH, MODERATE,
or LOW to eleven wetland functions in terms of effectiveness, and three

wetland functions in terms of opportunity.

* Time estimates do not include collection o information resources oi tiave .
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The interpretation keys that assign probability ratings for
effectiveness and opportunity were constructed with the assumption that
information gathered during the level 1 and 2 assessment would be
available for analysis. The probability ratings that result from the
interpretation keys when only the information gathered during a level 1
evaluation is used have not been validated to date; therefore, it is
recommended that evaluations of effectiveness and opportunity be
conducted at assessment level 2 or 3.

(3) Habitat Suitability Evaluation

This evaluation assesses the suitability of wetland habitat for groups
of waterfowl species and fish species exhibiting similar habitat
requirements as well as wetland dependent bird species, freshwater fish
species, and saltwater fish and invertebrate species. The assessment
relies on the characterization of the physical, chemical, and
biological attributes of the wetland developed for the effectiveness
and opportunity evaluation. Responses are analyzed in a series of
interpretation keys which assign probability ratings of HIGH, MODERATE,
or LOW to the species or species group being evaluated.

2.3 Task 3 - Select Time Context

The next task is to establish the time context of the evaluation. The
*. majority of WET evaluations are conducted on wetlands as they presently

exist. However, WET may be used to assign probability ratings to functions

and values for preimpact or postrestoration wetlands if historical or
predictive data are available. Probability ratings for past or future
conditions are dependent entirely on the validity of the historical or
predictive data used. Data that are poorly supported or documented will
result in questionable probability ratings for functions and values.

2.4 Task 4 - Select Seasonal Context

Variation in water levels from season to season in some wetlands may have an
effect on wetland functions, therefore, certain aspects of wetland functions
should be assessed in terms of average, wet, and dry seasonal conditions.
Average, wet, and dry conditions are defined differently depending upon the
context. Definition of average, wet, and dry in different contexts are as
follows:

(1) Average

(a) Hydrology: intermediate between average annual wettest and driest

condi-t Lon.
(b) Vegetation: maximum annual standing crop.
(c) Tidal: the average daily high tide condition.

r

(2) Wet

(a) Hydrology: wettest time of an average year."(b) Vegetation: midpoint of the growing season

(c) Tidal: the average monthly high tide condition (spring tide).

18
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(3) Dry:

(a) Hydrology: driest time of an average year.
(b) Vegetation: dormant time of the year.
(c) Tidal: the daily midtide condition.

It may be difficult to characterize a wetland in terms of average, wet, and
dry conditions in regions of the country where precipitation conditions vary
greatly from year to year (i.e., drought cycles) or where seasonal
precipitation conditions are indistinct. If a wetland is located in a
region where these conditions exist, the wetland should be evaluated in the
context of an average annual condition only.

2.5 Task 5 - Identify Alternative Information Sources

,9 In some cases it may be appropriate to assess a function or value using
information from another source. Alternative sources of information for
assessment could result from other evaluation methods such as the Habitat
Evaluation Procedure (HEP), detailed field data (e.g., water quality
analysis), analytical methods (e.g., physical or mathematical models), or a
consistent consensus of opinion among professional specialists who have
examined the wetland. When functions or values are assessed using
information from alternative sources, the nature and origin of the
information should be included with documentation of the WET evaluation.

2.6 Task 6 - Delineate Evaluation Areas

.,,.-. Delineate the following areas on a topographic or other suitable map.

(1) The assessment area (AA) and impact area (IA) (if applicable)
(2) The input zone (IZ)
(3) The vatershed of the AA
(4) The service area(s) of the AA
(5) The watershed of the service area(s)

Guidelines for delineating the evaluation areas are provided in Sections
2.6.1-2.6.4. Follow the guidelines as closely as possible because the
validity of the evaluation is linked to these standardized definitions and
delineation procedures. Any deviation from these guidelines should be
explained and included with documentation of the WET evaluation.

2.6.1 Delineation of the Assessment Area

The AA is the area that will be assessed for functions and values. The
primary goal in delineating the AA is to identify an area that is
characterized by a high degree of hydrologic interaction and interdependence
(i.e., unconstricted movement and interchange of surface water).

Delineation of the AA is straightforward when a wetland is in a small,
topographic depression where a high degree of hydrologic interaction occurs.
In this situation, the AA simply includes all wetland and deepwater areas
within the topographic depression. Delineation of the AA becomes more
difficult as the size of the topographic depression increases and/or
hydrologic interactions become more complex.
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General guidelines for delineation of the AA are as follows. Identify the

wetland area of interest. This may be the site of a proposed impact, a
mitigation site, an advanced identification area, environmental assessment

site, etc. Next, identify physical points of hydrologic change in the ..

wetland and deepwater area surrounding the wetland area of interest.

Physical points of hydrologic change include natural (geomorphic) or man

made (e.g., road crossings) constrictions, points where gradient changes

rapidly, points of significant inflow (e.g., tributaries), or places where
other factors that limit hydrologic interaction. Finally, delineate the

boundary of the AA to include the wetland area of interest and contiguous

wetland/deepwater with a high degree of hydrologic interaction. When the

wetland area of interest is large, several AA may have to be delineated in
order to meet the criteria of hydrologic interaction. Each AA delineated
within the area of interest must be evaluated separately.

Guidelines for delineating the AA in specific situations are outlined below

(this information is presented in a hierarchical key in Appendix D):

(1) Detailed Field Measurements

If detailed field measurements indicate a high degree of hydrologic
interaction between two wetland/deepwater areas include them in the

*same AA. If little or no evidence of hydrologic interaction is

evident, delineate the wetland/deepwater areas as separate AA's.

(2) Wetlands Along a Channel

* Wetlands along a channel can be classified as fringe or nonfringe based
upon a ratio of wetland width to channel width. Fringe wetlands

cumulatively occupy (both sides of the channel) less than three times
the width of the channel on a line perpendicular to the flow.

Nonfringe wetlands cumulatively occupy more than three times the width

N" of the channel on a line perpendicular to flow.

Constrictions are common points of hydrologic change on a channel, and

are defined as a point where the channel/floodplain narrows to one-
third, or less, the width of the widest upstream or downstream

N "channel/floodplain.

(a) Fringe Wetlands on a Channel

If the area of interest is a fringe wetland (cumulatively less

than three times the width of the channel), delineate the AA to
"- include wetlands on one side of the channel as well as deepwater

in the adjacent channel up to a distance of 300 ft past the 6.6 ft

depth contour. Upstream and downstream boundaries of the AA

*should be drawn at points of hydrologic change (Figure 2B).

(b) Nonfringe Wetlands on a Channel

If the area of interest is a nonfringe wetland (cumulatively more

than three times the width of the channel), delineate the AA to
*include wetlands on both sides of the channel as well as the

channel itself. Upstream and downstream boundaries should be

drawn at points of hydrologic change (Figure 2A).
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A. CHANNEL B. CHANNEL-

UPLAND

/ AA
- .~ AA3

-. UPLAND 
300

Non-fringe wetland along a channel. Fringe wetlands along a channel.
Wetlands cumulatively occupy more than 3X the width Wetlands cumulatively occupy less than 3X the width
of the channel at some point perpendicular to the of the channel at all points perpendicular to the
channel. The AA includes the wetlands on both sides channel. The AA includes the wetland and adjacent
of the channel, as well as contiguous wetlands within open water for a distance of 300 ft. from the deep
0.5 mile. water boundary of the wetland.

DEEP WA TER D

AAAI

UPLAND

,AA.

Fringe wetland on a standing body or water. Non-fringe wetlands on a standing body of water.
Wetlands cumulatively occupy less than 1/3 the Wetlands cumulatively occupy more than 1/3 the
surface area of the adjacent deep water. Separate surface area of the adjacent deep water (if any).
AA's are formed by wetlands isolated in coves, AA includes all wetlands within 0.5 mile. Separate
by other geomorphic features of the shoreline, or AA's may be delineated where wetlands occupy a cove.
prevaling wind and the adjacent open water for a
distance of 300 ft. from the deepwater boundary
of the wetland

Figure 2. Delineating the assessment area of fringe and nonfringe wetlands
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(3) Wetlands On a Standing Body of Water

Wetlands on a standing body of water (e.g.. lakes, ponds, estuaries,
etc.) can be classified as fringe and nonfringe based on the ratio of
wetland to surface area of the body of water. Fringe wetlands
cumulatively occupy less than one-third the surface area of the body of
water. Nonfringe wetlands cumulatively occupy more than one-third the
surface area of the body of water.

Consttictions on a standing body of water are defined as a point where
the wetland/deepwater width is one-tenth, or less, of the widest,
adjacent wetland/deepwater area.

(a) Fringe Wetlands on a Standing Body of Water

Fringe wetlands on a body of water may be separated from
other fringe wetlands by constrictions, peninsulas, or other

conditions such as prevailing winds. In this situation, identify
the fringe wetland that contains the area of interest. Delineate
the AA to include the fringe wetland and the adjacent deepwater
areas up to a distance of 300 ft. past the 6.6 ft. depth contour
(Figure 2C).

(b) Nonfringe Wetlands on a Standing Body of Water

,.' .~If the area of interest is in a nonfringe wetland, delineate the

AA to include all wetlands and contiguous deepwater areas on the
standing body of water. If coves or constrictions are present,
separate AA's may be delineated (Figure 2D).

(4) Large Wetlands

In areas of extensive wetland there may be no obvious point of
hydrologic change within a practical distance. In this situation it
may be desirable to evaluate a representative subsample of the AA. The
following guidelines are suggested. For wetlands along a channel, draw
upstream and downstream boundaries of the AA to include contiguous
wetland/deepwater areas within 1/2 mile of the area of interest. Draw
lateral boundaries to include contiguous wetland/deepwatei -reas w:thin
1/2 mile of the channel. For wetlands on a standing body , I water,

* draw the AA boundary to include wetland/deepwater areas; w.ti-n I/2 ni~e
of the area of interest.

(5) Impact Area

In certain situations it may be desirable to evaluate a s;ma_ i,)tion
* of an AA. This may be the case when a localized impact is p: upcsed, or

a mitigation project has been implemented. Under thence cllcums:ances
the following procedure should be followed. First, de' neate an AA as
outlined above, and conduct an evaluation for the AA. Second.
delireate an impact area (IA) within the AA and conduct an evaiuation
for the IA. Delineate the IA by identifying the area that wiil (or
already has in the case of a mitigation site) undergo signi ficant y
different impacts than the rest of the AA. Results of the evaluationsI
for both the AA and IA should always be presented together. it should
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be noted that evaluating a portion of the AA may violate the assumption
of hydrologic interaction and interdependence on which delineation of

s .>:. the AA is based. Consequently, the probability ratings that result
?. -..... from the evaluation of an IA are likely to be less accurate than

probability ratings that result from the evaluation of the AA.

2.6.2 Delineation of the Input Zone

The input zone is an area surrounding the AA that may have significant

impact on the AA in terms of sediments, nutrient, or contaminant input. The
input zone includes the area 300 ft upslope from the AA boundary. On
tributaries, extend the boundary of the input zone 100 ft (upstream) for
each 10 ft of tributary width at its entry point to the AA and include the
areas on both sides of tributary channels (permanent and intermittent) for a
distance of 300 ft upslope.

A. B.

4% -4

e OPENWATER WETLAND

Figure 3. Delineation of the assessment area in large wetlands

2.6.3 Delineation of the Watershed

-- Guidelines for delineating the watershed for fringe and nonfringe wetlands

I;' are as follows-

I (1) The watershed of t.,dai fringe wetlands and nontidai fringe wetland,; on

J large lakes (e.g., 6rreater than 10 -';q. mi.), inc-udes the aiea upslope
"of the A-A from which water flow,, i'nto the AA, nr until a dam ::E;

,0[ ,reached. Ct do' otn~de the watersLhed of contiguous
ewV

mI
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(2) The watershed of nontidal fringe wetlands and all nonfringe wetlands
includes the area upslope of the AA from which water flows into the AA,

or until a dam is reached. In addition, the watershed of the AA
.V includes the watershed of contiguous wetland/deepwater areas if water

from these areas enter the AA (e.g., flooding).

For practical purposes it is not necessary to actually delineate the
watershed of the AA on a map for a distance greater than 5 miles upstream.

*It will be necessary to estimate the estimate the size of the total
watershed in sq. mi. (i.e., less than 1 mile 2 , 1-100 miles2. 100-2,500
miles2 , or greater than 2,500 miles2 ).

2.6.4 Identification of Service Area and Delineation of Service Area
Watershed

Services are wetland functions or values which have a fairly well defined,
off-site delivery point. The service area is the point to which the service
is delivered. For example, the delivery point for the floodflow alteration
function may be a town downstream from the wetland. Similarly, the delivery
point for the sediment/toxicant retention function may be a dredged channel
downstream from the wetland. The potential exists for any number of service
areas to occur downstream from the AA. It is also possible that there is no

* identifiable service area downstream.

The ability of a wetland to provide services diminishes with increasing
distance downstream from the wetland. The following guidelines, derived in

,4 part from the simulation study of Ogawa and Male (1983), have been developed
to gauge this diminished effect.

(1) If the wetland is nontidal and:

(a) the watershed of the AA covers less than 20 square miles, consider
service areas within 5 miles downslope from the AA's outlet (or
until a dam is reached) to potentially benefit from wetland services.

(b) the watershed of the AA covers more than 20 square miles, then
consider service areas within 10 miles downslope of the AA's
outlet (or until a dam is reached) to potentially benefit from
wetland services.

(2) If the wetland is tidal and:

(a) the AA is 100 acres or less, consider service areas within 1000 ft

of the AA to be potential beneficiaries of wetland services.

(b) the AA is larger than 100 acres, consider service areas within 2
O. miles of the AA to be potential beneficiaries of wetland

services.

The watershed of each service area includes the entire source area for
waters that reach the service area as surface runoff or channel flow. The
watershed of each service area will be different; that is, each successive

O downslope service area will include the watershed of the previous service
area(s) as well as any new watershed area whose contributions enter below

the closest upstream service area.
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2.7 Task 7 - Define Locality and Region

- .-... In some instances during the evaluatio it is necessary to assess the wetland
.' in the context of a larger surrounding area. Two areas are defined for this

purpose. Locality is a relativley small political or hydrologic area (e.g.,
township, county, section, watershed, or similar hydrologic division).
Region is a larger political, ecological, hydrologic, or jurisdictional area
(e.g., state, ecoregion. flyway, Corps District, EPA Region, hydrologic
unit) which is relatively homogeneous in terms of topography and landscape
pattern.

Ideally, the selection of locality and region will be based on the

availability of quantitative data concerning wetland types and their loss
rates for a locality or region. However, this type of quantitative data is

often unavailable. If quantitative data is unavailable, select the most
geographically restricted area as the locality, and favor the use of
hydrologic criteria over geopolitical criteria. Similarly, in selecting
region, use the most geographically restricted area that is larger than

locality, and favor the use of hydrologic criteria over geopolitical

criteria.

Ni 2.8 Task 8 - Complete Form A: Site Documentation

Form A documents general information about the wetland being evaluated.
It serves as a useful reference throughout the evaluation procedure and as
documentation of the evaluation following its completion. Turn to Form A
(Appendix A) and complete Part 1.

Complete Part 2 of Form A by sketching a map, or attaching a copy of the
-% topographic map. Include in the sketch, or on the map (if it is not already

indicated), the additional information itemized in Part 2 of Form A. In
addition, determine the size of each of the following areas and record your

answers in Part 2 of Form A.

(1) The AA acreage
(2) The IA acreage (if applicable)
(3) The watershed acreage of the AA
(4) The wetland acreage within the AA (AA acreage minus deepwater

acreage)
(5) The wetland acreage within the watershed of the closest service area

(watershed acreage minus upland and deepwater acreage)
(6) The wetland/deepwater acreage within the watershed of the closest

service area

This completes the preparatory tasks. Begin the evaluation for social
significance on the next page.
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3.0 SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE EVALUATION

Social significance asz;ess a wet and in terms of its special designations:,
potential economic value, and strategic location. The evaluot."n cunsist

of two levels of assessment. The first level consists of 31 questions
designed to determine it the wetland has specific characteristics that
indirectly indicate it may be performing functions and values beneficia, tu

society. Responses to these questions are analyzed in a series of
interpretation keys that assign probability ratings of HIGH, MUDERATE, uz
LOW to ten wetland functions and values for social significance. A Level 1
assessment can be completed in 1-2 hours using the information resources;
described in Task 1.

Read the instructions for Form B (page B-4) before starting the socia.
significance evaluation. Record your answers to the following questiors :n
the appropriate section of Form B.

3.1 Social Significance Evaluation - Level 1 Assessment

3.1.1 "Red Flags"

1. Are any Federal or State endangered or threatened species (including
officially designated "candidate" species) known to use the AA regularly?

(uniqueness/heritage)**

2. Is the AA/IA part of an area owned by an organized conservation group or
public agency for the primary purpose of preservation, ecological
enhancement, or low-intensity recreation? For example, a park, refuge,
scenic route, water bank or conservation easement, historic site, marine
or estuarine sanctuary, wilderness or primitive area, landmark area,
public recreation area, or research natural area. (uniqueness/heritage)

3. Is the AA/IA included in a statewide listing of historical or
archaeological sites? (uniqueness/heritage)

4. Is the AA/IA known to have ecological or geological features

consistently considered by regional scientists to be unusual or rare for
wetlands in the region? (Answer "N" if the type is merely sensitive
or threatened, answer "Y" only if the AA is indeed rare among regional

wetland types.) Examples include:

(a) Peat bogs in southern New England.

(b) Fens in some parts of the Midwest.
(c) Cypress swamps in northern states.
(d) Spring communities in various regions.
(e) Wild rice producing wetlands in the north-central U.S.

(uniqueness/heriuage)

*.The AA/IA designation indicates the question should be answered for the

AA or IA whichever is appropriate for the evaluation. See page 22 for
discussion and delineation of the IA.

** The parenthetical phrase following each question indicates which function

or value the question addresses.
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5. Does the AA/IA represent most or all of this wetland system

(e.g.. estuarine, palustrine, lacustrine, etc.) in this locality?
. (allfunctions)

6. Have substantial public or private expenditures been made to create,

restore, protect, or ecologically manage the AA/IA? Examples include,

costs to resource agencies for conservation purchase, seeding, fencing,
maintenance, water quality improvements, installation of fishways or
impoundments, and improved accessibility. (uniqueness/heritage)

3.1.2 On-Site Wetland Social Significance

7. (Answer "I" if the AA is tidal.) Are there biological communities in the
% AA that are stressed by saline springs or abnormally high salinities, or

%are there wetlands contiguous with the AA where this situation exists?
.4 (ground water discharge)

8. (Answer "I" if AA is tidal.) Are there point sources of pollution
(e.g., hazardous waste sites) or other features of social or economic
value (e.g., buildings in incorporated areas, industrial developments,
etc.) within or adjacent to the AA that might be inundated by flooding
of the AA? (floodflow alteration)

3.1.3 Off-Site Wetland Social Significance

For Questions 9-14, consider the "area specified" to be the same downstream
area used during the identification of service areas (see page 24).

9. (Answer "I" if tidal.) Are there features of social or economic

value within the 100 year floodplain of the area specified or has a dam.
with the primary purpose of flood control, been proposed within 5 miles
upstream or downstream of the A? (floodflow alteration)

10. Are any of the following features present within the area specified?

(a) Harbors, channels, stormwater detention ponds, or reservoirs that

are dredged or cleaned regularly.
(b) Artificial recharge pits.
(c) Fish spawning areas that are known to be sensitive to siltation.
(d) Commercial shellfish beds.

(e) Areas known to be in violation of Section 401 of the Clean Water
Act water quality standards due to suspended solid or toxicant

levels. (sediment/toxicant retention)

11. Are there bodies of water, within the area specified, that have been
targeted by government agencies as "priority areas" for constructiop of
wastewater treatment facilities or other water quality improvement

projects because they violate official water quality standards (e.g.,
Section 401) for metals, organics, suspended solids, nitrogen, or

phosphorous? (nutrient removal/transformation, sediment/toxicant
retention)

12. Is there surface water within the AA or the area specified that is a
major source of drinking water? (nutrient removal/transformation,

sediment/toxicant retention) -,.
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13. Are either of the following conditions present in the area specified?

o-(a) Bodies of water known to be especially nutrient-sensitive or

' , -. subject to regular blooms of algae, aquatic fungi. or oxygen-

related fish kills.
(b) Bodies of water known to be in violation of Section 401 water

quality standards due to nutrient levels (e.g., nitrogen,
phosphorous). (nutrient removal/transformation)

14. Are there swimming/bathing areas that are used frequently in the area
specified? (nutrient removal/transformation)

If any of Questions 9-14 were answered 11Y," refine your answers using the
following procedure:

1

(a) Determine if condition (1) or (2) below is true. If either of
these conditions is true, do not change the original "Y"

answer(s) in Questions 9-14 and continue with Question 15. If
N. neither condition (1) or (2) below is true go to (b).

(1) The land cover of the watershed of the service area closest

to the AA is covered by more than 10% impervious surface.

(2) Wetlands and open water (excluding the AA) comprise less than
7% of the watershed of the service area closest to the AA.'p.

(b) Determine if either of the conditions (1) or (2) above is true for
*/ *j . the remaining service areas that were identified. If either of

the conditions is true for any of the remaining service areas, do
not change the original "Y" answer(s) to Questions 9-14 and
continue with Question 15. If neither of the conditions is true
for any of the remaining service areas, change all original ""f
answers in Questions 9-14 to "N", then continue with Question 15.

Guidelines:

1 The rational for this refinement is as follows. Wetlands within a
service area watershed with extensive areas of impervious surface, and/or
few wetland/deepwater areas, are of greater relative importance in terms of
providing functions and values than wetlands within a service area watershed
with an insignificant area of impervious surface, and/or extensive
wetland/deepwater areas

For Questions 15-18. consider the "area specified" to be the area within 2
miles of the AA's perimeter and within the same watershed.

15. (Answer "I" if tidal.) Does a threatened or endangered species that is
wetland-dependent regularly inhabit the area specified? (ground water

discharge)
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16. (Answer "I" if tidal.) Are any of the following features pre.-ent n tLe

area specified?

(a) Sites designated by US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) as ..-.

Sole Source Aquifers or Class II (Special) Ground Waters.

(b) Wells that serve at least 2,500 people (people using the well may be
living outside the area specified).

(c) Actively used wells with yields that are greater than the yields
shown for this region on the map in Figure 4.

(d) Wells that are within a major alluvial valley (i.e., watershed area

of at least 100 square miles) and have yields exceeding 2,500
gallons per minute. (ground water recharge, ground water discharge)

2500 100-,.- 50- "' 250

,~~-- 25 20

5.25 0 2500" -

22500

2500 o

5250

Figure 4. Ground water regions of the United States with txcept o:na wci,

yields in gallons per min (USGS, 1970)
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17. (Answer "I" if tidal.) Do well yields in the adle -pec i -d ; .
criteria described in Question 10(c) or does the AA empty i: [ or eoj

%*' "-'" (within 2 miles) where fish or wildlife use has be en c: tca :y

%P, by excessively low water flow or low water level dur ing dry Ys':,'
(ground water recharge, ground water discharge)

18. (Answer "I" if none of Questions 9-17 were answered "Y.") ". otti

the following conditions true for an) of Questions 9-17 tiat we:e
answered yes?

(a) The AA is the only AA in the watershed of the closest serv,&e a:ea.

Sb) The AA is closer to the service area where the service identified
in the question is delivered, than any other AA (that could be

de. Lneated if desired) in the watershed of the closest down:;trr
service area. For example, in Question 12, the AA is close: tw
the service area to which drinking water is being suppi .e than
any other AA in the watershed of the closest service area.
,all functions)

19. Les the AA/IA act as a buffer to features of social or economzi value
that are situated in erosion-prone or wave-vulnerable areas? (sediment
stabil ization,

20. Is any of the following true?

(a) The AA/IA supports at least one fish species that is on USFWS

National Species of Special Emphasis List (Table 1) and is rare or
declining in the region.

b The AA/IA has a State or Federal special designation relating tc
its recognized fishery value.

c) There is commercial fishing or shelifishing with the AAi A.
(aquatic diversity/abundance)

21. i any of the following true?

a) The AA/IA supports at least one wildlife species that is rn LSFWS
National Species of Special Emphasis List (Table 1) arid Is -ae o.

d eclining in the region.

b The AA/IA has a State or Federal special designation oi :r< t
its recognized wildlife value.

L) A fee is charged at the AA/iA foi corsumptive hnt,
nonLonsumptive (observation) u.;2 or wd . wi

i - ty/abundance)

22. An,-we- "I" if less than 1 acre of cmn wa , 1 , ;':.7
: the AA 'n a watre- ow use .V r -r , , , i s: . . '

-,ror al :) : recc :ved a p i : ,,y r r

;- a ,: ffl"' " o ' ' (1
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% Table 1. National Species of Specia± Empha-sis (Source: USFWS. unpub. data)

MAMMALS: Rocky Mountain Population
Grizzly Bear Pacific Population

Polar Bear Canada Goose (cont.)
Black-Footed Ferret Lesser (Pacific Flyway Popuiatjon)
Sea Otter: Vancouver

Southern Dusky
Alaskan Popuiatron Cackling

Gray Wolf: Aleutian

Eastern Northern Pintaii
Rocky Mountain Wood Duck
Mexican Black Duck

Pacific Walrus Mallard
West Indian Manatee Canvasback:

Eastern Population
BIRDS: Western Population

% Brown Pelican: Ring-Necked Duck
Eastern Redhead
California California Condor

Tundra Swan: Osprey

Eastern Population Bald Eagle:
Western Population Southeastern Population

Trumpeter Swan: Chesapeake Bay Population

Interior Population Northern Population
Pacific Coast Population Southwestern Population

Rocky Mountain Population Pacific State Population
Greater White-Fronted Goose: Alaskan Population
Eastern Mid-Continent Population Golden Eagle:

Western Mid-Continent Population Western Population
Tule Peregrine Falcon:
Pacific Flyway Population Eastern Population

Snow Goose: Rocky Mountain Population
Greater. Southwestern Population
Atlantic Flyway Population Pacific Coast Population

Lesser. Alaskan Population (Arctic, American
Mid-Continent and Peal's)

Western Central Flyway Population Attwater's Greater Prairie Chicken
Western Canadian Arctic Population Masked Bobwhite

Wrangel Island Population Clapper Rail:
Brant: Yuma
Atlantic Population Light-Footed
Pacific Population Sandhiil Crane:

Canada Goose: Eastern Population-Greater
Atlantic Flyway Population Mid-Continent Popuiation-Lessei

Tennessee Valley Population Canadian-Greater
Miissippi Valley Population Rocky Mountain Popuiation-Gteater
E'ai;tern Prairie Population Lower Coior ado Popuiat~on-Greatei
(;heat Plains Population Central Valley Population reatei
Ta Glass Prairie Population Pacific Fiyway Popuat on-G:eatoe

0 Hi Line Population Whooping Crane

I. Shurt Grass Prairie Population American Woodrock
Weest Prair 'e Population Piping Plover

(Cont inued)
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Table 1. (Concluded)

.\ ..X> BIRDS
,A \$&, Least Tern:

. Interior

Eastern

California
Roseate Tern

-, White-Winged Dove

Spotted Owl (Northern)
Red-Cockaded Woodpecker

Kirtiand's Warbler

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS:

American Alligator

FISH:
Sockeye Salmon (Alaskan)
Coho Salmon:
Non-Alaskan U.S. Stock
Alaskan Stock

Chinook Salmon
Cutthroat Trout (Western United States)
Steelhead Trout
Atlantic Salmon
Lake Trout (Great Lakes)

Striped Bass
Cui-ui

Ai
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27. Is the AA/IA used regularly for recreational or consumptive activ te;,

for which opportunities are otherwise locally deficient as recognized

, by a local or state recreational plan (e.g., SCORP)? (recreation)

28. Is the AA/IA a major public access point to a recreational waterway?

(recreation)

29. Is the AA located in an urban area? (all functions)

For Questions 30 and 31. if data for a more restricted region or geographic

area are available, substitute it for the state data shown in Table 2.

30. Is the AA located in a state that is losing wetlands at a rate

greater than, or equal to, the national annual average of 0.42%/year
(Table 2)? (all functions)

31. Is the AA's wetland acreage (expressed as a percent of the acreage of
wetlands in the watershed of the closest service area) greater than the

annual percentage loss rate of wetlands for the state (Table 2)?

For example, if the watershed of the closest service area has 200 acres
of wetland and the AA comprises 20 of these acres, then 20/200 = 0.1

and 0.1 x 100 = 10%. The corresponding statewide loss rate (for
Alabama) from Table 2 is 0.67%. Therefore, the answer to Question 31

"- for this example is "Y" since the calculated loss rate is greater than

the state loss rate shown in Table 2.1 (all functions)

Guidelines:

1 The rational for Question 31 is as follows. This question serves a

weighting mechanism in se',eral of the social significance keys. If the

-I, wetlands in the AA represent an amount equal to, or lower than, the average

state wetland loss per acre then Question 31 has no effect in the social
significance keys. However, if the wetlands in the AA represent an amount
greater than the average state wetland loss per acre the probability ratings

for several functions are elevated.

This completes the first assessment level of the social significance

evaluation. Interpret the responses to these questions using the

0[O interpretation keys in Section 3.2. or, alternatively, interpret the

responses using the computer program described in Appendix E.
'p.

When the interpretation is completed three options are possible:

1 (1) Continue with the second assessment level of the social significance

* Oevaluation (page 41), or

, (2) Begin the first assessment ieve] of the effectiveness and opportunity
_, evaluation in Section 4.0.

(3) Stcp the evaluation at this point and complete Form D: Evaluation
*Summary.

0~ 
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Table 2. Acreage Cr Lteria for Oases (OA) and Clusters (CL) loi Emergent (EM),

Scrub-Shrub (SS), and Forested (F0) Vegetation Classes, and Wetland
Loss Rates. (Souice: USFWS unpubi. data.)

STATE PALUSTRINE (acres/miLe 2 ) ESTUARINE (acres/mile shoreline) LOSS RATE
EM SS/FO EM SS/FO (/year)

CA CL OA CL OA CL OA CL
AL 0.4 2.3 11.1 66.5 7.6 45.6 ND 0.b7 .

* AZ 0.2 1.3 1.2 7.0 --------------------- 0.42***
AR 0.9 5.6 9.1 54.6 ---------------------- 1.80
CA 0.3 1.6 0.2 1.0 6.1 36.8 ND 0.42***

CO 0.6 3.7 0.5 2.7 0---------------------- 0.

CT 0.5 2.9 7.8 47.0 5.9 35.3 1 1 0.35
DE 0.6 3.8 9.6 57.7 47.1 282.7 1 1 0.81

FL 11.3 67.8 21.7 129.9 27.8 166.5 13 78 0.57

GA 0.7 4.2 15.6 93.6 29.3 175.7 1 1 0.35**
ID 0.2 1.4 0.6 3.8 --------------------- 0.42***

IL 0.2 1.1 2.2 13.0 ---------------------- 0.84
IN 0.4 2.6 0.8 5.0 --------------------- 0.67**
IA 1.3 7.6 1.6 9.7 --------------------- 0.67**

KS 0.3 1.9 0.2 0.9 --------------------- 0.42***
KY 0.2 1.1 0.4 2.3 --------------------- 0.67**

* , LA 5.3 31.8 21.4 128.6 48.8 292.9 ND 0.84

ME 1.6 9.9 8.6 51.7 4.6 27.6 ND 0.35

MD 0.3 2.0 3.8 22.6 10.3 62.0 1 1 0.35**
MA 1.5 9.1 10.8 64.5 3.0 18.2 1 1 0.35" " .6**

MI 3.2 19.2 9.7 58.1 ---------------------- 0.67
MN 8.8 53.0 9.9 59.6 --------------------- 0.67

MS 1.3 7.9 14.7 88.3 4.8 28.7 ND 1.48
MO 0.2 1.4 1.3 7.7 --------------------- 0.67

MT 0.8 4.6 0.4 2.3 --------------------- 0.42
NE 3.5 21.1 1.0 5.9 --------------------- 0.42***
NV 0.2 1.0* 0.1 0.1*--------------------- 0.42***
NH 0.6 3.6 3.0 17.8 4.3 25.6 0.35
NJ 0.7 4.1 13.6 81.8- 0--------------------- .35**
NM 0.6 3.7 0.1 0.1 ---------------------- 0.42
NY 1.1 6.7 2.7 16.0 6.6 39.9 ND 0.35**
NC 1.7 10.2 19.0 113.9 10.4 62.5 ND 0.65
ND 7.1 42.7 0.5 3.1 --------------------- 0.742*

OH 0.7 4.4 1.2 6.9 .---------------------- .67
* OK 0.4 2.6 2.5 15.1 0.42**

OR 1.6 9.7 0.8 4.6 8.7 51.9 ND 0.45**
PA 0.3 1.8 1.6 9.4 --------------------- 0.35**

RI 0.5 3.0 7.9 47.1 16.5 99.3 ND 0.35

SC 1.3 7.8 25.1 150.8 32.4 194.3 1 1 0.35**

SD 3.2 18.9 0.2 1.1- --------------------- C.42

TN 0.A 2.3 2.9 17.4 *--------------------- 0.*

TX 1.1 6.4 1.0 6.1 32.9 197.6 ND 0.42***
UT 0.9 5.6 0.4 2.3 --------------------- 0.42**
VT 0.7 4.2 4.1 24.5 --------------------- 0.35
VA 0.3 1.8 3.3 19.6 14.25 85.5 ND 0.35

'V.
(Continued)
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Table 2 (Concluded)

" ',' , - STATE PALUSTRINE (acres/mile2 ) ESTUARINE (acres/mile sh:tlin' ,,u>'A>.

. EM SSiFO EM SS/FU V i:
OA CL OA CL OA CL OA _CL

WA 1.6 9.7 0.8 4.b 1.8 10.7 -4

" WV 9.2 1.0 0.5 3.2 ND ND .

-" WI 3.2 19.2 9.9 59.3--------------------- - 0. **

WY 0.7 4.2 0.4 2.3 U.. . . .. 4 2

* Wetland acreage estimates were not available for this -tate, Lc data I~fl.

nearby states were used. More detailed oi accurate data urn wet~ad
densities from state or local agencies may be substituted if ava-able. The

following formula should be applied to improve the defin.it-cn ut , uftes

and oases: Oasis - 0. 2 x; Cluster = x + 0.2x (where x - mean st~te ide

density of wetlands in acres per square mile).

** State data were statistically insignificant, and figure,, represent

regional (flyway) data. Substitute more detailed or accurate data :f

available.

* State data were statistically insignificant, and figures represent t ie

national loss rate (0.42%). Substitute more detailed or accurate data if

available.

5 .
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3.2 Social Significance Evaluation - Level 1 Interpretation

J This section outlines the procedure for interpreting the responses to .-

questions in the first level of the social significance evaluation and '--
assigning probability ratings of HIGH, MODERATE, or LOW to functions and
values in terms of social significance.

Place Form B and the Social Significance Keys in front of you. Note that
there is an separate key for each of the functions and values to be

*evaluated. Each key consists of a series of boxes. Within each box are
coded references to a single question, or group of questions from the Level
1 assessment. Each coded reference is followed by a specified answer of "y"

, (yes) or "n" (no). Within the boxes, "/" should be read as "or." For
example, in the ground water recharge key the first box contains the
statement "Q16/17 = y." This translates into, "Were Questions 16 or 17
answered yes?" A true (T) and false (F) arrow emerges from each box.
Follow the true arrow if all questions within the box were answered as
specified. Follow the false arrow if all questions were not answered as
specified. Proceed through the key from box to box until a HIGH, MODERATE,
LOW, or UNCERTAIN probability rating is specified. Then proceed to next key
until all function and values have been assigned a probability rating for
social significance. Record the probability ratings for each of the

4functions and values in the Social Significance column of Form D.

Social Significance Keys

Ground Water Recharge

Lj I -LF F ------- 4 0MODERATE

Q5/18/29/1 = y T j LOW

Ground Water Discharge

Q15/158/29/31 =

T VC4DEIKA1,

17 "

Q 5/8/2931 h



Social Significance Keys (Cont.)

Floodf low Alteration

F F -OM OD ERATE

-on L LOIW

Sediment Stabilization

Q5/2930 =y *NMOLDERATE

LOW

Wo Sediment/Toxic Retention

Nutrient Removal/Transformation

Q51/931 =y T LOW

S3
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Social Significance Keys (Cont.)

Wildlife Diversity/Abundance

Q21/2/23 61-HIGH

F LOW

Aqiuatic Diversity/Abundance

Q20/23= 0--HIGH

0Y

F IN LOW

Recreation

Q27 =y Q530 yHIGH

Q5/30 yHIGH

Uniqueness/Heritage

ST
Ql/23/45/6/3/2/2-)'/-- YHIGOH
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3.3 Social Significance Evaluation - Level 2 Assessment

. .- ', Social significance level 2 assessment is an opt ona sttep tu :e!, r., .

probability rating for uniqueness/heritage. The pr roubab ity rat : :
uniqueness/heritage assigned during Level 1 assesment s retired P.
considering how other wetlands in a selected area (context region) :,
related to the wetland being evaluated. The idea approach iu,
accomplishing this goal would be to assess uniqueness/heritage iur a-'
wetlands in the context region and then scale the probabi> ty rating lu:
uniqueness/heritage for the wetland of interest accordlngly. r, the m re
realistic approach (in terms of effort) that follows, single-cha:acteristi.
assessments are tallied for all wetlands in the context region t, mprove
the uniqueness/heritage estimate.

3.3.1 Selection of Context Region

There are several options for choosing a context region. Select the context
region that coincides with available manpower and project objectives. The
sma~lest area you may wish to use as a context region is locality. A
disadvantage in using locality is that difficu't to ccmpare wetland

uniqueness/heritage in localities of greatly different size. Larger
localities are mo re likely to have a greater number of wetaands, and thus more

. wetland types. Although this increases the probability of there being an
especially rare o- unique type, the relative value of each wetland may seem
smaller.

Another option for the context region is to use a standard density circle

d (SDC). A standard density circle is a circle drawn to include a
predetermined number of wetlands (typically 30). With:n any two SDC's, the
probability of encountering a rare type of wetland is greater. Thus,
wetland comparisons based on scarcity and uniqueness have a statistical
basis. A third option Is to use the watershed of a service area or USGS

political relevance and makes comparisons statistically less reliable, it
accounts for the potential interactions among wetlands and

uniqueness/heritage values. Other options include evaluating wet-ands in

terms of their uniqueness/heritage in an ecoregion (see Bailey 1978) or
within a local, state, or jurisdictional district. These options may
require extensive effort to examine and classify wetlands. The result,
however, would be a more realistic perspective on uniqueness/heritage of a

* particular wetland.

3.3.2 Assessment Procedure

Assess the uniqueness/heritage of the AA using the following steps:

(1) Se-ect the context region.
(2) Obtain NWI wetland classification maps for the context ci t. iiNW

-maps are not available and no regional wetiand a maps are.
avaiiabie, a classification of the wetlands with:n tht, o nrtext :,rgYn
must first be completed using aer:al photography, f;e .

(3) From the wetland classification map tally the nurroe,, an: ..
convenient, the acreage of all wetlands accord:ni nt. w.ani cv. wt> .t-1

* class, and if possible subclass and hydr .pe .

(A Calculate percentages for the categories ta i ;, il t.p

4'..
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3.4 Social Significance Evaluation -Level 2 Interpretation

the-n U Iqune...tw £tut J %a.c .i.i t

on. v 0on1e it te fcLur qU e-s t nul above (a' w tWtJ r

MODEEPATE (-n Fjr-m D In the unlqueniess-/ner itc :,)w , 1,

C U UM n. -7 mocre than one cf the foul quest Lr~zc A!, VE * W
"I,".1 pl'ace a rating of HIGH :-n the uniqueness/neri ~ oo :(,

s ignir-icance column of For-m D. If a higher p! chab

been assigned to uniqueness/heritage as a re.sult of tltH Lv- Ic T

do not replace it with a lower- probability rat ing. Entet t q p;L pI *tc

code next to the uniqueness/heritage probability ratin r (' Ti d I t C

of Level 2 assessment that was done. For example:

Cotet egcr- Wtands Classification Code

SDC Hydroperiod SC -H P

Locality Class, subclass L-C,SC
Hydiounit Class, hydroperiod UCh

This completes the second level assessment of the social signifi .c ance
evaluation. Two options are now possible:

(1) Continue with the effectiveness and opportunity evaluot-un .11

Section 4.0.

A'(2) Stop the assessment at this point and complete the evalu,-- le, by
filling in the appr-opriate port~ons of Form D.

L 
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4.0 EFFECTIVENESS AND OPPORTUNITY EVALUATION

The effectiveness and opportunity evaluation assesses the capability and

opportunity of a wetland to perform functions. The evaluation consists of

a series of questions designed to characterize the wetland and the
surrounding area in terms of its physical, chemical and biological
attributes. The evaluation has three levels of assessment. Each successive
level of assessement adds to the information gathered during previous levels
to build a more detailed characterization of the wetland and the surrounding
area. Corresponding with the more detailed characterization of the wetland

is an increased confidence in the probability ratings resulting from the
assessment. The level of assessment chosen will depend upon time and
information available, as well as the confidence desired. Experience has
shown that the second level of assessment provides a reasonable balance

between these three factors for most evaluation situations.

The first level of assessment can be conducted in the office using the

information resources described in Task 1 and will take approximately 1 hour
.r to ccmplete. The second level of assessment requires visiting the wetland

site for observation and data collection. This level will take
approximately 1-3 hours to complete. The third level of assessment requires
requires detailed (and in some cases long term) physical, chemical, and
biological monitoring data from the wetland site. The time required for

this level varies depending on the size and complexity of the wetland being
evaluated.

An interpretation key specific to each function assigns probability ratings
of HIGH, MODERATE, or LOW to eleven wetland functions in terms of
effectiveness, and three wetland functions in terms of opportunity. The
interpretation keys that assign probability ratings for effectiveness and
opportunity were constructed with the assumption that responses from the
questions in the first and second level of the effectiveness and opportunity
evaluation would be available for interpretation. The only provision made
for partially com-leted data sets (i.e., unknown answers) is in the case of
a Level 3 assessment (Questions 51-64). If all Level 1 and 2 questions are
not answered (unless specified in the question itself), the validity of the

probability ratings is uncertain. Therefore, it is recommended that
effectiveness and opportunity evaluations be conducted at Level 2 or 3.

4.1 Effectiveness and Opportunity Evaluation - Level 1 Assessment

1. CLIMATE

1.1 is the AA located in one of the precipitation deficit region shown in
*. Figure 6 or does local data indicate that on-site evaporation exceeds

precipitation on an annual basis?

43
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PR ECIPI TAT ION
DEFICIT REGION

_.-.

Figure 6. Precipit-tion deficit regions of the United States (Source: USGS
1970) , te: Use local data if available, especially in the

mountainous regions of the western United States.)

1.2 Is either of the following conditions true?

(a) The AA is located in one of the intense storm regions shown in
Figure 7.

...

(b) The rainfall erosivity factor for the area is greater than 3001
and if the AA is in a tidal area, tidal range is less than 3 ft?

6uideines:

1 This factor (El 3 0 in the Universal Soil Loss Equation) is available from
yrur local Soil Conservation Service office.

1.3 Does the entire AA freeze over for more than 1 month during most winters.:
if unknown, eot.imate based on climate, salinity, flow, depth, - ze, 'Ind

presence ot springs.)

44
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IN

W NES STORM

Figure 7. Intense storm regions of the United States

2. ACREAGE

2.1 Is the surface area of the AA/IA and any accessible' wetlands within
I mile of the PA/IA:

2.1.1 Less than 5 acres?
2.1.2 Greater than 40 acres?
2.1.3 Greater than 200 acres?

Guidelines:

I Throughout this document, accessible refers to accessibility of an area to

fish. See the Glossary for greater detail.

2.2 (Answer "I" if the AA/IA has no forest.) Is the forested area within
the AA/IA and up to 1 mile away from the AA/IA:1

2.2.1 Less than 5 acres?
2.2.2 Greater than 40 acres?

Guidelines:

0% -' _ Include all forested within I mile of the AA/IA connected by an unbroken.
forested corridor of at least 150 ft in width (Figure 8).

45
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-10- ACRE

V.1'DED RE

Figure 8. Example of a forested corridor connecting the AA/IA to adjacent
forested areas (Note: In the figure, a 10-acre forested AA./IA

-S is connected by a forested corridor to a 40-acre forest within I
xr e However, the corridor has a constriction of less than 150
ft. therefore. Questions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 would be answered "N.")

3. COMPLEX. CLUSTER. OASIS

*3.1 Are there other wetlands within 1 aile of the AA*

v.3.2 W;ithin 1.000 yd of the AA's center (or withir. 1 mile along the
shoreline if the AA is tidal), Iis the acreage of eme:gent or scrub-

* shrub/forested wetland classes' greater than the criteiia acreage
shown for the corresponidIng type in the "1cluster" columns-, of T'able 2-

3.3 Within 1,000 yd of the AA's center u-, wlthzr. I mil'e al'ong the

shoreline if the AA -is t :dal ). is the ac reage (f emer gent (_r scr ub-
shrub/forested wet'-and cla.s;es les than the criteria acreage shown

or the corresponding. type in the "oas is" column,- of Table- 2?

Guideli-nes-:

For Questiron 3.2 if both emergent and sc rub- A,,rub,'t( rer-te lsea

present. us;e the class with the greater acieajo.

present use the class wtE the (-ej :S

L
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4. LOCATION AND SIZE

• -. 4.1 Is the AA within 5 miles of tidal waters, the Great Lakes, or a
river of at least 100 miles length?

4.2 The watershed of the AA is:

4.2A Less than 1 square mile?

4.2B 1-100 square miles?
4.2C 100-2,500 square miles?
4.2D greater than 2,500 square miles?

5. ASSESSMENT AREA/WATERSHED RATIO

5.1 What percentage of the AA watershed acreage
1 does the AA comp9ise?

2

5.1.1 Less than 5% or less than 10% if region is dry.
5.1.2 More than 20% or more than 15% if region is dry.

% Guidelines:

1 If the AA is a subsample of a larger hydrologically interdependent AA (see

age 22). use the acreage of the larger AA to answer this question.
Using the acreages from Form A. Part 2, perform the following calculation:

AA acreage/AA watershed acreage x 100.

5.2 Do upsope AA's comprise more than 5% of the total acreage
of this AA watershed (Figure 9) or more than 3% if region is dry?

V. Guidelines:

1 Determine acreage of all upslope AA's in watershed of AA and using the

watershed acreage from Form A, Part 2, perform following calculation:
upslope AA acreage/AA watershed acreage x 100.

6. LOCAL TOPOGRAPHY

6.1 Are any of the following conditions present?

(a) The AA is a playa.
(b) The drop in elevation from the downslope end of the AA to a

point 2 miles downslope (or to the bottom of a valley, whichever
comes first) is greater than the rise in elevation from the upslope
end of the AA to a point 2 miles upslope (or to the top of a

*, ridge, whichever comes first) (Figure 10).
(c) The AA is located within 2 miles of a topographic divide tbat

separates two major watersheds 1 and is not at the toe of a slope
of greater than 20% (Figure 11).

Guidelines:

. A major watershed contains a rivet channel cf at lea:t 100 ft widtL, 1r(m

bank to bank.

47
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ml. /! /]

\ /

V vV-A ATERSH-ED

BOUNDARY

ON

Figure 9. Upsiope AA's in relation to the watershed (No te: In the figure.

upsiope AAi's comprise more than 5 percent of the watershed area
excluding the AA, therefore. Question 5.2

RIDGE (ELEV 800')

2MII
I T

,.1,

.. VAL L FY FLOCOR Q ELEV7000Yi

Figure 10. Elevational change upsiope and downnraIope of the AA (Note: In

the figure. the downslope elevational charige of 80 f t is gr eat I

than the upsiope elevational change of 20 ft; theref ote .

Questin 6.1 woul d be anered "Y.")
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,%

AA

. - Figure 11. Example of a topographic feature dividing watersheds (No te: In

.P-A the figure. a ridge line. within 2 miles, divides two watersheds;
. "4 therefore, Question 6.1 would be answered "Y.")

"- 6.2 Do soil maps, geologic maps, or field inspection indicate that any of

" the following is true?

(a geologic fault, oretdperpendicular to sraeflow, ispresent

within the AA.

' ,(b) Within the AA's watershed the permeability of the soils decreases

,,,in a downsiope directi*on toward the AA. If unknown, assume that
decreased permeability I is represented by increased prevalence of

~marine clays or fine particled soils, shallower depth to bedrock,

"C., decreased prevalence of talus or coarse alluvial sediments

. . (such as occur at the mouths of canyons in glacial moraine areas
. orat the base of avalanche paths).

• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A ,_'F* ,\! tt ae f a reltvely steep :-eg-ion . oe

5'c

"°"

%

%%

% % %
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7. GRADIENT

Answer "I" 'f Question 41 can and lbea>er. hA/I
t idal.) Is either of the follcwinS true?

(a) The AA/IA does not have a channel our the arniual t..acdplarn
wider than the channel.

(b) The channel gradient of the AA/i-A is less thar. the c:riodn
*gradient value shown in Table 3.1

Guidelines:

1 Determine the PA/ IA's gradient (see Figure 12, and compdre the ca-cu-ated

gradient value to the gradient value shown in Table 3 for the Lse-ected-
roughness coefficient (columns) and d epth (rows).

ELEVA TION 220
A. -0

'"SO

;0) F T

UPLAND

ESTUARY OCEAN

%A0

L..re.....~:~z. ~t :eAA u~n to GiirL *.a.l

----~... -. - - - -
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Table 3. Gradient Necessary tu Cr.ate DePositicotL. VelUCILY CondlitwU5.
(Interpreted from SCS curves for channel flow.)

Mean Depth (ft) N > 0.1251 N = 0.0802 N 0.0503 N < 0.0354

< 0.5 < 0.0250 < 0.0100 < 0.0038 < 0.0018

0.5-1 < 0.0150 < 0.0060 ( 0.0023 < 0.0012
1-2 < 0.0030 < 0.0012 < 0.0006
2-3 < 0.0017 < 0.0006 < 0.0003

. 3-45 < 0.0013 < 0.0005 < 0.0002
4-65 < 0.0008 < 0.0003 < 0.0001
6-85 < 0.0006 < 0.0002 < 0.0001

8-105 < 0.0004 < 0.0002

10-125 < 0.0003 < 0.0001

1 Densely wooded floodplains ("N" is Manning's roughness coefficient).
2 Densely vegetated emergent wetlands not totally submerged by floodflow.

3 Moderately vegetated or totally submerged (by floodwater) emergent

wetlands, or with boulders.
4 Unobstructed channels.
5 Assumes width, perpendicular to flow is <8 ft. If channel is 8-20 ft

wide, the value in the row immediately below the value identified should

be used. If channel is wider than 20 ft, answer "I."

8. INLETS. OUTLETS

Does surface water enter and/or exit the AA through an:

8.1 Inlet with permanent flow?

8.2 Inlet with intermittent flow?
8.3 Outlet with permanent flow?
8.4 Outlet with intermittent flow?

Guidelines:

,1 (a) Do not consider precipitation or sheetflow to be surface water.

(b) Consider fringe wetlands to have both a permanent inlet and outlet.
(c) Inlets and outlets regularly flooded by the tide are permanent.

9. CONSTRICTION

9.1 Is any of the following true?

(a) Channel flow is present, and the width of the AA/IA's outlet(s),
at annual high water, is less than one-third the average width of

the AA/IA perpendicular to flow (Figure 13A).
(b) Channel flow is present, and the cross-sectional area of the

AA/IA's outlet(s) is less than the cross-sectional area of the
inlet(s) (Figure 13A).

(c) Channel flow is not present (i.e., AA/IA has no gradient or is
tidal). and the total width of the AA/IA's outlet(s) is less than

one-tenth the average width of the AA/IA (Figure 13B).

% ) I
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5A.

~AA1
W2 AA3

. AA1

B. W

Figure 13. Examples of constricted outlets (Note: In Part A, the width
and/or cross-sectional area of the outlets (WI and W2) is less

than 1/3 of the inlet (W3). In Part B, there is no channel
flow, and the outlet (WI) is less than 1/10 the average width of

5, the AAI (not shown). In both cases the outlet is constricted.)

, 9.2 (Answer "I" if tidal.) Does sheetflow from a contiguous body of water
inundate wetlands in the AA/IA at least once a year, and subsequently
exit the wetland through a constricted outlet(s) or not exit the AA/IA
wetland at all (Figure 14)?

'.-

9.3 (Answer "I" if the AA/IA has no outlet.) Does outflow (if any) from
the AA/IA originate mostly from precipitation or snowmelt occurring
within the AA/IA (i.e., AA/IA has little or no watershed)?

10. WETLAND SYSTEM

Which wetland system covers the greatest area in the AA/IA?

10.A Lacustrine (no woody or persistent emergent vegetation)
10.B Palustrine

10.C Riverine nontidal (no woody or persistent emergent vegetation)
1O.D Riverine tidal (no woody or persistent emergent vegetation)
1O.E Estuarine
10.F Marine (no erect vegetation)

52
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VAA

AA

FLOOD CONDITIONS

.AA

,

.'

NONFLOOD CONDITIONS
.5,

Figure 14. Example of a seasonally constricted outlet

11. FRINGE WETLAND OR ISLAND

Is the AA/IA part of a fringe wetland or an island or does the AA/IA

comprise all, or most of, a fringe wetland or island?

12. VEGETATION CLASS/SUBCLASS (PRIMARY)

Select from the list below, the vegetation class' (e.g., forested.

emergent, etc.) and subclass (e.g., needle-leaved evergreen, broad-leaved
: deciduous. etc.) that is:

(a) Dominant in the AA/IA?

(b) Dominant at the edge of open water of Zones B and C (Figure 15).
(Exclude the subclass rooted vascular, "12Cc".)

(c) In contact with water over the largest area of the AA/IA (i.e.,
roots and stems inundated).

Circle "Y" on the answer sheet for the classes and subclasses that were

."% s~lected. Circle "N" for the classes and subclasses not selected.

53
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12.A Forested?

Aa and dead?
Ab and needle-leaved evergreen?
Ac and broad-leaved evergreen?
Ad and needle-leaved deciduous?
Ae and broad-leaved deciduous?

12.B Scrub-shrub?
-" Ba and dead?
-V

Bb and needle-leaved evergreen?
Bc and broad-leaved evergreen?

V. Bd and needle-leaved deciduous?
Be and broad-leaved deciduous?

12.C Aquatic bed?

p Ca and algal?
Cb and floating vascular?
Cc and rooted vascular?
Cd and aquatic bryophyte (moss or liverwort)?

12.D Emergent?
Da and persistent?
Db and nonpersistent?

12.E Moss-lichen?

Guidelines:

i"'ominant" in this question means the class or subclass that covers the

greatest area. However, if 12.A (forested) and 12.B (scrub/shrub) together or
12.C (aquatic bed) and 12.D (emergent) together cover a greater area than any
other single class, answer '"Y to the larger of the two classes. Apply this
procedure on a subclass level by grouping evergreens (all 4). deciduous (all
4), or dead (both). For example, if the four evergreen subclasses together

cover a greater area than any other single subclass, answer "Y" to the

largest of the four subclasses.

13. VEGETATION CLASS/SUBCLASS (SECONDARY)

Select from the vegetation classes and subclasses listed in Question 12

those that comprise 10% of the AA/IA or at least 1 acre of the AA/IA?

14. ISLANDS

Is the AA/IA an island or does it contain part, or all, of an island that
is:

14.1 At least 25 sq ft in size and at least 50 ft from the shoreline?

14.2 Ac least 2 acres in size, separated from the mainland by water at
least 30 in. deep, and at least 2 miles offshore if the wetland
system is marine or 0.5 mile offshore if the wetland system is not
marine? %

54
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15. VEGETATION/WATER INTERSPERSION

(Answer '1111 to all of 15.1 if the wetland syLtem is ive-:ine. Anowe: "Y" to
15.1A if surface water is absent.) Does the horizontal patcern of C.'ect
vegetation in Zone B (Figure 15) consist of:

15.1A Relatively few, continuous areas supporting vegetation with little

-.-: r no interspersion with channels, pools, or flats (Figure 16)?

15.1B A condition intermediate between the conditions described in 15.1A
and 15.1C.?

15.1C A mosaic of relatively small patches of vegetation (i.e., none
smaller in diameter than two times the height of the prevailing
vegetation) interspersed with pools, channels, or flats (Figure 16)?

15.2 (Answer "I" if channel or tidal flow never occurs in the AA/IA.) Is
either of the following conditions present in that portion of the
AA/IA having measurable flow?

(a) Vegetation in Zone B consists mainly of persistent emergent
distributed in the mosaic pattern described in 15.1C.

(b) Under average flow conditions, water enters the AA/IA in a
channel and then spreads out over a wide area.

'%,

A.

OR O

B.

N

OR OO ROR

Figure 16. Examples of low and high vegetation/water interspersion (Note:
in this figure. Part A exemplifies low vegetation/water

interspersion (Question 1s5.1A = "'f"), and Part B exemplifies high
vegetation water interspersion (Question 15.1C = "Y").)
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16. VEGETATION CLASS INTERSPERSION

The horizontal pattern of vegetation classes (e.g.. forested, aquatic bed,

, -. scrub-shrub) in the AA/IA consists of:

16.A Relatively homogeneous areas supporting a single vegetation class with

little or no interspersion between these homogeneois areas (Figure 17)?

16.B A condition intermediate between the conditions described in 16.A and
16.C?

16.C A highly interspersed mosaic of relatively small areas (not less than
100 sq ft) which support different vegetation classes (Figure 17).

A.

_-.[

-.°'

4..

%'N

'p

0 Figure 17. Examples of low and high vegetation class interspersion (Note: In
I the figure, Part A exemplifies low vegetation class interspersion

i (Question 16A : '"t"), and Part B exemplifies high vegetation class

interspersion (Question 16C = "".

SC
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~1~
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17. VEGETATION FORM RICHNESS

Are any of the following statements true?

(a) The AA/IA is 1-10 acres and supports at least thre- vegetatiUn
classes (none of which comprises more than 70% of the AA/IA's
vegetation) or at least four vegetation subclasses.

(b) The AA/IA is 10-100 acres and supports at least three vegetation
classes (none of which comprise ' more than 70% of the AA/IA's
vegetation) or at least six vegetation subclasses.

(c) The AA/IA is 100 or more acres and has 4 or more vegetation classes
(none of which comprises more than 70% of the AA/IA's vegetation) or

at least 8 vegetation subclasses.

18. SHAPE OF UPLAND/WETLAND EDGE

(Answer "I" if the AA/IA is longer than 10 miles or if there is no adjacent
upland.) Is the boundary between the upland and the AA/IA irregular (Figure
18)?-i

;0

A,
REGULAR IRREGULAR

UPULND

B. REGULAR IRREGULAR

,. UPLAND ZON .. . o"A / UPLAND

.- Figure 18. Regular and irregular boundaries between wetland and upland

ft.
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* . 19. FETCH/EXPOSURE

19.1A (Answer "I" if the AA/IA is composed p i mariiy of Zone A.) '.t I.he:

i% of the following true?

(a) Adjacent vegetation ot topographic relief is sufficient1 to
shelter at least 1 acre of open water in Zones B or C fiom wind.

(b) Open water fetch is less than 100 ft (Figure 19)?

19.1B (Answer "I" if the AA/IA is mostly a riverine wetland system and

narrower than 100 ft.) Is either of the following true?

. (a) Vegetation or topographic relief adjacent to the AA/IA is

insufficient to shelter at least 1 acre of open water in Zone B

or Zone C from wind and fetch is greater than 2 miles.

(b) Vegetation at the deepwater edge of Zone B is exposed to
waves taller than I ft?

• " Guidelines:

1 "Sufficient" is defined as the height of vegetation or relief multiplied

* by length of vegetation or relief (parallel to shore) is greater than
2,000 sq ft.

A.
WINOA1 ACRE

'D A

Fi-gure 19. Examples of sheltered open water in the AA/IA (Note: In Part A
of this figure. vegetation and topographic relief shelter open
water in the AA/IA. In Part B of this figure. the maximum

*~s ~unobstructed distance Is<100C ft.)

59
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*19.2 !Is the AA/TA, or- a portion of the AA/.A, an ;sland. dcta, !,a.,
peninsula that intercepts waves and thereby proteCtL C"Itlr r,Ca'n

-,shores (Figure 20)?

/U PE L N L)

Fiur 20. Exml fawtad-rtce hrlne

193 Anwe I"ifthrei n wod vgtaio i A/A- Deswod

vegetation~~ wihnteA/Asetrajcn.ohrieTLunshler

uplads fom wnd (igur 21)

.J.,
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20. VEGETATIVE CANOPY%e%%

(Answer "I" to 20.1 and 20.2 if there is no channel within the AA, or the A

is tidal.)

- 20.1 Is there sufficient vegetative canopy or topographic relief in and

around the AA to shade at least 80% of Zone B at midday?

20.2 Is there a balanced interspersion of shaded and unshaded area in the

input zone. Zone A. and Zone B (Figure 22)?

%'

--

.. ... L

494
N, LEGEND

mo AAA

Figure 22. Example of balanced interspersion of shaded and unshaded areas

in the input zone and AA
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,%', 21. LAND COVER OF THE WATERShED

• -. " -i - o:a It' c the AA'-; watershed (excluding the AAl Snad , :ve.

21.A Fo:est and scrub-shrub.
, 21.B Impervious surfaces (urban or suburban aieas, etc.).

21.C Row crops, orchards, or vineyards.

21.D Nonurban pasture, hayland, perennial forbs, or giassiand?
21.E Recently revegetated areas, andfilis, surface mines, or other

areas of exposed soil?

,uide' ines:

- :f IB, 21C, and 21E together comprise a g.eater percentage than1 any other
type, answer "Y" to the largest of these three land cover types.

-mperv-ous surfaces occur in developed areas wheie asphalt, concrete,
etc., are extensive and where average lot size is less than 1/4 acre

!0,O00 q ft).

22. FLOW. GRADIENT. DEPOSITION

22.1.1 :s any of the following true?

a) The AA/IA contains a channel.

b; The AA/IA has an outlet and an inlet.

c, The AA/IA is tidal.

(d) The AA/IA has seasonal flow as suggested by gage data, scour
lines, sediment deposition on vegetation, etc.

22.1.2 (Answer "I" if the AA/IA does not contain a channel.) Is the

channel at least mildly sinuous with a meander ratio' exceeding 1.2?

22.2 Does the AA/IA include, or is it part of, an actively accreting
delta (Figure 23)?

22.3 Do aerial photos or other sources of information indicate long-term
ercsion of the AA/iA?

Gui dei nes:

M., and,': rat i, he di stance f i L: <r:e pk.i nt onr a r ive to an the" point on
- ', .*.a, Ly t :e St t re e. L<t ve he

.,a ,' r . p r. .
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~ESTUARINE
-', D ELTA

"-".RIVERINE LACUSTRINE

,e'mDELTA DELTA

-4. .

* o'. -

~Figure 23. Examples of actively accreting deltas

r.-.",23. D ITCHES/GANALS /CHANEL IZATION/LEVES

r,:-(..Dc functioning ditches, canals. levees. or similar artificial features cause

_-] surface water to leave the AA/IA at a faster rate than it would if these

" features were not present?

.. 24. SOILS

[ 24.1 (Answe,, "I" if unknown.) Does analysis Indicate that the soii types

'*present in the AA/A contain more than 4,000 mg/kg (dry weighgt) of

'-'."amorphous extactable aluminum in the upper 8 in.,

'*"24.2 (An swer "I" if Question Z4.1 was answered "Y" or "N".) At e both of

,- the following true?

e.4

" .. (a) So .-' maps or a site visit indicate the dominance f a iu a

.L ,'I e.., fuvaquent), alfisol, ferric . clay, o r <:the i p ima l i; y

-- ' '.fine mineral soils in the AA/A.

: b) The mrap in Figure 24 shows the soils of this eg or, tc n r mai y

.-. .-. .- analysis indicates there is less than 20' bra ma t . Y
%' -"-.''."weight in the upper 3 in. of sediment?

4,.

/% . b3

;.STAR,.-
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Figure 24. Geographic areas with elevated concentrations of aiuminum or iron
(interpreted from USGS 1984)

*24.3 (Answer "I" if tidal or if unknown.) Do soil surveys indicate that
sois in the AA/IA have exceptionally s~ow infiltration rates due to

presence of impeding ayers (fragipan, duripan. claypan) or very
shallow depth to unfractured bedrock?

24.4 Answer "1" if unknown.) Do soil surveys indicate that soiis -:n the
watershed (up to I m-Ie away) have mostly siow infiltration rates, or
are these s ciis ime ebodue to fine texture, impe~in ; layers-, hiph

watr tble s'a1CW deo th to unfractured bedrock, cr IroIca turjutn
Iurns the usuai mt e rf rea t ezt f i ao d 1n L;?

24.5 hs Te tA, IA io i k s m e.iret n e) reg u n'.
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25. SEDIMENT SOURCES

% .25.1 Are there a sediment sources that contribute inorganic sediment to the
' AA? Sources to consider include stormwater outfalls, irrigation

return waters, surface mines, or areas containing any of the
following: exposed soils associated with agriculture, lands cleared
within the last 2 years, soil-slope conditions classified by SCS as
eroding or erosion hazard (e.g.. subclass "e" in the SCS Land

.- Classification Codes), gullies, sand or gravel pits, or severely

eroding stream or road banks.

25.2A (Answer "I" if 25.1 = "'N."1) Is overland runoff the primary source of
the sediment entering the AA?

25.2B (Answer "I" if 25.1 = 'N.") Is channel flow the primary source of

the sediment entering the AA?

25.3 Is any of the following true?

(a) Erosion within the AA is caused by drastic fluctuation in water
4, levels due to artificial manipulation or extensive urban runoff.

(b) Slopes immediately adjacent to the AA are steeper than 10% (or
steeper than 1% if alluvial clays prevail) and are unstable.

(c) Boating activity causes frequent wakes that impinge on the
deepwater fringes of the AA.

(d) Tributaries immediately upstream of the AA have been channelized.

Guidelines:

1 To be considered, an area must comprise 1 acre, 2% of the input zone, or

an area within 0.5 mile at least as large as the AA's wetland acreage.

26. NUTRIENT SOURCES

26.1 Is there evidence of high nutrient concentration in the AA (algal blooms
or actual measurement of high concentration) or do any of the following

sources contributenutrients to the AA?

(a) Sewage outfalls, phosphate mines, tile drains, canals, or other
nutrient-rich sources.

(b) Areas I containing any of the following: feedlots, active

pastureland, landfills, septic fields, fertilized soils, or soils
tilled, burned, or cleared within the last 2 years.

(c) Areas where the acreage of the AA divided by the number of
houses with septic systems within the input zone is less than
eight.

(d) Areas where the acreage of the AA divided by the number of
people living within the input zone (including those beyond the
input zone if their wastes are carried to the input zone, or AA.
by a collector-outfall system) is less than 25.

• 26.2 (Answer "I" if 26.1 = "N.") Is overland sheetflow ,he primaiy source

of the nutrients entering the AA?

-6-
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" 26.3 (Answer "I" if 26.1 "N.") Is channel f'ow the primary source of the

nutrients entering the AA?

Guidelines:

1 To be considered, an area must comprise 1 acre, 2% of the input zone, or

an area within 0.5 mile at least as large as the AA's wetland acreage.

27. CONTAMINANT SOURCES

27.1 Is there evidence of waterborn contaminants (e.g.. fish kills or
actual measurements of hazardous concentrations) or is there a source
that contributes waterborn contaminants (in concentrations hazardous
to aquatic life) to the AA? Consider industrial and sewage outfalls,
mines, landfills, leaking subsurface tanks, salt/brine seepage,
pesticide-treated areas, contaminated aquifers, severe oil runoff,
irrigation return water, heavily traveled highways, or water inputs
significantly contaminated by the above farther upstream.

N

27.2 (If 27.1 is "N," circle "I" for 27.2.) Is sheetflow the primary source
of the waterborn contaminants described above?

27.3 (If 27.1 is "N," circle "I" for 27.3.) Is channel flow the primary

source of the waterborn contaminants described above?

Continue with Level 2 assessment on the next page.
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4.2 Effectiveness and Opportunity Evaluation - Level 2 Assessment

The second level of assessment requires a field visit to the AA. Plan to
spend 1 - 3 hours at the site. During the field visit, review your

responses to the questions in social significance evaluation and the first
level of assessment. Revise responses in light of field observations if

necessary.

Take the following items with you to the field:

(a) Volume II of WET
(b) Data forms A, B. and C

(c) Topographic maps, aerial photos, and soil survey
* (d) Measuring stick/depth meter, salinometer, pH meter, and sediment grab.

(e) Binoculars

If habitat suitability is to be evaluated, review Form C (Appendix B) for
the types of fish and wildlife species and recreational activities to watch
for during the field visit. In addition, complete Form C before you leave

the field site.

28. DIRECT ALTERATION

Is either of the following conditions true?

(a) Most of the AA/IA has been tilled, filled, or excavated at least

once in the past 3 years.

(b) An outlet has recently been added to the AA/IA where none previously
existed, or an inlet has recently been blocked off and an
outlet is still present.

29. WETLAND/UPLAND EDGE

29.1 Does the boundary between the wetland and upland support adequate
understory vegetation (e.g., shrubs less than 3 ft tall, dense

grasses, etc.) to serve as cover for vertebrates using the wetland?

29.2 Are slopes in most of the input zone less than 5%?

30. DISTURBANCE

Are both of the following conditions true?

(a) The AA/IA. or areas adjacent and visible to the AA/IA, are
visited by people on foot, boat, or off-road vehicle at least
three times daily.

(b) Surface water in the AA/IA is mostly less than 3 ft deep and less
than 1,000 ft from the usual places of human activity or greater

e.. . than 3 ft deep and less than 600 ft from the usual places of
human activity.

S67
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31. WATER/VEGETATION PROPORTIONS

Considering the entire AA: .-

31.1 Are Zones A and B combined greater than Zone C (Figure 15)?

31.2 Is Zone B at least 10% of the AA?

31.3 Is Zone B larger than Zone A?

31.4 (Answer "I" if submerged vegetation is absent in Zone B.) Is the area
of submerged vegetation in Zone B (sB) larger than the unvegetated
areas of Zones B (oB) and C?

31.5 Is the area of Zone A at least 10% the area of Zones B and C?

31.6 (Answer "Y" to 31.6E if Zone B is absent.) What percent of Zone B and
Zone C together are dominated by emergent vegetation (eB)?

31.6A 0
31.6B 1-30
31.6C 31-60

31.6D 61-99
31.6E 100

32. HYDROPERIOD (SPATIALLY DOMINANT)

The dominantI flooding regime of the AA/IA is (Figure 25):

32.A Permanently flooded nontidal.

32.B Intermittently exposed nontidal. 2

32.C Semipermanently flooded nontidal.
32.D Seasonally flooded nontidal.

32.E Saturated (no standing water) nontidal.
32.F Temporarily flooded nontidal.

32.G Intermittently flooded nontidal.2

32.H Artificially flooded nontidal.3

, 32.1 Regularly flooded tidal.
32.J Irregularly exposed tidal or subtidal.
32.K Irregularly flooded tidal.

Guidelines:

'IDominant" is defined as the largest percentage of the AA. However, if

32.A and 32.B together comprise a greater percentage than any other type,
Sanswer affirmatively for the larger of the two types. Similarly, if any of

the nonpermanent types (32.C-32.G) in combination comprise a greater
percentage than any permanent type(s), answer "Y" to the largest of the

nonpermanent types.

2 Distinctions between 32.B and 32.G are usually not critical unless

wwildlife will be analyzed at the group or species level.

3 If 32.H is "Y," also answer "Y" to the second most dominant hydropeiiod.

a. 68
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iONTIDAL

VOS' R GSEAO

,.%H 7E ED

SE 'OM OR
UNPRE50 :TABLI BR'N SRO RIF FLY

PRESIENT SAR.'.TD ON I~''i~RL &O

is NO DETECTABLE SEASONALITY
- NT ER MITT ENTLY

FLOuDED0

%I TIDAL
PE3...Ak, FKOOOED ,EXPERIENCES! TIDAL CYCLE DAY (EG USUAL INTERTIDAL ZONE,

* RRE3-ARL P EXPOSED ),EXPOSED LESS THAN ONCE DAIL"~ iE USUAL SUB rIDAL ZONE
IRREGULARLY F'LOODED IK' PLOOOEC LESS THAN ONCE DAILY E G USUAL SUPRATIDAL ZONEpI

Figure 25. Key for determination of hydroperiod

1). 33. MOST PERMANENT HYDROPERIOD

A Whiciv hydroperiod listed in Question 32 best describes the portion of

the At,. or the contiguous deepwater, that is inundated or saturated for the
longest part of the year and comprises at least 1 acre or 10% of the A.A? 1

Guidelines:

1 If 32.H is 'tY." answer 'WY" to the second most descriptive hydroperiod.
d,

34. WATER LEVEL CONTROL

34.1 Is the AA/IA's existence dependent on upstream or downstream
artificial control structures (other than those designed specifically
for fish and wildlife managem nt) built within the last 20 years?

34.2 Is the AA/IA located less than 2 miles downslope from a large
*impoundment (higher than 20 ft at outlet) or is the AA/IA's water

table influenced by any other type of upstream impoundment?

34.3.1 Is any part of the AA/IA flooded (even seasonally) due to permanent
or temporary ponding created by a dam or dike or is the AA/IA
actively managed for stormwater or floodwater detention?

34.3.2 (Answer "I" if 34.3.1 is "N.") Is flooding in the AA/IA a result of
beaver activity?

69
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35. FLOODING EXTKNT AND DURATION

35.1 (Answer "I" if tidal.) Does flooding cause surface water to expand tc
more than 3 times (200%) its extent under aveiage conditions fu, inure
than 25 days during an average year (Figure 26) cr is the relation.r;.h
between extent and duration above the curve shown in Figure 27? 1

Guidelines:

1Hydoperiod/flooding regime information can be determined uigthe

following sources of information and/or guidelines:

(a) The best sources for flooding information include: gaging
stations, direct observation, air photos, HUD/FEMA flood maps,
local knowledge, and flood models of the Hydrologic Engirnec:ing

Center and SCS (e.g., HEC and TR-20).

(b) Extent of flooding may also be determined in the field by
observation of the following: water marks, drift lines, ,scour
marks, absence of litter, beaver sign, sediment on leavens and

- stems, and the presence of flood-intolerant vegetation.

(c) If the information in (a) and (b) is unavailable, answer Question
35.1 " " if the wetland is low in the watershed and has a large
Zone A that is devoid of upland plants. Answer Question 35.1 "N" --
the wetland's Zone B has a sharp transition to upland.

35.2 (Answer "I" if tidal or if channel flow is absent.) Is any of the

following conditions true?

(a) Base flow typically fills less than 60% of the channel volume.

(b) Surface water is absent 5 days after a mean monthly 24-hr storm,
and the vatershed is larger than 10 square miles (100 square mles;
.n dry regions).

(c' The ratio of the high flow (measured in cubic feet per second)
that is reached or exceeded 10% of the year, versus the typical

low flow that is exceeded 90% of the year, is greater than 1.5.I

.u idelines:

1 This analysis r equ;res at least two compiete years of daily struamr 1
eco:ds and a ,.ur:marization of these according to the "perent exced r,- -"

i aramet r. Thes data may be available for some streams with daci.

[-w
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36. VEGETATED WIDTH

.'-." 36.1 Is the average width I of the area dominated by emergent. scrub/shrub,
or forest vegetation in Zones A and/or Zone B:

36.1.1 Less than 20 ft?

36.1.2 Greater than 500 ft. or the AA/IA is constricted and the

vegetation is present throughout.

Guidelines:

I Average width should be measured perpendicular to flow. If average width

cannot be determined using this method, calculate average width by dividing
the area of vegetation by twice its lengt parallel to open water (or. if no
open water, by its maximum dimension) (Figure 28).

A.

" B .I ' '  - " - "-
d..B.

LEGEND

PERMANENT WATER

----- SEASONAL FLOODING X
~AAA

Figure 2t. Examples of surface water expansion during flooding (Note: In
Figure 26. Part A, surface water expands 400% for 20 days,
therefore, Question 35.1 - "Y." In Part B, surface water expands
200% for 22 days, therefore, Question 35.1 - "N.")
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36.2 (An.-wer "N" to 3t6.2.1, 3t).2.2, arnd 3u~.2.3 ,i Zure H i S absenlt.) -

the average width of the at ea :(tit Z n that s-uppo: ~ts em C- 1 jerL 1t
vegetation and where depth selor cxceeds 50 . pilnt heighlt:

~ '36.2.1 Less than 20 f t?

36.2.2 Less than 20 ft. and mairly persistent emergent vegetation?

36.2.3 Greater than 500 ft, or alternatively, the AA/lA is

constricted, emergent vegetation is present throughout, and
stem density is approximately 50 stems per m~eter' or greater9

Guidelines:

IAverage width should be measured perpendicular to flow. If average width

cannot be determined using this method, calculate average width by dividing
the area of erect vegetation by twice its length parallel to open water (or,
if no open water, by its maximum dimension) (Figure 28).

80

60

< 40

Z20

0 10 200A 200OU
VFT I)PPRESSION AREA SLASCONAL

EXPANSION (PERCENTAGE

% Figure 2. Seas-ona: expanis.icn cf surface water (Adlapted frur, U.S. Artry Corpl

NO,. )fA Engineers 1980) WoCt E: in the figure, f a puant lies abcve,
the curve --n the graph, QueLstion 3-'.1 - i po psrt les

%bel Ow the curve in the 6r aph, Question 35.1 ".)
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1 37. OPEN WATER WIDTH

2 . .. is there an area of open water in the AA/ IA that meet'- 1 ti- ,I .

" .' " -"- -" conditions?

(a) Mostiy devoid of aquatic bed vegetatiou.

b) Depth exceeding 2 ft.

c) Width greater than o ft.

d) Length at Least 1.000 it (incLuding accessible areas) r an ard.

serving to connect two large water bodies.

000 F T

L -]' "" AREA 8000 FT2

2ii '--AA

.-v .. -_

F7 ,/{ ERfECT VE(GETAT!ON

i 6,,;ure 28. Examp-e r average width caicuiat-on r ezect vegetat- .

".Une en; te: ." the tute t,( ver age w idtL ,

'38. TYPE COMBINATIONS

a i .................

%

,*,

.........................
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38.2 The AA/IA:

(a) is predominantly nontidal with erect vtget~t/on r t'ot v . .

foating-leaved vegetation in Zone B ur
(b) Contains at least one acze of hardwoods (iess than b ,r. drrt:-

at breast height) with greater than 25/ Canopy c.u :ue.

and within 0.5 mile of the AA/1A there is a separate AA wheit the
other situation described in (a) or (b) is Piedorninant.

38.3 The AA/IA is predominantly:

.- " a) Estuarine or marine or

(b) Freshwater palustrine or lacustrine. or on a c ;ta : and.

and within 5 miles of the AA/1A there i- a aepratiat ,A wAor,&: t:t

other situation described in (a) or (bi is prdo, r:ant.

, 4. 38.4 The AA,.i A -s predominantly:

.a, Mudflat or
., b mTda. scrub-shrub.

and adjacent to the AA, 'A there is a separati / At t.-A .t

" tuat on described in (a or eb :s p Ted msnart.

'- 38.5 The AA, A contairs:

a At least p acres ft mudftat or

b At Ieast _' acres of emergent vegetat , r

and ad-acent t,, ths area ut at east 5 arer thur u : or . :< art-

where the other situat iurn sescr -bed ;n ta t: 0 -x. .

38.6 The AAIA:

, , ,a/ : . ,predrr:r~anti)' agr i~ultura. r ::; .ar.,a . ,

U ,4C' C S E s a starer ve. etat .(rF tr n , n.; at .; .on r t.

t'.. 4, e r ergent vegerati on in Z.,r,e A _r
-b, Contains at -east 10 acres ct ever: t_, 1, ,

a- a, t n m e t e-A ,'IA I z e a .- oara:, . :
. r : uat r d -;cr'bed n (a, , T

38.7 ,( -AA p um nan y:

A/ IJO)totia ,.

.04

L4, . " i ,d, r a : , .":4" . '- m' R, d V '4 Adl

Cf. .....* 4. , .. C
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38.8 ,A,:swe: n.,v i the AA/IA is located in a Southwestern riparian
wetad. r r l.t located in a Southwestern riparian wetland answet

-. "I".: The :A,'iA is predominantly:

,J _t i ,tinw ,d-wiI-,w stands (greater than 1 acre).

,b E nt-v mesquite (g-eate. than 1 acre).

ar d w thr. the same AA/iA, or the adjoining upland, the other
s i tuat ion descTbed in (a) or (b) occurs.

39. SPECIAL HABITAT FEATURES

Se: t he: , thte f cuwing cound tions true?

a he AA, IA s s than 100 acres and two of the features listed below
ate present :r, the AAIA or buffer zone at some time durno the year.

he AA IAs mole than 100 acres and three or more of the features

".sted beluw are present.

standin,,g snags with cavities larger than 2 in.

. trees w1th iiameter exceeding 10 in.
p p-ants bea: .ng f eshy fruit (e.g., cherry, pers:mmon)

mas;t -beat 4 hardwoods (e.g., Q;ak, beech, hick-ry.

Unt-bea! :ng trees Sr shrubs

ed and w it h waste gra:ns:

" .eveigreer. tree stands with ovt!: 60" canopy c.czu:e
• nrat :ve pia~r:e

exiosed bar s e.5 ., uncun,§.d nat ed g ave. , muji. at

40. BOTTOM WATER TEMPERATURE

Ssi mur : ~,at' , a at t*. . ' t , t ,tr - AA, ,. A v ,.',

40.1 e; t .r

40.2 (. dt, tdr

'

41. VELOCITY (SPATIALLY DOMINANT)

/.1" ' . " +. I r J if " .". . .. . . .. : ' , ., : '. .: . - - ,.. /

6 41.1 " . : . .

41.2 . : ." ...

Je

• ... ,' '. - - • .. . .- .- . . .- - .5..- . .. .- -,-a..- . .. .... .... .. - - - -* .



42. VELOCITY (SECONDARY)

42.1 yAn.;we: " -" .f the AA 'A - .. . ..:.. : .-..

42.1.1 0-1 ft/sec

42.1.2 1-3.3 ft,'sec
42.1.3 3.3, ftisec

42.2 (Answer "1" if the AA, 1A is tidal.) h- t , t, c t et, .ez tI e,
seasonal flows (wet and dry) that occur .r tlhe AA, 'A'., wF.r - (
of the AA/IA and are af-cessible to fish ic at least 20 daV, a"ea:

42.2.1 0-1 ft/sec
42.2.2 1-3.3 ft/sec
42.2.3 3.3+ ft/sec

43. WATER DEPTH (SPATIALLY DOMINANT)

Which depth category covers the greatest portion of the AA/IA? 1

43.A Less than 1 in.
43.B 1-4 in.
43.C 5-8 in.
43.D 9-20 in.
43.E 21-39 in.
43.F 40-59 in.

43.G 5-6.5 ft
43.H 6.6-26 ft
43.1 Greater than 26 ft

Guidelines:

1'A precise answer is required only for habitat suitability evaluations.

44. WATER DEPTH (SECONDARY)

vWhich water depth catego.:es cove: at least 1 ac.e or 10' cf the AA, IA:
ther AA/ A's w:thln 1 ile that are accessible tc I ah f:,,m th: AA,

* uring, at least 20 days cf the y'ear.

44.1 .E. ss ttar. 1 in.

44.2 1 4 rn.

44.3 n.
44.4 2('
44.5
44.6 .i -

S." 44.7 ' . .

44.8 .t . :
44.9 , ,

%. " ... .

0>
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45. SUBSTRATE TYPE (SPATIALLY DOMINANT)

45. A
45.B Mu r:
45. C Feat 1[ : l' r, nIc,

45.D
45. E <,bb e f:a t.
45.F -l------ -"

45. G .

SSb

*<.i .~, . .

t •

' 4b . PHY SICAL HABITAT INTERSPERSION

(,-.• ~Zones B and C ., + .,i.t ., :. ,., '. . . . ., .. .., , . , .

-L .. p.. :

|46.A

[ - C

-S 'a CI

6 4- . .:C. " ,

6 ~46.Bt '<<

46.C: " • . .',

_ % "
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47. pH

(Answer 47.A "Y" if AA/IA is tidal.) Is pH of the water in the AA/IA:

47.A 6.0-8.5 (neutral)

47.B Below 6.0 (generally acidic)?

47.C Above 8.5 (generally alkaline)?

48. SALINITY AND CONDUCTIVITY

(Answer "I" if unknown and reasonable estimation is impossible, but see

question guidelines'.) Is the AA/IA's salinity/haiinity or_ conductivity:

Salinity/ Approximate Estuarine/ Rivetine/Lacustrine

Haiinity (ppt) Conductivity Marine Palustrine
48.A <0.5 <800 fresh fresh
48.B 0.5-5.0 800-8,000 oligohaline mixosaiine

48.C 5.0-18.0 8,000-30,000 mesohaline mixosaiine

48.D 18.0-30.0 30,000-45,000 polyhaline mixosaline

48.E 30.0-40.0 45,000-60,000 euhaiine eusaline

48.F >40.0 >60,000 hyperhaline hypersaiine

"[" J, = e ine s:

r salinity/halinity or conductivity cannot be measured, the presence of the

.ant species shown in Table 4 may serve as an indicator of nonfresh

,onrscr. d it ions.

.. ,

4. ;etand Plants Indicating Saline (Nonfresh) Conditions (Sources:
. ar 1976,. Stewart and Kantrud 1972)

-Ti Suaeda depressa Atriplex patula
. .- bci:,us nevadensis Polygonum pacificum

Sc--pus Paludosus Lactuca scariola

upj. uccidenta!is Triglochin maritima

* Zar~ncneiia palustris Muhienbergia periivlia
"j.j ia maritima Spartina spp.

e. tamcieton va};inatus Ranuncuius cymbal aria

Cnerr n or sal irnu Spergularia marina

A;ter brachvactis le tIotroPium curvassavicu:
t b iata *,Aisma gramineu

i •?aa e' i: 9oda Puccineliia nutta' -ana

" ten-, a ans, irna Sal cornia vrgn ca

u* eal e'. ava ab-~,. ,, :.e eat t i l n :;, - .: .. . . . wi,. .c ca. inIornatior :f available.

A-€'

[t



49. AQUATIC HABITAT FEATURES

Answer "I" if a tidal channel with a gradient of mue than 0.01 L:.

% 49.1.1 Does the AA include, or is it included in, a permanently fo(dad

strean: reach ccnmrised of 20-806. pools, backwaters, us- si
slow-water areas?-

49.1.2 (Answer "N" if 49.1.1 is "N.") Does the AA include, or is it
rncluded in a stream reach with a cobble-gravel substrate and
r4fflesd spaced at intervals of five to seven t~ies the avei age

stream width?

Guidelines:

1 Stream rech is defined as *he diL:ance between tibutares, or a distance

of I mile, ,Ihicbever is greater.

Slow-water areas include pools, backwaters, side channels, and other areas
where flow velocity at the surface is generally less than 0.6 ft/sec.

Riffles are naturally shallow areas with coarser substrate (generally
cobble-gravel) and faster current.

1
49.2 Does the AA have fish cover available for at least 20 days

annually in at least 20/' of Zone B or is fish cover available in

other AA's that are within 1 mile and accessible to fish from
this AA?

Guidelines:

1 Fish covet is defined as moderately dense aquatic vegetation, submersed logs

and stumps, tree roots, boulders, overhanging vegetation, crevices, undercut

banks, etc.

49.3 Are carp prevalent it. the AA?

50. PLANTS: WATERFOWL VALUE

S(tnswer "N" if AA/IA is unvegetated.) Does any plant or comb-nation of

p ants 1.iisted :-n Table 5 comprise more than 10' or 1 acre of the AA/1A?

This competes level 2 assessment. At this point you may:

Cnnue with level 3 assessment, or

- nt e ucet tine re:)porie;es tu a :CsessCtt I evels 1 and 2 a:s outJ na( in

" " ec t on 4. 5

-dWe'°
°

e
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4.3 Effectiveness and Opportunity Evaluation -- Level 3 Assessment

51. PLANT PRODUCTIVITY

is the net annual aboveground productivity (ur eL-- es d', Q,,--
season standing crop) of any species, or gruup of species a:occat~on). :},1

predominates in more than 10% of the AA/iA:

51.1 Less than 500 g/m 2 /year?

51.2 Greater than 1,500 g/m 2 /year?

Guidelines:

1 Measured as the spatial mean value within the portion of the AA/IA where

it occurs. Procedures are described in Kibby et aj. 1980.

52. FRESHWATER INVERTEBRATE DENSITY

(Answer "I" if tidal.) Does representative field sampling of the AA/IA's
benthic and epiphytic macroinvertebrates indicate that during the glowing
season there are:

52.1 More than 500 individuals/ft (excluding annelid worms)?

52.2 Less than 25 individuals/ft2 ?

53. TIDAL FLAT INVERTEBRATE DENSITY/BIOMASS

(Answer "I" if the AA/IA does not include tidal flats.) Does representative
field sampling of the AA/IA indicate that the relationship between density
and biomass of macroscopic annelids, molluscs, or crustaceans is:

53.1 In the "H" portion of the graphs in Figure 29?

53.2 In the 'L" portion of the graphs in Figure 29?

54. GROUND WATER MEASUREMENTS

If two wells are drilled next to each other in the AA, one to the depth of
the water table and the other to the base of the organic layer, is the

*ground water level in the deeper well below the ground water level in the

shallow well?
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55. SUSPENDD SOLIDS

- Does mo st run t 'u, I II: L C t' I t t

'"'" -' '"-:suspenieu J--i z <:: ,v.<b~ n { i~ c -:-t id ,i . .. :

55.1 A.nus: a wsys re. w :h ma'. y> , ,,:., .
c uris sttt -t y t ea t ! th.an r i 6 i u 4 t

55.2 Reula:ly exceding CO Ug, U oI N8 8:0m, tUd I LJ U 'tv
.00 ng. at least once annua., or a Sc<n: 5, ;c :tu<5

consistently uLss than U ri: (o.n ft).

55.3 Exceeding 1,200 mgi' at ieast once annual vI

55.4 Exceeding 4,000 mg/'. at least once annua. .

Guice-ines:

I Secchl disc is not a valid measure of suspended ;olids 1 d waters' Lil,

A naturally turbid.

56. DISSOLVED SOLIDS OR ALKALINITY

(Answer "I" to 56.1 and 56.2 if AA is tidal or inaccessible to fish.)

56.1 Is alkalinity (CaCO3 ) less than 20 mg/i?

56.2 Is the morphedaphic index less than 7 or greater than 35?

57. EUTROPHIC CONDITION

57.1 Within the AA, is any of the following conditions present in the upper
2 m (6.6 ft) of the water column during the growing season for a period
of at least 1 day?

(a) The wetland system is palustrine or lacustrine and total
phosphorus is less than 0.01 mg/l.

(b) Inorganic nitrogen is less than 0.05 mg/I.

(c) A Secchi disc is visible at greater than 8 m. 1

(d) The wetland system is palustrine or lacustrine and
chlorophyll a is less than 0.001 mg/l.

(e) The wetland system is ertuarine and the relationship between
chlorophyll a and light intensity at the sediment interface
is in region "L" on the graph in Figure 30.

(f) The wetland system is not marine or estuarine and the

relationship between phosphorus loading rate and I lushing
capacity is in region "L" on the graph in Figure 31.

%

I

% %
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57.2 Within the AA, is any ut the to! low i Condit &r;r k- tn' it, e
2m (o.o f t) of the water- column durin :rhc :"owwTiry:

period of at least 1 day?

(a) The wet land sys tem i spa: us: irwt 1: lCULz r it-a?
phosphorus i s gr eat er t han 0.02-5

(b) Inorganic nitrogen is*L greater than 0.30 no.. I

(c) A Secchi disc is not visibl'e at create.r thaan

(d) The wetland system is palustrine or 'acust Ilne Lind
chlorophyll a is greater than 0.020 rig! I.

(e) The wetland system is estuarin~e and the rel'atino betweL-r.
chlorophyll a and light intensity at the sedicient irntertact-
is in region "H" on the graph In Fig~ure 30.

I''(f) The wetland system is not marine or estuarine and the
relationship between phosphorus loading rate and flushnin g
capacity is in region "H" on the graph in Figure 31.

G uidelines:

ISecchi disc is not a valid measure of eutrophic condition if waters are

tidal, well-mixed, silt-laden, or deeply colored.
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58. COIR

59.LSHN CAPAITY rn/YR NOALE

Fiure l 31. v Phom/isphousaaetrpic indctrane fehater (ource

dis ollenweoids pe il 1974)ta 150mgi, n osii

IteAAIA classifed naby theAs stateb asunuiabestfor sming orshllfis

59.1 (Answer "1" if tidal.) Do water samples from the AA/IA (preferably

%from drilled wells) exhibit relevaed n lees ofmgnesim chloride,

% baiante and terrtowt acu) alkalinity, hardness (both sai beo 50ng! w't

disesoled soevl eseciall gr aeatr th'arbna o50 mgIcandiu possb

silicas~u when cmpaed to water samples co-lected in the rest of the
AAIor oh r-narb AI' hry (' - 'ugesin sustn ilgnd

water input/otpt

59.2 Arswe "I" t tidl.) D wtrsmisfo h AI peeal
from~~~~~~~~~~~~ drle el)ehbtrdceadsmtmssaoal

vaA be-eeso oa isledsld ls hnbOrg')



60. WATER TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES

! A e .i~g ; V: er-t w: tr:r t1e A, A : a: t r,: . . , ,.
tlier m.aI c ondj t iUs wh i h Ell :t I:ri t:ir : 2.U' t Au , Z i T

r. Guideli1 nes:

% Evidence of atypical themal condit:on- that 1ii b, atti ibuted <:ri
water input include: locally cooi and less var iabe te,: uult.Ul(_.r
summer and warmer or less variable temperatures in witL, r rilt a t: L ut !,
to local snowmelt, water depth, turbidity, diftelenta. so a: a :'I t :,r P

- sediments, water velocity, shading, or wind bu±tel in'.

61. DISSOLVED OXYGEN

(Answer "I" if AA/IA is not accessible to fish.) Is d.;scivcd oxv e j u-.y w i
to be limiting, at least seasonally, to fish that could other wise us, e th_.
,AA/ IA?

Guidelines:
5'I

Assume that concentrations of less than 4 mg/i and 60% saturation are

limiting unless direct observation indicates regular presence and/or

successful reproduction of fish.

62. UNDERLYING STRATA

Do geologic maps indicate that any part of the AA is underlain by at ieast
10 ft of predominantly porous materials or well-fractured rock?

63. DISCHARGE DIFFERENTIAL

63.1 (Answer "I" if tidal.) Do inlet hydrographs exhibit higher flood peaks

than outlet hydrographs, based on data from more than one storm?

63.2 (Answer "I" if tidal.) Do surface water inflows exceed simultaneously
measured surface water outflows after accounting for losses due to

* evapotranspiration? (Evapotranspiration loss can be accounted for by
making measurements at night.)

Al 64. TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS (TSS) DIFFERENTIAL

(Answer "I" if the AA lacks a constricted outlet or inlet.) Are levels of
total suspended inorganic solids, measured at the AA's inlet (especially
during intense storms), greater than those measured simultaneously at the
outlet or is detention time (as determined by tracer dyes or morphometiic
measurements) at least 3 days in summer and 15 days in winter?

This completes level 3 assessment. Interpret the iesponses according the
the guidelines in Section 4.4.
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4.4 Effectiveness and Opportunity Interpretation

rhl te t 'I v f t 1 e e i 1-,

st a- ,- - rtant to ,e iterate that the effect Iv.rt", orlu ol, .. V''
p e petat-cn keys assume that ali questions in ei I tvtr ,.nr

j tur: ev e els 1 and 2 are answered. The ony P IV:1,LTi r!.djC f t

pa: t :ally completed data sets (i.e.. unknown an w er:) ri 'he cae

eve. 3 assessment (Questions 51-04). If a: I levei and 2 queti.n- are
not answered (unless specified in the question itself), the validity of the

probability ratings is uncertain.

interpretation keys for evaluating effectiveness and opportunity of each

function are contained in sections 4.4.1 - 4.4.11. Each seotion beins

with a brief introductory discussion of the function, followed by a wor-'ing

definition of the function, a Lationale for HIGH and LOW probability

ratings, a statement of general sensitivity of the interpietaton rey, ard

N:' - the interpretation key itself. Three of the functions (fIoodf.ow alte:at.nr ,

sediment/toxicant retention, nutrient removal/transformation) have two

interpretation keys one for effectiveness and one for opportunity.

Interpretation of effectiveness and opportunity can be done manually, or

using the computer program described in Appendix E. To do a manual

" interpretation, place Form B and the interpretation key for the function of

interest in front of you. Each key contains a series of boxes which contain

a question or group of questions and specified answers. Within the boxes, a
"/" should be interpreted as an "or", and a "+" should be interpreted as an
"and". A true (T) and false (F) arrow emerge from each box. Follow the
true arrow if the question, or group of questions, have all been answered as

specified. Follow the false arrow if the single question, or group of

questions, have not all been answered as specified. In some cases a third

arrow designated partial data (PD) is available. This occurs when responses,
to level 3 questions are requested. The PD arrow should be taken when level

3 responses are unavailable and therefore all questions were not answered as

specified. Begin with the first box of each interpretation key and proceed
through the key until a HIGH, MODERATE, LOW, or UNCERTAIN probability rating
is assigned to all functions. Record the rating on Form D.

4.4.1 Ground Water Recharge

V Definition - For purposes of this method, recharge AA's or wetlands
are considered to be those where: (a) recharge to underlying mateiiais: or

ground water (deep or shallow) exceeds ground water discharge to the wet
depression on a net annual basis, and/or (b) the rate of recharge typically

e::c(edL: the rate of recharge from terrestrial environments.

. Rationale (HIGH) - There are three general sets of condition; which

indicate a wetland which has a high probability of recharging ground wae'

on a net annual basis. The first set of corditions cons; :tc of :,z, ct

evidence of recharge through the use of groundwater wells ,1 P:(.rt:
%,P,:"SR tubes at vari ou; seasons. Specific ev:dence con 't': f mo eafis orient.
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*'. * r !' . .

t-' ' '  w v. :0 b . ... t' : s.. . edt so,: s " a vet a~v :o .... : : : . .. ". :K , . .

1 ex [ <c'.ist The.; t : rd se[ t ofL cond. t ::" , z :'.': 1,t "r: -

i' . wt -ar.: K ulefc ~ t g o . Therm :;e et land.. . r..:v , r " .<-.. :...
K.1 : et:'~ !diffeental< d watet ual ',ty arioa.! :e,, r:" :.v : .,, ,t ,:.

e*aen ute an bea ig o r iisi'nd 'wc-d tnL.........".....,.:....

e , .ve avt ,Le: tgrp, m 11.rh..v

cav,:ai [ _e, w at ,e I : ' 1 S have a 1:L~ 1 CV :. : ,r, a , . ' : ,.

£r:fltrat :n, wotnd s ioc at(o d uhaving f:da r. rr, .. :c, c, i, ..
.. n 2:':<: !, ex ist. The t r, rd set of cund~t t, r' L a:t e L wo e <rd .,

[zarst r n, efct regionS. These wetiand: u:tab f a r .,
discharge iifferentiali and water qua ty, ariomai :i,. UTL ! .% :.. _r,.: ,'.

b ut r,. te -manent outlet and be a f 1.ingel 01 : a-d Wetau nCcc : < ,

w11et and mus t have one of the fol low ing condit ions : nut 1j ,: t , ,,.
. C od ed, have favorable topography, Impeiv-'ous wate<.hd (2'!i c:.W

r. ~t r at -'on, I ocated ups, ope of a dam, having fi.'ne ri ne ri. ::, , : : ,
,Ka,_- t region, or havi.ng expansive flooding or unsta Ibe f o f -

Rationale (LOW) - Several wetland types are considered tc hayE luw

probabilities of net annual recharge, regardless of ary -i ' antia_
evidence of high recharge as described above. Such low-recha:ge wetlands

include: (a) all marine and estuarine wetlands (where recharge, It it i

economically detrimental), (b) ail wetlands with impervious undeiying

' stata, (c) all nonfringe AA's that have outlets only, (d) other wetiand:.
that do not have all of the following: coarse underlying strata, not belCw

* a dam, and no indicators of ground water discharge.

General Sensitivity - Relatively few eastern wetlands will be rated HiGH for

recharge. Most wili receive a rating of UNCERTAIN, and probably more will be
rated LOW than HIGH. Relatively more western wetlands will receive HIGH

ratings. Collection of piezometric data or knowledge of the area's surficial
geology can have a pivotal effect on the ratings, which otherwise ate st:ongly

affected by the hydroperiod, precipitation balance, contiguity, and system
predictors.

Interpretation Key - For the Ground Water Recharge Key use the answer in the

'- "X" column of Form B.

ALI
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Ground Water Recharge (GWR) Etfectivenesz; Key

- IP~i~.' "0.1-n andi 8.3 ,*')]

I *::3Qst~a:rt?, ra: :ne or ro permanent f tA>

F

ate ale :2koplen aad from theig Ar He tepGatr

(54y)

* E>P or located in a "d'ry" region-a-GRLsA

F

BOTH of the following:

'ngaiv dichrg differential2y aR(Ay+83nd wterquan it

anomalies (dissolved solids reduction) OR permanent

~nlet and no permanent outlet adnot a fringe or

~siand situation

2. ANY of GWR List C

tF

ALL ,f GWR List C FUNCFRTAIN

TT

E. UNCERTt% 7

'j,
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GWR Key (Cont.)

GWR List A

ANY of the following:

1. (33A=n) T

not permanently flooded -4 GWR
2. (6 3 .2=y)

negative discharge differential
3. [ (8.l--y) +(8.3=n) +(I l=n)

permanent inlet and no permanent outlet and not F
fringe or islandsituation

GWR List B

ANY of the following:

1. (6 .l=y)
local topography looks favorable

2. (2 4 .4 =y) T
watershed soils have slow infiltration rate

3. (21B=_)
watershed impervious

4. (34 .3 .I=y)
located upslope of a dam or dike

. . (5 9 .2=y)

water quality anomalies

GWR List C

1. (32Arn)
not permanently flooded

2. (6 .l=y)

6 local topography favorable
3. [(21By) or (2 4 .4 =y) or (34.3. _,,

watershed impervlou , .
infiltration ur

4. (24 .2 =y or 24 .5-y)
fine minera. , ;. "

5. ( 3 5 .lzy or 3' ,

.exp r. ;B

0 .

vN
[ . .w ;l| iI imn an ,, no,--
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WET 2.0

4.4.2 Ground Water Discharge

Definition - For purposes of this method, ground water discharge areas are
those where the rate of discharge from ground water (deep or shallow) into
the wetland exceeds the rate of recharge to underlying ground water from the
wetland on a net annual basis.

Rationale (HIGH) - There are many sets of conditions under which wetlands
will have a high probability of discharging groundwater on a net annual
basis. These include most permanently flooded or saturated wetlands that
are: (a) in precipitation deficit regions, (b) immediately below dams,
(c) larger than 200 acres, with a watershed less than 5 times the area of
the assessment area, (d) larger than 200 acres and not surrounded by paved
land, (e) steeper gradient downstream of the outlet than upstream of the
inlet, (f) lacking inlets but having outlets, and not dominated by snowmelt
(nonfringe wetlands only), (g) stable with regard to seasonal water-level
fluctuations, or (h) characterized by springs, water quality, or temperature
anomalies that suggest discharge. If the wetland is not permanently flooded
or saturated, a rating of HIGH may still be assigned if at least two of the
above are met.

Rationale (LOW) - The only wetlands believed to have a LOW probability for
ground water discharge are those: (a) rated HIGH for ground water recharge,
or (b) nonpermanently flooded wetlands that do not have at least two of the
characteristics described above.

General Sensitivity - A majority of wetlands nationwide will probably attain
ratings of HIGH for ground water discharge, particularly if they are
permanently flooded. Fewer wetlands will be rated UNCERTAIN and the fewest,
although probably a significant percent, will be rated LOW. Tidal wetlands
will most often be rated UNCERTAIN and can never attain a rating of HIGH.
This does not deny the occurrence of ground water discharge in tidal
wetlands, but rather highlights the difficulty in predicting its presence.
It is not possible for a permanently flooded nontidal wetland to be rated
LOW for discharge, unless recharge has been indicated by the recharge key.

The most pivotal predictors in the Ground Water Discharge Key are those
discussed in the previous section on ground water recharge (Section 4.4.1).

Interpretation Key - For the Ground Water Discharge Key use the answer in
the "X" column of Form B.
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WET 2.0

Ground Water Discharge (GWD) Effectiveness Key

GW a rtdHGH 0 LO I

F P0 T

BOTH GWD List A and GWD List B -T 1-HI GH

F__ F 
T 0 IMODERATE

Either GVD List A or GT%' List B
SF -- LOW

:*" GWD List A

%ANY of the following:

1. [(1. l=y)+(5.i. =n)+(21B=n)+(32A/B/E/H/I/J=y)+(59.2=n)+

( 6 3 . 2 =n) +(23=n]
E>P and depression >5'. of watershed area and
watershed not impervious and longstanding water and
no water chemistry anomalies suggesting recharge and
not a "losing stream" and not ditched

2.[ (l.l--n) + (5.1.2=y) + (21B=n)+ (32A/B/E/H/I/J=y) + (63.2=n)
+ (59.2=n) + (23=n)]

E<P and depression >20% of watershed area and
watershed not impervious and longstanding water and
no chemical anomalies which suggest recharge and not
a "losing stream" and not ditched

3. (35.1=n and 35.2=n)
no expansive flooding and stable flow

4. Two of the conditions in GWR Li~t B

-- Con:inued --
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WET 2.0

GWD Key (Cont.)

GWD List B

ANY of the following:

1. (3 4 .2=y)
AA water table influenced by upstream impoundment

2. (5 9 .l=y)

water quality anomalies (elevated dissolved solids)
3. (12Cd=y)

aquatic moss
4. [(6.1=n)+(6.2=y)]

local topography not favorable for recharge but
favors discharge

5. (6 0=y)
water temperature anomalies

6. [(8. 1=n)+(8. 2 =n)+(8.3=y)+(l=n)+(9.3=n)]
no inlet and permanent outlet and not fringe or
island situation and internal snowmelt is not the
sole source of water

-- End --
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WET 2.0

4.4.3 Floodflov Alteration

A number of quantitative methods are available for determining the floodfiow
alteration capacity of AA along a channel. Qualitative methods for
determining floodflow alteration capacity have been presented by Reppert et
al. (1979) and Wolverton (1980). Few of these quantitative or qua±itative
methods specifically examine the contribution of the wetland portion of the
AA to floodflow alteration.

Definition - For purposes of WET, floodflow alteration occurs in those
areas where surface water is stored or its velocity is attenuated to a greater
degree than typically occurs in terrestrial environments. No judgment is made
as to the value of such flow alteration, in fact, there may be situations in

which reduction of flow velocity causes increased flooding due to flow
synchronization.

1. Floodflow Alteration Effectiveness

Rationale (HIGH) - There are five types of AA's that most ciearly are
effective for altering floodflows. These include AA's which : (a) have
regulated outflows (reservoirs, dams). (b) have outflows that are measured
as being less than inflows, (c) have neither an outlet nor an inlet, (d)
expand their surface area by at least 25 percent for 20 days of the year and
are larger than 5 acres, or (e) are larger than 200 acres and are either in
a precipitation deficit region or (if flowing water is present) are at least
70% covered with juxtaposed woody vegetation. Additionally, they must not
be tidal. Thus, the simple presence of vegetation which adds to channel
roughness is considered insufficient to result in a rating of HIGH; the wet
depression must remove (through evapotranspiration) or store water as well
as create a lag (desynchronized) effect.

Rationale (LOW) - Wetlands with LOW probabilities of altering floodflows are
assumed to be those which have all the following characteristics: (a) the
spatially dominant hydroperiod is "permanent." (b) the AA is less than 200
acres, (c) no potential for ponding of stormflows is apparent (e.g., fringe
wetland or others with unconstricted outlets), (d) if precipitation is
greater than evaporation, and the AA is smaller than 5 acres, and (e) if
flow is present, channels are neither sinuous nor contain ample woody
vegetation to intercept surface flows. Also, all tidal wetlands are rated
LOW, as they are a buffer against floodflows only if mild storm surges occur

at low tide.

General Sensitivity - Most western and prairie wetlands will be rated HIGH. as
will large flowing wetlands elsewhere with extensive woody vegetation. LOW
ratings will be assigned to most small, unconstricted, permanently flooded
wetlands in the East, especially if they lack low-gradient channels and woody
vegetation. The MODERATE rating will be the most common rating in many
regions.

These ratings do not reflect the quantity (e.g., acre-feet) of flood storage--
only the probability that storage or loss will occur or lag time will be
measurably increased. The position of the wetland in the watershed and its
position relative to floodable properties have been ignored in this portion of
the key due to the difficulty of predicting whether increased lag time will

synchronize or desynchronize fioodflows at a particular point of interest.
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The pivotal predictors are wetland system type, region, contiguity, size,

and vegetation form. A very few wetlands might meet the criteria for both
HIGH and LOW. e.g., a small unconstricted, unvegetated. permanently flooded

_. Eastern wetland (LOW) which has great natural fluctuations in water level
(HIGH). In such cases, the logic flowchart and computer program produce a

message of UNCERTAIN (U).

2. Floodflow Alteration Opportunity

Wetlands low in a watershed may have greater opportunity for intercepting
floodflows; however if they are lower in the watershed than most floodable
properties, their social significance will be slight and, in some cases, their
effectiveness may also be less (i.e., as compared to "headwater reservoir"

type wetland).

Wetlands considered to have the highest opportunity for floodflow alteration
are those which are not tidal but which have a large watershed relative to
their size, or whose watersheds are predominantly urban or relatively
impervious/frozen soils, with few other storage areas upstream.

Wetlands are rated LOW for floodflow opportunity if they have not met the
criteria for HIGH opportunity and have a small watershed relative to wetland
size, predominantly forested land cover in the watershed, upstream storage

areas, or if they are tidal.

Interpretation Keys - For the Floodflow Alteration Effectiveness and
Opportunity Keys use the answer in the "W" column of Form B. If this is

unavailable use the answer in the "X" column.

S
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WEI' .0

Floodf low Alteration Effectiveness (FFAE) Key

[(1OD/E/Fy) or (2 3=y0]

tidal/estuarine/marine or ditches. canals or leveesLO

confine 
water 

J

ANY of the following:

1. (8.3=n)

no permanent outlet
2. (9.2zy or 6 3 .1=y)

unconstricted inlet and constricted outlet or flatT

hydrograph 61-HIGH

>40 acres and Zone B < Zone A and constricted outlet

>200 acres and Zone A >10% of Zones B and C

ALL of the following:

1. (2.1.1=n)

>5 acres
2. (35 .1=y)

expansive flooding T
3. (24.3=n) -f-HIGH

soil does not have slow infiltration rate

4. (32An or 32E=y or 3 4 .3 .1=y)

saturated or not permanently flooded or ponding

OR ALL of the following:

1. (2 .1.3=y)
>200 acres

2. (24.3=n)
soil does not have slow infiltration rate

3. (l.l y) OR L(22.1.1=y)+(31.6D/E=y)+(12A/B=y)
±(15.lAzy or l5. 2 y)]

"dry" region or E>P OR flow suggested and Zone B
and C >60% eB and forested or scrub-shrub and

channel flow intercepted by arj-e clumps or
spreads out over a wide area

E 2 .1.1-.y)T

flow is Lsuggested F F~A E1..t

C~ntlnuod -

if le 0I ' r



WET 2.0

FFAE Key (Cont.)

FFAE List A

ALL of the following:

1. (32A=y) T
permanently flooded LOW

2. (2.1.3=n)
<200 acres

3. [(ll=y) or (9.1=n+9.2=n)] F
fringe/island situation or outlet not constricted MODERATE

4. [(1.1=n) or (2 .1.1=y)]
not a "dry" region or E<P or <5 acres

FFAE List B

ALL of the following:
1. (12A+B=n) T LOW

not forested or scrub-shrub
2. (31.6A=y or 31.6E=y) F

<60% of Zones B and C is eB On MODERATE
3. (15.2=n)

instream vegetation-water interspersion not great

--End --
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Floodflow Alteration Opportunity (FFAO) Key

(1OD+E+F=n)
not marine. estuarine or tidal F LOW

fT

BOTH of the following:

1. (5.2=n or 5.1.2=n)
upslope AA's are <5% of AA's watershed or T
AA <20% of watershed acreage HIGH

2. [(21B=y) or (24.4=y)]
watershed impervious or watershed soils with slow
infiltration

ALL of the following:

1. (5.1.2=y) T
AA >20% of watershed acreage LOW

2. (21A=y)
watershed forest and scrub

3. (5.2=y)
upslope wetlands comprise >5% of AA's watershed MODERATE

4. (24.4=n)
watershed soils do not have slow infiltration

-- End --
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4.4.4 Sediment Stabilization

Quantitative models for evaluating the wave dissipation ability of
vegetation are presented by Camfieid (1977) and Wayne (1976). Several

quantitative models are available foi evaluating the frictional resistance

of terrestrial vegetation to runoff n temporarily flooded grassed
waterways, but few, if any. for aquatic vegetation. Quantitative models for

evaluating depositional-erosional dynamics and wave decay are available for
wetland systems, but do not always include a component easily attributable
to "wetiand influence." No formal qualitative procedures exist for
evaluating this function in all wetland types, although informal guidelines
are given by Silberhorn et al. (1974). A formal procedure by Pfaunkuch
(1975) is applicable to riverine depressions, and a procedure by Knutson et
al. (1981) is applicable to tidal emergent areas.

Definition - For purposes of this method, HIGH sediment stabilization areas
are those which are more effective for binding soil and dissipating erosive

forces than are typical upland environments.

Rationale (HIGH) - Wetlands rated HIGH for this function must be
characterized by one of the following characteristics: potential erosive
forces present, unsheltered or Zone C greater than Zones A and B, ditches,
canals, or levees are present that confine water, high water velocity,
evidence of long-term erosion, or a water table influenced by an upstream

impoundment. In addition, one of the following characteristics must also be
present: rubble substrate, protective of nearby shorelines, greater than 20
ft width of erect vegetation, presence of forest of scrub-shrub, or good
water and vegetation interspersion.

Rationale (LOW) - The only type of wetland considered capable of b-ing rated
LOW is one in which there is no flowing water, no boat wakes, no open water
wider than 100 ft, and no eroding areas abutting the wetland, as well as
having no vegetation (erect or submerged) or rubble.

General Sensitivity - Marine, estuarine, riverine, and contiguous paiustrine
wetlands will never be rated LOW by these criteria. Most vegetated
estuarine and palustrine wetlands with some open water will be rated HIGH,
as will most rocky seacoasts and islands. The most pivotal characteristics
for this function are those dealing with contiguity, flow, fetch, and
vegetation zone width.

Interpretation Key - For the Sediment Stabilization Key use the answer in
the "W" column of Form B. If this is unavailable use the answer in the "X"

column.

%W'
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Sediment Stabilization (SS) Effectiveness Key

All of the following:

1. (22.1.1=n)

flow is not evidenced LOW
2. (25.3=n)

erosion not a problem

3. (19.lA=y)

at least I acre is sheltered

ALL of the following:

1. (31.6A=y)T
BC is 0% eB ----0 LOW

2. (12C=n)

not aquatic bed
3. (45F=n)

not rubble substrate

II

,W ANY of the following:

1i. (25.3=y)
potential erosive forces present

2. [(19.lB=y) or (31.1=n)] - SS List A

unsheltered or.-Zone C > Zones A+B
3. (23=y)

ditches, canals, or levees confine water

4. [(7=n) or (4 1.2=y)] F
high velocity - SS List B

5. (22 .3 =y)

long-term erosion evident
6. (34 .2 =y)

water table influenced by upstream impoundment

I

-- Continued --
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SS Key (Cont.)

' SS List A

ANY of the following:

1. (45F=y)

rubble substrate
2. (19. 2 =y) T

island or peninsula intercepts waves I HIGH
3. (36.1.l=n)

erect vegetation in Zones A and B >20 ft F
4. (12A/B=y) SS List B

forested or scrub-shrub
5. (15. 2 =y)

instream water-vegetation interspersion good

SS List B

ALL of the following:

1. (45F=n) r
substrate not rubble --- MODERATE

2. (19.2=n)
no island or peninsula to intercept waves

3. (3 6 .1.l=y) T

erect vegetation in Zones A and B <20 ft I-LOW
4. (12A+B=n)

not forest or scrub-shrub

5. (15.2=n)
poor instream water-vegetation interspersion

End --
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4.6.5 Sediment/Toxicant Retention

.Quantitative models for evaluating the sediment and toxicant retention
capabilities of wetlands are few. As previously noted, quantitative models
of varying usefulness exist for predicting sediment routing and deposition
rates in all systems, but few include an identifiabie shallow-water
component. An exception is the study by Hickok et ai. (1977). Qualitative
models for sediment and toxicant retention are presented in procedures by
Reppert et al. (1979) and Wolverton (1980).

Definition - For purposes of this method, HIGH sediment/toxicant retention
areas are those which physically (or chemicaliy in the case of toxicants)
trap and retain on a net anrual basis the inorganic sediments and/or
chemical substances generally toxic to aquatic iife.

Rationale (HIGH for Effectiveness) - Wetlands considered by the method to
have high effectiveness for sediment trapping include ones with no outlets;
ones that are impounded (though it can be argued that the dam, not the
wetiand, is the factor causing sedimentation); ones where wacer sampling
(especially during storms) directly indicates that outlet waters have less
inorganic particulate matter than nontidal inlet waters; ones that are
vegetated with erect, persistent vegetation and comprise all of a clearly
defined delta, island, bar, or peninsula; ones where there is direct
evidence of accretion from historic photographic evidence or field sampling;
ones in basically depositional environments with erect vegetation wider than
20 ft; persistent emergent estuarine wetlands wider than 20 ft in
depositional environments; mollusk bed/reef wetlands; or estuarine rooted
vascular aquatic bed wetlands. Wetlands fulfilling any of these

descriptions must also be free of artificial channelization and soil
tillage.

Other wetlands qualifying for a rating of HIGH are those having most of the
* following conditions: constricted outlet; no flow or slow-velocity flow;

brackish salinity; riverine with good pool-riffle ratio (if cobble-gravel
sediment) or adequate pools and instream debris; short fetch; great depth
(or shallower depths with shorter fetches); relatively long duration and
extent of seasonal flooding; and estuarine emergent in a high-intensity

storm region. in addition, such wetlands also must be free of artificialchannelization and soil tillage, as well as having erect vegetation in a

zone at least 20 ft wide, or in the case of tidal wetlands, having aquatic
bed vegetation under brackish (flocculating) conditions.

Rationale (LOW for Effectiveness) - Wetlands that have not met the criteria
for HIGH are next screened for LOW effectiveness. Wetlands considered to

have a LOW probability of being effective for sediment trapping are one of
five basic types: (a) wetlands with tilled (farmed) sois and having a

ll. permanent outlet, (b) wetlands with cobbie-gravei, rubbie, or bedrock

substrates and no vegetation, instream debris, or pools; (c) wetLands

fringing the channel immediately downstream from an impoundment; (d)
wetlands where measured nontidal outputs of inorganic particulates are
greater than inputs (especially during storms); (e) wetlands where
prevaliing current velocities are sometimes greater than the suspension
thresholds of the prevaiiing sediment types; or (f) wetiands having most of
the following characteristics: exposed to buat wakes or channeiized;
unconstr:cted outlet; tilled soil; not in a depor it onai oa adiE.rit (. nout

iC4
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being in an AA that expands greatly when flooded; shallow depths with iarge
fetch (and minimal aquatic bed vegetation); and minimal fringe vegetation if
sediment enters as overiand flow (or minimal vegetation interspersion if

sediment enters as channel flow).

Wetlands meeting any of the criteria in the above paragraph must also (if
such data are available) show no evidence of accretion, based on historic

photographic or field coring data.

General Sensitivity - A majority of prairie pothole wetlands will be rated
HIGH, and in some regions probably a majority of wetlands wili be rated
MODERATE. Wetlands most likely to be rated LOW will be marine and iivetine
types. The most pivotal characteristics are vegetation zone width,
contiguity, velocity, and sediment type.

Rationale (HIGH for Opportunity) - Wetlands with a HIGH opportunity for
sediment trapping are those with any of several potential nonpoint or point
sources of sediment or toxicants named in the method (e.g., row crops, soili-
slope conditions enhancing erosion, dumps, fields where pesticides are
applied).

Rationale (LOW for Opportunity) - LOW opportunity for sediment and toxicant
retention results from absence of potential sediment sources, combined with
a forested watershed of a size not larger than five times the wetland's
area and at least 5% of the upslope watershed being occupied by wetlands (or

a reservoir being present).

Interpretation Keys - For the Sediment/Toxicant Retention Opportunity and
Effectiveness Keys use the answer in the 'X" column of Form B.

%
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Sediment/Toxicant Retention Effectiveness (S/TRE) Key

ANY of the following:

1. (9 .2=y)
unconstricted inlet and constricted outletT

2. (8.3=n and 8.4=n) H4IGH

no outlet
3. ( 3 6.1.2=y and 22.3=n)

substantial erect vegetation in Zones A and B and no
evidence of erosion on aerial photos

ANY of the following:

1. [(19.lA=n)+(43A/B/G/D/Ezy)+(31 .4=n)+(3l.6Ezy)

'A not sheltered and water depth (40 in. and sB~oB and
B and C is 0% eB

2. (19.lB=y)T

unsheltered 10-LOW
3. (64=n)

inlet inorganic solids < outlet inorganic solids

4. (2 8=y)
direct alteration evident

5. [(7=n) or (41.2 =y)]
high velocity

[(7=y) or (41.1=y) or 4.1=l
low velocity

AND NY f te folowng:HIGH

1. (34.3.1=y)
dike or dam downslope creates flooding

2. J(22.3=n)+(3l.6A=n)+(12A/B/Da~y)+(22.2=y or 19 .2=0y)
* no long-term erosion and B and C is not 0% eB and

f ores ted/sc rub-shrub or persistent emergent and
actively accreting delta part of AA

*BOTH of the following:T
goS/TRE List A

1. [(7 =y) or (41.1=y) or (31.1=n)]
low velocity or Zone C > Zones A and B g-S/TRE List B

2. (45E+F+Gn)

* ~substrate not bedrock, rubble or cobble-gravel

Continued --
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S/TRE Key (Cont.)

* " S/TRE List A

BOTH of the following:

1. (13A/B/Da=y)
part forested, scrub-shrub or persistent emergent

2. I(36.1.1=n)+(25.2A=y)j OR [(36.2.1=n)+(25.2B=y)+(7=y) T
+(9. I/ 9 .2 =y) ] - MODERATE

erect vegetation in Zones A+B <20 ft wide and
sediment sourceis overland flow OR Zone eB usually

<20 ft wide and sediment source is channel flow and
low velocity and constrictedoutlet

OR ALL of the following:
F

1. (9.1=y) - S/TRE List B

constricted outlet

2. (10D/E=y)
tidal riverine or estuarine

3. (48B=y) or [(l.2=y)+(13A/B/Da=y)]

salinity=0.5-5.0 ppt or high rain-erosivity factor
and forested, scrub-shrub or persistent emergent

St S/TRE List B

ALL of the following:

1. (31. 4 =y)

Zone sB > Zones oB and C

2. (10D/E/F=y)
marine. estuarine or tidal riverine T

* 3. (48B=y) 0-MODERATE

salinity = 0.5-5.0 ppt

OR ALL of the following:

1. (1OC/D=y)
riverine F

2. (35.1=y or 35 .2=y) _ LOW

expanded flooding or flow
3. [(15.2=y) or (31. 4 =y)]

good interspersion or Zone -B > Zones oB and C
4. (9.1 y) or (9 .2 =y) or (31.1zn) or ,(49.1.2=y)+

(49.1.lzy)1

constricted outlet or Zones A+B>C or poois/riffles

Ed --
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Sedi-ent/Toxicant Retention Opportunity (S/TRO) Key

ANY of the following:

1. (55.1=n)
measured suspended solids not low

2. (25.1=y) T
potential sediment source in input zone lwHIGH

3. (25.3=y)

erosive conditions present
4. (27.l=y)

toxin source in input zone

F

ALL of S/TRO List A T MODERATE

F
U'

BOTH of the following T MODERATE
1. (8.1=y)

permanent inlet present
2. ANY of S/TRO List A F LOW

S/TRO List A

1. [(21A=n) or (l.2=y)]
watershed not forest and scrub or high rainfall-
erosivity factor

2. (5.1.l=y)
wetland comprises <5% of watershed

3. [(5.2=n)+(34.2=n)]
upslope wetlands comprise <5% of watershed and water
table not influenced by upslope impoundment

SL

End --
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4.4.6 Nutrient Removal/Transformation

• " \.• Few quantitative models exist for evaluating the nut rent retention arid
• . removal capabilities of wetlands. Qualitative modeis include intorma.

guidelines by Kibby (1979) and more formal procedures by Reppeit et a.. (1979)
and Wolverton (1980).

Definition - For purposes of this method, HIGH nutrient
removal/transformation areas are those which retain or transform inorganic
phosphorus and/or nitrogen into their organic forms or transform (remove)
nitrogen into its gaseous form, on either a net annual basis or during the
growing season, and which are generally more effective at doing so than
typical upland environments.

Rationale (HIGH for Effectiveness) - Sediment retention is often (but not
always) accompanied by nutrient retention; nutrient retention Is often (but
not always) accompanied by sediment retention. For this method, conditions
conducive to sediment trapping such as the presence of iniets with
constricted or no outlets indicate a high probability for nutrient

o removai/transformation. Aiternativeiy, the presence of most of the

following conditions indicate a high probability of nutrient
removai/transformation: low water velocity or presence of significant
vegetation, fine mineral soils and alkalinity greater than 20 mg/i. high
plant diversity with no dead forested or scrub-shrub areas or structures to

confine water, significant vegetation and nutrient sources, and hydroperiod
permanently flooded, saturated, or irregularly exposed/flooded tidal.

* .Rationale (LOW for Effectiveness) - Wetlands are rated LOW for nutrient
removal if they are also rated LOW for sediment trapping, plus have
primarily peat sediments, anoxic water column conditions, and no woody or
floating-leaved vegetation, or if they are marine.

Rationale (Opportunity) - Wetlands with a HIGH opportunity for nutrient

retention are those with any of several potentiai point or nonpoint sources
of nutrients named in the method (e.g., septic systems, feed lots). LOW
opportunity results from absence of potential nutrient sources, combined
with a forested watershed or with a wate-shed less than five times larger
than the wetland's area and having relatively permeabie soils.

General Sensitivity - (See sediment/toxicant retention Section 4.4.5.) If
the wetland is contiguous, analysis for extractabie aiuminum and measurement

of actuai retention times wiii considerably improve the vaiidity. By the
method's criteria, prairie potholes and many bottomiand/r parian wet.ands
will rate HIGH for effectiveness, but only a minority of other wetlands
will. In most regions, a majority (,f wetlands w , b, iatct MODERATE.
Tidai wetlands, unless brackihi, may tend to have L:,i hty ciwe: :at lng: due
to usualiy greater flush: ng act -n and ui a. r;ede . The c ay ou:-;

and long growing sea. or!.; in southe r wet ands nay nomewhat h gh(
ratings.

Interpretation Keys - For the r e r 11 o. iT : t I k t f', .

and Opportunity Keys ,..-: !.e ar. w .r r. , " " , .
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Nutrient Removal/Trans formation Effectiveness (NRITE) Key

EITHER of the following:

1. (9 .2 y)
surface flow inlet and constricted outlet T - 0-hI1GH

2. (8.3=n and 8.4=n)

no outlet

F

ANY of the following:

1. (28 =~y)

direct alteration T
2. (12Ey) LOW

moss-lichen
3. (7=n or 4 1.2 =y)

high velocity

MOTo RT itAT N-HG

FF

[72/#14/01 from NR/TE List A _ _ FI-O

--Continued --
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NR/TE Key (Cont.)

NR/TE List A

1. [(7 =y) or (4 1.1=y) or (12A/B/Cb/Da=y)]

low velocity throughout or forested/scrub-shrub,
floating vascularaquatic bed or persistent emergent

2. [(2 4 .1=y or 2 4 .2=y) and (56.1=n)]
fine mineral soils present and alkalinity not low

3. [(12Aa Ba=n) and (23=n) and (17=y)]
no dead forest and scrub-shrub and no ditches,
levees, or channels toconfine water and high plant

diversity
4. [(36.1. 2 =y)+( 2 6 .2=y)] OR

[(3 6 .2.3=y)+( 2 6 .3=y)+(9.1=y or 9.2=y)+( 7 =y or 4 1.1=y)]

extensive erect vegetation in Zones A and B and sheet-
flow is majornutrient source OR extensive eB width
in shallow water and channel flowis major nutrient
source and constricted outlet and low velocity

5. (33A/E/J/K=y)
most permanent hydroperiod is permanently flooded,

saturated. orirregularly exposed/flooded tidal

-- End --
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Nutrient Removal/Trannformation Opportunity (NR/TO) Key

AL NR/TO List A RT

1. [AN.Y) RT or s 2 A)F

2. (.1y) anLOW2/D)

>10rsae iles

3. [(1.2 =n)or21n)

upsiope wetlands comprise (5% of watershed acreage

-- End -
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4.4.7 Production Export

Previous attempts to develop a research-based wetlands evaluation procedure

for production export (e.g., Oviatt et al. 1977) have been unsuccessful, at

least in terms of the usual statistical tests. A procedure for using field
measurements of chlorophyll a and benthic populations to characterize
productivity of tidal mudflats has been developed by Diaz (1982), but the
results of this procedure are not specifically and directly related to

9i% production export potential for commercial and sport fisheries beyond the
wetland. Production export was also one focus of the procedure by Reppert et
al. (1979). who required that some flushing exist.

Various quantitative models have been developed site-specifically to address
production export, but none is broadly applicable. On a very crude basis, one
can determine the nutrient and/or caloric contents of wetland plants
(published values are given in Tilton et al. 1978) or animals and estimate
from this the numbers or biomass of higher organisms that can be supported.
For example, menhaden consume 6 to 9 percent of the phytoplankton in estuaries
they inhabit, or the equivalent daily production of 0.8 g/sq m (Peters and

.Schaaf 1981). Daily macroinvertebrate drift available as food to fish in
freshwater streams may represent the equivalent standing crop from up to 100
sq m of benthic habitat. However, decomposition rates, depression flushing
rates, and feeding rates must also be known before the support function can be
realistically estimated.

Definition - For purposes of this method, HIGH production export is the
flushing of relatively large amounts of organic plant material (specifically,
net annual primary production) from the AA into downslope waters. No

* judgment is made as to the value of such export; indeed, there may be

instances where such export represents a nutrient loss to the exporting
system or where such exported material causes water quality problems

:.e.' -.-. downs lope.

Rationale (HIGH) - To attain a rating of HIGH. the assessment area must have

conditions favoring primary productivity (relative to similar wetland types
within the same region) of wetland plants, as well as having a permanent
outlet. Specifically, if the wetland system is marine, primary productivity
must not be low or potentially eutrophic conditions are present. If the
wetland system is riverine the following conditions must be present: or
all of the following conditions must be present: potentially eutrophic
conditions present, watershed greater than 100 square miles, significant
areas of erect or submerged vegetation present. If the wet:and system i .

estuarine the following conditions must be present: significant areas of
erect vegetation must be present, should be wider than 20 tt and flooded
vegetation, high plant productivity, erosion potential is high, Zure B must

cover at least 10% of the AA, and potential eutrophic condition. It the
wetland system i., lacustrine the fol'owing conditions mus;t be jre[et:

significant a:tdar; of erect vegetation exist. aquatic or eme:(ent v(etat .rn

dominate the AA. plant productivity high, ph not acidic, potert ;al t(,r
eutrophic condit;ons of exirt ]'ng h gE leve] ,c dct ' cd : h
ei ,s on potential, and watershed r;cot -:maI!. I it. wt t ,d. :l,, ,c

.alu-;tr ine the fI(c.wing condit cn;: mus;t be presenlt: s 18l,; 1 ant aeas; 4
r erect vegetation, potent ial e rosive coIdt ont, Zone B gt ate tia 1. U

S- ,AA. putent al fo: expati:ive fI(,od, ng, p, fert t I d eut':,th f IT 1ndC t liz

L! L gh ieve :s of di; ;ved 0 ds h; gh I an t uotdu( t t d1id Ii e
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island situation. In addition, for all wetland systems, one of the

following conditions must not be present: moss-lichen class extensive,
sandy substrate, water velocity high or AA unsheltered, low water/veget.it ion
interspersion, presence of direct alteration, artificially manipulated water
levels, small watershed, or low levels of suspended solids.

Rationale (LOW) - To attain a rating of LOW, the AA must have no permanent
or intermittent outlets regardless of the levels of productivity present.

P This is not to deny the productivity or importance of noncontiguous (e.g.,
Prairie pothole) wetlands; it means only that their relative probability of

exporting organic nutrients is low. Additionally, some wetlands with
outlets may be rated LOW if reduced macrophyte productivity is suggested by
hypersaline or very acidic conditions, sand bottom dominating in a flowing-
water situation with very little stable instream substrates, occurrence of
recent soil disturbance, headwater situation without emergent or aquatic bed
vegetation, scouring conditions of current or fetch with no offsetting
influence of aquatic vegetation, or excessive turbidity in an aquatic bed
dominated wetland.

General Sensitivity - Noncontiguous wetlands and nontidal riverine wetlands

(excluding -ome fringe types. such as bottomland hardwoods) will generally get
lower ratings for this function. Most marine and estuarine wetlands will

probably be rated HIGH. as will many contiguous palustrine wetlands. The most
pivotal characteristics appear to be contiguity, system type, fringe
situation, and velocity.

Interpretation Key - For the Production Export Key use the answer in the "W"
column of Form B. If this is unavailable use the answer in the "X" column.

114
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Production Export (PE) Key

~~(8.3=n and 8.4=n)T

no outlet - - LOW

ANY of the following:

1. [(10D=y)+(4.2A=n)]

tidal riverine with watershed >1 square mile

2. (1OE/Fy)

estuarine/marine

3. [(10A/B=y)+(5.1.2=y)]
lacustrine/palustrine and wetland comprises >20% of

watershed

T MODERATE

SPE List A/B/C /D F ANY of PE List E F
PE Lit T IT_-1m O NETI

T T- w- U N C E R T A I N

ANY of PE List E F
-40-H I GH

-p PE List A

'p, (10F=y) and [(5 7 .2 =y) or (51.1=n)]

marine and probable eutrophic condition or plant

productivity not low

CR ALL of the following:

1. (10C/D=y)
riverine

2. '(31.4=y) or (3L.1.1~n)]
Zone sB > Zones oB and C ot eiect vegetation in Zones

A and B > 20 ft.
3. (4.2A+Ban)

wateished >100 3quare miles
4. (57.1Vn)

potential eutrcphic condition

-- Continued -
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FE Key (Cont.)

FE List B

ALL of the following:

1. (1OE/F=y)

estuarine/marine

2. (36.1.1=n)
width of erect vegetation in Zones A and B > 20 ft

3. [(3 1.2=y) or (l.2=y)]

high rain-erosivity factor or Zone B >10% of the AA

4. (57.1=n)

potential eutrophic condition
5. (51. 2=y)

high plant productivity

PE List C

ALL of the following:

1. (10A=y)
lacustrine

2. (36.1.1=n)
erect vegetation in Zones A and B > 20 ft

3. [(31.2=y) or (l.2=y) or (35.1=y and 2.1.1=n)]
Zone B >10% of the AA or high rainfall-erosivity

factor or expansive flooding and not very small
4. [(57.1=n) or (56.1=n or 56 .2=y)]

potential eutrophic condition or high dissolved

solids
5. (51. 2 =y)

high plant productivity

6. (47Bzn)
pH > 6.0

7. 12A+B~n)

forest and scrub-shrub

-- Continued --
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PE Key 
(Cont.)

PE List D

ALL of the following:

1. (10B=y)

palustrine
2. (36.1.1=n)

erect vegetation in Zones A and B 20 ft

3. [(31.2=y) or (l.2=y) or (3 5.1=y)]

Zone B >10% of the AA or high rainfall-erosivity

factor or expansive flooding
4. [ (57.1=n) or (56.l=n)]

potential eutrophic condition or not low dissolved

solids

5. (51.2=y)
high plant productivity

6. [(ll=y) or (2 2 .1.1=y)]

fringe or island situation or flow is suggested

PE List E

1. [(12E=y) or (47B=y) or (45D=y)

moss-lichen or pH <6.0 or substrate is sand
2. 1(7=n or 4 1 .2 =y) or (19.1B=y)]

high velocity or unsheltered

3. ((15.2=n) or (28=y) or C4.2A=y)J
instream water/vegetation interspersion not high or

direct alterationor riverine watershed <1 sq. mile

4. [(l2Czy) or (13C+Dy)]
mostly aquatic bed or partially aquatic bed and

emergent
5. (55.2=n)

low suspended solids
6. (34.l=y)

water levels artificially manipulated

-- End --
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4.4.8 Aquatic Diversity/Abundance

Definition - For purposes of this method, a HIGH rating for an area means "-.

that, at least seasonally, the AA supports a notably great on-site diversity

of fish or invertebrates (i.e., most trophic groups of secondary consumers
with complex food webs). Other aquatic animals (e.g.. waterfowl) are covered
under other functions.

Rationale (LOW) - Before being eligible for a HIGH rating, the wetland must

not be rated LOW. Estuarine and riverine wetlands cannot have a bedrock o:

rubble substrate without substantial macroalgae, nor have potentially toxic
inputs into an AA that lacks an outlet and is less than 40 acres.
Lacustrine and palustrine wetlands also must lack these conditions, and in

addition must not be farmed (soil tilled), must have some surface water
present (i.e., not merely saturated), and must not have an excessively
acidic condition (e.g., many sphagnum bogs).

Rationale (HIGH) - If the wetland does not meet the conditions necessary to
receive a LOW probability rating, a majority (not all) of several conditions

must be present for a HIGH probability rating to be achieved.

If marine, the hydroperiod must be "regularly flooded" or "intermittently

exposed" (intertidal or subtidal). Such areas must comprise at least 10% of

the AA, must not be dominantly sand, and must have a diversity of depths and

current velocities.

If riverine, in addition to the conditions required of marine wetlands,
wetlands must not be channelized, leveed, or have the seasonal timing of their

flows altered. Natural flooding must expand the AA to a significant extent
and seasonal duration if they are in southern regions, while in northern
regions there should be minimal natural variation in flow (suggesting ground

water inputs). In both regions, streambanks should be neither completely
forested nor totally unshaded, and adequate instream cover, dissolved
oxygen, and (in headwater or intermittent streams) adequate pools should be
present.

If estuarine, "great storm intensity/frequency" is substituted for the
seasonal flood index used for riverine systems. It implies increased access
to (and use of) supratidal areas. In addition to the other above-named
requirements, estuarine wetlands should have a freshwater inlet or a watershed

that is at least 5% freshwater wetlands (diversity of estuarine salinity
conditions) and moderate amounts of adequately interspersed erect vegetation.

If lacustrine, the AA: (a) should have an inlet and outlet; (b) should be
larger than 200 acres or, if smaller and in an ice-hazard region, should

have a large watershed; (c) should not be dominated by sand bottom;
(d) should be permanently flooded (at least in part); (e) should have a

. Thallow area with diverse cover and vegetation that covers at least 10Z of
the area of the deepwater; (f) should have a diversity of depth categories

*, and adequate dissolved oxygen; (g) should not be leveed or ditched;
(h) should expand substantially with natural seasonal flooding; and
(i) should not be oligotropbic or should have suitable values for the

morphedaphic index.

v
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,! If palustrine, in addition to characteristics in the above paragraph. the
wetland: (a) should have moderate amounts of erect vegetation well juxtapQ->ed

* .... with open water; (b) if forested, should have some flow present thioughout;

and (c) should not have its watei levels subject to aitificial Manipulat oir
. "'(except for intentional ecological management).

General Sensitivity - A probable minority of wetlands nationally will be
-, assigned a LOW for this function. Palustrine wetlands may be slightly less

likely than lacustrine ones to attain a rating of HIGH. depending in part on
the region. The most pivotal characteristics are substrate, hydroperiod,

and presence of potential toxicants.

Interpretation Key - For the Aquatic Diversity/Abundance Key use the answei
in the "D" column of Form B. If this is unavailable use the answer in the

"X" column.

',p
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Aquatic Diversity/Abundance (AD/A) Key

ANY of the following:

1. [((21B=y or 2 7 .1=y)+( 2 .1.2=n)+(8. 3 =n or 61=y)) OR
(48E/F=y) OR ( 5 6 .1=y) (57.1=y)]watershed impervious or

toxic source present and <40 acres and no permanent

outlet or D.O. is limiting OR salinity >30 ppt OR
alkalinity low OR oligotrophic condition

2. [(lOE/F=y)+(l2C=n)+(45F/G=y)]

estuarine/marine and not aquatic bed and substrate
is bedrock orrubble

3. [(IOA/B/C=y)+(13C=n)+(31.6A/E=y)+(33A+B=n)]
lacustrine/palustrine/riverine and no aquatic bed
class and Zone B and C is 0 or 100% eB and never
permanently flooded or intermittently exposed

4. [(lOA/B=y) AND ((2 3 =y) or (28=y) or (47B=y) or (2 5.3=y)
or (48C/D/E/F=y))] lacustrine/palustrine AND canals,
ditches or levees confine water or direct alteration
or pH <6.0 or potential sediment sources or salinity
>5 ppt

5. [(10E=y)+(31.6E=y)+(32K=y)]
.. estuarine and BC is 100% eB and tidal irreg. flooded

,F

AD/A List A/B/C/D/E

(53.2=n) MODERATE
tidal flat invert density not low

~LOW

-- Continued -
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AD/A Key (Cont.)
q.

AD/A List A

(10A=y)
" lacustrine
I.

AND MOST of the following:

1. [((8.1=y and 8 .3 =y)) OR (I=Y)] T Op HIGH
permanent inlet an outlet OR fringe or island
situation

2. [(2 .1.2 =y) AND ((1.3=n) or (4.2C/D=y and 35 .1=y))]
>40 acres AND does not freeze >1 month/year or F
watershed >100 square miles and fluctuates MODERATE
naturally

3. [(13C=y) or (45D=n) or (49.2=0)
partially aquatic bed or substrate not sand or fish
cover present

4. (33A/B/H=y)
at least permanently flooded, intermittently exposed
or artificiallyflooded

5. [(31.2=y) AND ((17=y) or (46C=y))]
Zone B > 10% of AA AND high plant form richness or

* mosaic habitatinterspersion
6. [(40.1=n) AND ((5 6 . 2 =y) or (5 7 .1=n))]

- temperature >500 F AND dissolved solids

<7 or >35mg/l/mor oligotrophic condition
7. (34.l=n)+(61=n)

no artificial control structures and D.O. is not
limiting

-- Continued --
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AD/A Key (Cont.)

AD/A List B

(1OB=y) + (33E=n)

palustrine and not merely saturated

AND MOST of the following:

1. [((8.1=y) and (8.3 =y)) OR (11=Y)] T W HIGH
permanent inlet and outlet OR fringe or island

situation

2. [(2.1.3=y) AND ((1.3=n) or (4.2C/D=y))]
>200 acres AND does not freeze >1 month/year or F

riverinewatershed >100 square mile MODERATE

3. [(13C=y) or (45D=n) or (49.2=y)]
partially aquatic bed or substrate not sand or fish
cover present

4. (33A/B/H=y)

at least permanently flooded, intermittently exposed
or artificiallyflooded

5. [(31.2=y) AND ((17=y) or (46C=y))]
Zone B > 10% of AA AND high plant form richness or
mosaic habitatinterspersion

6. [(40.1=n) and ( 5 6 . 2 =y) and (57.1=n)]
temperature >500 F and dissolved solids

<7 or >35 mg/land not oligotrophic
7. (34.1=n) and (6 1=n)

no artificial control structures and D.O. not
limiting

8. (31.6C=y)
30-60% of BC is eB

9. (25.1=n)
no potential source of inorganic sediment presert

-- Continued --
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AD/A Key (Cont.)

AD/A List C

, (lOE y)

estuarine

AND MOST of the following:

1. (31.6C=y) CieHIGH

30-60% of BC is eB
" 2. [(l.2=y) or (5. 2 =y)

rainfall-erosivity factor high or
upslope wetlands present F

3. [(15.1C or 15.2=y) or (16B/C=y)] i Oi[ ERA-1;
good vegetation interspersion or good
vegetation/water interspersion

4. ( 3 4 .l=n)+(33K=n)+(61=n)
no artificial control structures and not exclusively
supratidal and D.O. not limiting

5. (57 .1=n)
not oligotrophic condition

AD/A List D

ALL of the following:

1. (10F=y) H I G1.v HIGH

marine

2. (32K=n)
not irregularly flooded tidal

-' 3. [(3 1.2=y) and(46C-y)] MODERATE
Zone B >10% of the AA or mosaic habitat interspersion

4. (45D=n)

not sand substrate

-- Continued --
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AD/A Key (Cont.)

NA

AD/A List E ....

ALL of the following

1. (OCZy)
riverine

2. (23=n) T
nc ditches, canals cr levees to confine watei EIGH

3. [( 7 =y) or (41.2=n)]

low water velocity

4. (( 3 4.1=n) or ((35.1=y)+(33Azy)+(32Dzy)+(4.2y))) OR
((35.2=n)+(40.2=n)+(31.2=y))] F

no water control structures or expansive flooding and MODERATE
at least permanently flooded and predominantly

seasonally flooded and summerwater temperatures
>69 F OR stable water levels and summer
temperatures <690 F and Zone B >10% of the AA

AND MOST of the following:

1. (2 o.1=y)
80% of Zone B shaded at midday

2. [(15 .2=y) or (13Cy) or (4 9.2=y)]

good inst ream interspersion or partially aquat ic bed
or fish cover present

3. [(4.2A+B=n) or ( 4 9 .1.l=y)]
riverine watershed >100 square miles or 20%-80% pools

4. [(5 2 .1=y) or ( 4 9.1. 2 =y)]

high freshwater invertebrate density or good riffles
5. [(25.1=n) or (55.2=n)]

no potential source of organic sediment or measured
suspended solidsnot high

,, ', -- End--
4J,
Ig
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4.4.9 Wildlife Diversity/Abundance for Breeding

Definition - For purposes of this method, a HIGH rating for a wetland aiean,;
%W%. that during the breeding season the wetland normally suppolts a notably

.O_ great on-site diversity and/or abundance of wetland-dependent bilds. Th;
defiritior does not take into account the contribution of the AA to uff-L 'te
(regional) faunal ,ichnes; ci the uniqueness/raiity of the specie::. ThwC
factors are addressed in the "Red Flag" poxtion of Section 3.1.

Rationale (Level 2 - HIGH) - There are six types of wetlands that have a
high probability of supporting an exceptional diversity of breeding
birds. Certain individual wetlands within the following types may be rated
HIGH:

1. Non-wooded prairie potholes.
2. Western riparian zones.
3. Bottomland hardwoods.
4. Other floodplain wetlands.
5. Large and vegetationally diverse wetlands.
6. Moderate-size wetlands that are oases or complexes and have at least

minimal interspersion.

Accuracy in the use of this key depends on reliable estimation of the
following characteristics: surrounding land use, potential sources of toxic
material, location in a precipitation deficit area, interspersion, size, and
vegetation class.
Rationale (Level 2 - LOW) - There are seven types of wetlands which, in a

natural context, have a LOW probability of supporting exceptional diversity of

breeding birds. Certain individual wetlands within the following seven
.4, types may be rated LOW if they are in a precipitation surplus region:

1. Upper riverine. forested, shrub, or moss wetlands unconnected to

adjoining forests by vegetated corridors, and smaller than 40 acres.
2. Small wetlands with potential toxic inputs.
3. Estuarine/marine wetlands that are either:

(a) small and exposed to large waves, or
(b) contain little vegetation.

4. Palustrine/lacustrine wetlands that either:
(a) are predominantly moss (peat bogs) and have low vegetation class

diversity and no open water, or
(b) are small, surrounded by urban development, and if forested have

444% no connecting corridors, or

(c) are small and have low vegetation class diversity, low edge
irregularity, no open water, and are not part of an oasis/cluster.

Accuracy in the use of this key depends on reliable estimation of the
following characteristics: location in a precipitation surplus area, size.
potential sources of toxic material, and wetland classification.

Rationale (Level 3 - HIGH and LOW) - This level improves the estimates from

-.4 Level 2 by calling for determination (usually, in the field) of the wetland's
dominant hydroperiod, the hydroperiods of nearby wetlands (if available).
general salinity, presence or absence of certain alterations of hydrology and
soils, and flow velocity. "Disturbance" is substituted for "urban watershed,"

125
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as it more ditectly mea,,urt-s t5t I et, t ( w: f1t-. I[dl

i tequi rem ert. of Lev el 2. t o a ch eve a :(F:t1re nu I t.~ .Cd Wt

have:

1 . A hydroperiod tha t is not "sa t uta ted" or " irna er it i otcit I u-L

unless evapot ranspirat ion is mor e t han t w ice prIec ;p :t at u.

2. Salinity 3O ppt.

.r 3. Velocity. if riverine. (30 cm/6ec.
4. Hydric soils that have not been tilled. not any type ut Lt Im-r~

hydrologic alterations made.

In addition. if the wetland is in a moder ate precipitation: def'(1t I~A.

requirement for regional hydropetiod diversity -.s added (i.e.. at l(a-t (,t*
Sother wetand with a different hydropei :d type should be piesent W-Iit.

I mile). In addition to the six basic types that (in Level 2) car attaSrt
HIGH rating in Level 3. a seventh type, wetlands artificially flooded for

wildlife management, is added.

To attain a "LOW" rating under Level 3, the converse of the above must be
true. Also. excessive salinity is added as a limiting condition fc~r

estuarine/marine wetlands. pH is added as a "backup" predictor for moss

wet-lands, and a requirement is added that in wetlands smaller than 5 aci-es.
Zone A must be larger than Zone B.

Interpretation Key - For the Wildlife Diversity/Abundance Bieeding Key use
the answer in the "X" column of Form B.
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Wildlife Diversity/Abundance for Breeding (WDIAB) Key

4ANY
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'D, AB Li :t A

, (31.,' y) (WD/AB List G) F GH
13 r:e B I1C[ f Le AA

.t,A b Lz t B

I E/FzY) T LCW
Pivex:ne tidal or marine

F
fT

-; I C):y +(36.].Irn)+(20.1y) CR 10E- y MODERATE

I'- riverine and vegetated width of Zones A*B >20 ft and

-,adjacent wooded areas present OR estuariie F LOW

, WD/AB List C

ALL of the following

',,1. (2.1.1 n)
* >5 acres

2. (3 .2=y or 3.3y T
"cluster" or "oasis" wetland -- HI GH

3. (3 1.2 =y)
Zone B comprises 10% of the AA

' .4. (3 8 .7hy)

other wetland types within 1 mile G MODERATE
-. 5. (14.1-y) or (15.1Azn) or (16C-n) or (17 y)]

small island present or moderate vegetation/water
* interspersion ormodetate vegetation interspersi.n

(Cr h gh p;ant form r,* ,nes:

4..

- Ccrt inued -
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WD/AB Key (Cont.)

\, ..v-. D/AB LIST D

ALL of the following

1. (2.1.1=n)

>5 acres
2. (31.6E=n)

Zone B and C is not 100% eB

3. [(33A/B=y) or (38.7=y)] T HIGH
partially permanently flooded or intermittently
exposed or otherwetland types within 1 mile

4. [(15.lC=y) or (16Cy) or (17 =y)]
great vegetation/water interspersion or great F
vegetationinterspersion or high plant form bm MODERATE

richness
5. [(20.1=y) or (36.1.1=n) or (3 8 .8 =y)]

connected or adjacent wooded areas or vegetation

width >20 ft

WD/AB LIST E

ALL of the following

1. (2.1.lzn)
>5 acres

2. (4.2A=n)

riverine watershed > 1 square mile
3. (31.l-y) T H I GH

Zones A+B>C
S. [(14 .1=y) or (15.A=n) or (16C=n) or (17=y)]

small island present or moderate vegetation/water
interspersion ormoderate vegetation interspersion or

high plant form richness - 0o MODERATE
5. (20. 1=y or 38 .8=y)

adjacent or connected wooded areas
0. (7ay or 41.2=n)

low water velocity

-- Continued
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'.DTAB Key CQnt.)

' /AB LIST F

i. [(15.lC y) or (16C=y)]

great vegetation/water interspersion or great

vegetat ionint erspers ion

_2. 17=y)
good plant form richness

j _. (18=y)

irregular upland/Zone A edge

4. (3 .2=y or 3 .3 =y)
"cluster" or "oasis" wetland

5. (3 9 =y)

special habitat features present

. WD/AB List G

ANY of the foilowing

S1. (2.1.1=n)+(MOST of WD/AB List F) T

>5 acres T HIGH

2. (2.1.1=y or 2.2.1=y)+(ALL of WD/AB List F)F IMODERATE

<5 acres

3. (2.1.2=y or 2.2.2=y)+(ANY of WD/AB List F)

>40 acres

p

-- End --
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4.4.10 Wildlife Diversity/Abundance for Migration and Wintering

Definition - For purposes of this method, a HIGH rating for a wetland means
%" '.. that during migration or winter, the wetland normally supports a notably

great on-site diversity and/or abundance of wetland-dependent blids.

Rationale (Migration/Wintering - HIGH) - This key recognizes three gerelal
types of wetlands wh'ch, in a national context, have a HIGH probability of
supporting an exceptional diversity of wildlife during migration. Certain
individual wetlands within the following types may be rated HIGH:

1. West coast freshwater wetlands located within 5 miles of estuarine

wetlands larger than 5 acres (or vice versa).
2. Moderate or large-sized mudflats with good visibility and adjoined by

emergent marsh.
3. Wetlands with good vegetational diversity and interspersion, geneially

large and in agricultural areas or along river valleys or coast] n es.

4.r Wetlands potentially rated HIGH for wintering wildlife include 1 and 2
above and also 3 above if the wetland is unfrozen.

Use of Level 3 may add another high-probability category for both migration

and wintering: Wetlands managed for wildlife or rice cultivation. Level 3

also improves the accuracy of (3) above by making the criteria slightly more
stringent. It does so by adding .equirements for lack of channelization or

alteration (Eastern wetlands) and presence of waterfowl food plants.

Rationale (Migration/Wintering - LOW) - The key recognizes three general

types of wetlands which, in a national context, usually have a LOW probability

of supporting an exceptional diversity of wildlife during migration. These,
plus a fourth type. are assigned a LOW rating for wintering wildlife as well.
Certain individual wetlands within the following may be assigned a LOW rating:

1. Wetlands with toxic inputs, and having no outlet or being smaller than
5 acres.

2. Moss-lichen wetlands (bogs) with no open water.

3. Small, urban wetlands without woody vegetation.
4. Wetlands frozen over at least 1 month of the year.

Accuracy in these two keys depends on reliable estimation of the followi.g

characteristics: size, presence of toxic materials, vegetation type and
diversity, and presence of ice cover.

Interpretation Keys - For the Wildlife Diversity/Abundance Migration Key use
the answers in the "X" column of Form B. For the Wildlife

Diversity/Abundance Wintering Key use the answers in the "D" column of Form
B ?. if this is unavailable, use the answers in the "W" column. If this is
unavailable, use the answers in the 11X" column.
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Wildlife Diversity/Abundance for Migration (WD/AM) Key

ANY:•"

1. [(2.1.1=y)+(8.3=n)+(21B=y)]
<5 acres and no permanent outlet and watershed is

impervious

2. [(21B=y)+(30=y)+(2.2. 1=y)+(12A+B=n)]
watershed impervious and human disturbance and <5 - LOW
acres and noadjacent wooded areas and AA not
forested or scrub-shrub

3. [((15.lA=y)+(16A=y)+(17=n)) OR ((31.6A/E=y))]

low vegetation/water interspersion and low vegetation
interspersionand low plant form richness OR BC is 0%

or 100% eB

~ANY :

. WD/AM List A T -LI GH

2. WD/AM List B
IF NwMODERATE

3. WD/AM List C

WD/AM LIST A

ALL of the following

1. (3 8 .5=y)
emergent vegetation or mudflat adjoin each othei

2. (2.1.1=n)

>5 acres
S (3.2=y) or (3 .3=y) or (4 .1y)]

wetland is part of a "cluster" or "oasis" or within
5 miles of the Great Lakes, a major river, or tidal
waters

-- Continued --
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W D/AM Key (Cont.)

WD/AM LIST B

ALL of the following

1. (1.1=n)

not located in a "dry" region

2. ( 2 .1.1=n and 2.2.1=n)

>5 acres

3. [(3 8. 3 =y) or (32H=y) or (4 .1=y) or (12A/B=y)]

within 5 miles of a wetland of different system type

or artificially flooded or within 5 miles of the

Great Lakes. a major river, or tidal water or wooded

W*D/AM LIST C

[(2.1.1=n) or (3 .2=y) or (3 .3 =y) or (4.1=y)]

>5 acres or part of a "cluster" or "oasis" or within

5 miles of the Great Lakes. a major river, or tidal

waters

.. - AND MOST of the following:

1. (31.6C=Y)

30%-60% of Zones B and C is eB

2. [(21C=y) or (50=y) or (3 9 =y)]

cultivated agricultural watershed or waterfowl food

plants presentor special habitat features present

3. (17=y)

high plant form richness

4. [16C=y) or (18 =y) or (15.lC/15.2=y)]
great vegetation interspersion or irregular

upland/Zone A edge orgreat vegetation/water

interspersion

5. [(28=n)+(23=n)+(34.l=n)]

no direct alteration and no structures to confine or

control water
6. (30=n)

no human disturbance

7. t 2 . 3 =y)
>200 acres

8. (47B=n)

pH >6.0

9. (45E+F+G=n)

oubstrate is not bedrock, rubble, or cobble-giavl

IEnd
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Wildlife Diversity/Abundance for Wintering (WD/AW) Key

1. (1.3 =y)
."2 all of wetland freezes for >1 month/year

2. [(2. 1.l=y)+(8.3=n)+(21B=y)]

<5 acres and no permanent outlet and watershed is
impervious

3. [(21B=y) + (30=y) + (2. 1. 1=y)+(12A+B=n)]
watershed impervious and human disturbance and <5

4.. acres and noadjacent woooed areas and AA not
forested or scrub-shrub

W ',. ,,4. [ (15. IA~y) +(16A~y) +(17=n) +(31.6A/E~y) ]

low vegetation/water interspersion and low vegetation
interspersionand low plant form richness and BC is
not 0% or 100% eB

T F

~ANY:
T%; 1. WD/AW List A 0-- HIGH

,. 2. WD/AW List B and WD List C MODERATE

(38.6=n)+(12Ab/Bbzn) T-- LOW

not evergreen

W4D/AW LIST A

ALL of the following

I. (1.1=n)
not located in a "dry" region

- . (2.1.1=n and 2.2.1=n)

>5 acres
S. >38.' or (32Hzv) or ( 4 .l=y) or _,iy

within 5 miles of a wetland of different s.ster:: pn2
*. r artific'aily ~ flooded or within 5 oiler of "ih,

Gr(reat Lakes, a mau- rv-, T.r t5a .aro<r

S... ,1 fl'S-..

0%

;',A1

.
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WD/AW Key (Cont.)

, ' " .:K. nW /AW LIST B

[(2.1.1=n) or (3 .2=y) or (3.3 =y) or (4.1=y)]
'.'.">5 acres or part of a "cluster" or "oasis" or within

V. 5 miles of the Great Lakes. a major river, or tidal
waters

AND MOST of the following:

1. (31.6C=Y)

30%-60% of BC is eB
2. [(21C=y) or (50=y) or (3 9 =y)]

cultivated agricultural watershed or waterfowl food

plants presentor special habitat features present

3. (17=y)
high plant form richness

4. [16C=y) or (18=y) or (15.lC/15.2=y)]
great vegetation interspersion or irregular

a. - upland/Zone A edge orgreat vegetation/water

interspersion
5. [(28=n)+(23=n)+(34.l=n)]

no direct alteration and no structures to confine or
control water

," .. 6. (30=n)

no human disturbanceS7. (2.3=y)

>200 acres

8. (47B=n)
pH >6.0

9. (45E+F+G=n)
substrate is not bedrock, rubble, or cobble-gravel

W"D/AW LIST C

AN Y of the following

] ' i1. (19. IA=y)

at least 1 acre is sheltered
%W 2. (38.6 =y)

agricultural, evergreen, or regenerating vegetation

within 0.5 mile
3. (.32H=Y)floe

artificially flooded
4. (12Bc=y)

scrub-shrub and broad-leaved evergreen

L' -- End

%
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4.4.11 Recreation and Uniqueness/Heritage

No interpretation keys are presented for asse.,sing oppuzturnty and
effectiveness of these values because no scieictlfic basis exists fuI an-
objective assessment without considerable site-sbeci fI df (icoC, l(, 1 h . " -T T

Few traditional wetland evaluation techniques have add e ed fecreat it ia,
potential, probably because of the manner in which "wetarnd,;" were dEf:ld,

Z.. and/or because recreation was viewed as an incompatible use. An excepti, ur
is a key developed for Massachusetts localities by the USDA Soil
Conservation Service (1978). Quantitative procedures for recreational

assessment are provided by the U.S. Water Resources Council's Principles and
* Guidelines. Also, several evaluation techniques exist for qualitative

recreational assessments of lakes and rivers.

Procedures for evaluation of aesthetic aspects of wetlands, rivexs, and
shorelines (Smardon and Fabos 1976) rely primarily on landscape diveisity,
vividness, scarcity, unity, and freedom from eyesores. Although society

d respects, to some degree, the judgments of "authorities" on questions of
artistic merit, this respect has not, to date. been routinely vested it,

" professionals working with the aesthetic analysis of landscapes. This is
partly because perception of the landscape, which may be encountered everyday

or once in a lifetime, tends to be more strongly shaped by sociological
factors.

Systematic procedures exist for incorporation of scientific data into policy
decisions regarding management, avoidance, or protection of natural areas or

species. For example, numerous procedures exist for ranking rare animals
(Adamus and Clough 1978, Sparrowe and Wight 1975). rare plants (DuMond 1973,
Peterken 1974). and natural areas (Spellerberg 1981, Tans 1974, and Wright
1977).

0.
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5.0 Habitat Suitability Evaluation

D eVrst'. Abundanc u and W i i ' te D t ,z vAun l'I"1t I I k t-..
ta"dUa tu 1proV de a genet ra~ neasu u Ioe t8 t U j;ve r t y ar'(J .. ~.

C W -Id- Jependenr tb::c..d n tfle AA. T~hey 11 ( no t eva Iua tew it
s;Pec nr term_-; of thei depundence: onl tht! wetl-and hab:, tat, t' r

ta\ ~ c ~a. r9 -.(-)c 'oA t anc e. F ci. and w i l Cdz % t

1-11; uilsto 1c equirementsz for fod oewate: rjUa . J T):

otheC hab-tat: factor.-, and theretoie, the eva.'uat dlu Ot t h j d
habitat, in. genera- tetrms,-, must be viewed with caution. I de"_ _y. w:
nabo-tat sh.ould be evaluated at the species-specif:c eve..

For th~s reason WE-_ p-ov'des a procedure to evaluate fish and :i Ir
han-tat at the species group and indilvidual' species leveL. Specit~cd....,
o;ETi evaluates habitat suitability of a wetland for 14 waterfow. :ece
groups, 4 freshwater fish species groups, 120 species of wet:land-deperden,'
b,,rds, and 133 species of saltwater fish and invettebirates. These

* evaluations are restricted to avian, fish, and invertebrate species that
reside in the 48 contiguous states and are wetland-dependent throughout rto.:t
of their range. WET does not evaluate for wetland-dependent furbearers anid

* othe: mammals, repti.les, and amphibians (e.g., beaver, crayfish, alligator,
e tc. i. Habitat suitability for these wetland-dependent species can be
assessed by other procedures such as the Habitat Evaluation Procedures (HEP)
of the USEWS or in the south-central United States, the Habitat Evaluation
System ( ':Es) of the US Army Corps of Engineers. The habitat suitability
interpretation keys and the supporting data in Volume I represent a rich

* source of detailed habitat preference information for wetlands. They can be
uscto supplement more precise and detailed wildlife evaluation procedures

* H'riP anid HES).

The habits:_ suitability ratings cannot be combined to give an ovetall
*probabiliity ratings of habitat suitability for the wetland. This would

r-equlre weighting of species, which is both a social., and a bioiogicai.,
uu'J,[ e r: t. For those users who wish to pursue this further, guidelines are

pruv2 cc:_ by Adamus and Cdough (1978), Sparrowe and Wight (1975), and US Fish
dtc .:~ci~eService (1980a).

* 5.1 Procedure for Habitat Suitability Evaluation

:. habr"at suitabihity evaluation is based on answers to the questions :n
ai~esnent evels 1,2 and 3 of the effectiveness and opportLunity _Vaiuat :on.

> inorder to assess the habitat suitblt tase

D t;,: C rciup these questions must be answered.

vcbr nformation, instructions, and -nterpretation kev,, lot
4~ -:J peci(-. -roups and waterfowl spec~ec; 31L ou t >2

- . e: £per ilvely. Z!-se two sect *ons follow the tar i r at L]
v 1, 2. and 3 of the effecTrl.'i.. and opportunity; e'. u it~u'

y s ri;to(rnat ion, instructions, and i nterp Iet a t ion z~;r
-; .si a, twater f ish and inver tebr-ates", ant- wfc:*aIdj L~

jri ..4, 5..and 5.6 rkspest :vc- r, Tt, ntot dt '1.
- *. .0s o n'. arIe 11 a as.. e f orn t



* The habitat suitability assessments- for the s ec . ez and specces i upo al

. done independently. An assessment can be done tor one or many s;pec ie, c ,

species groups. Begin the habitat suitability evaluation by select .ng the

species or species groups to be assessed. Turn to the appiopriatu section
and read the introductory materiai and then toilow the instructions tor

using the interpretation keys.

5.2 Freshwater Fish Species Groups

Definition - For the purposes of WET, a high probability rating means that
the wetland ncrmaily supports a high level of productivity for sport or

commercial freshwater members of the fish species group.

Rationale (General Fish Key) - At least 1 acre of permanently flooded

wetland is assumed necessary if the depression is never contiguous. There

must be at least 1 acre of water at least 4 in. deep for most fish. If the
depression is in an ice-hazard region and is never contiguous, it should
also be larger than 5 acres and have a water depth of at least 15 ft to
somewhat reduce island biogeography effects and the threat of winter-kili of
fish. Evidence of fish kills must be lacking. Secondarily, the site should

(a) not be extremely acidic (pH less than 6); (b) be contiguous and
accessible, at least intermittently, to other aquatic areas; (c) lack

- excessive aquatic plant cover that would restrict fish movement; (d) lack
excessive water level fluctuations that do not mimic natural fluctuations;
(e) lack potential sources of toxins; and (f) not be hypersaline. Some

*? sites may lack two of these secondary characteristics yet have fish present.

Rationale (Warmwater Fish Key) - To support warmwater riverine fish, the
area must receive a MODERATE OR HIGH probabilicy rating from the General
Fish Key and must meet three of the following criteria: (a) a sinuous main

channel; (b) large natural (seasonal) fluctuations; (c) a wooded
*floodplain; (d) a gently sloping (perpendicular to thalweg) floodplain; and

(e) an intermediate or large stream order. Some sites may lack two of these
five, yet have an appreciable warmwater fishery.

Rationale (Coldwater Fish Key) - To support any coldwater fish, the AA must
receive a MODERATE OR HIGH probability rating by the General Fish Key and
must provide suitable cover, temperature, and dissolved oxygen.

Secondarily, it should have: (a) acceptably low turbidity; (b) ground water
input, as implied by springs or relatively stable water levels; and (c) at
least 1 acre of coarse sediments. Some sites may lack one of these three,

yet have coldwater fish present.

Rationale (Coldwater Riverine Key) - To support coldwater riverine fish, the
AA must receive a MODERATE or HIGH probability rating from the General Fish
Key, must receive a MODERATE or HIGH probability rating from the CoLdwater
Fish Key, and must meet most of the following criteria: (a) intermediate

stream order; (b) gravel-rubbie sediments (not merely coarse); (c) a good

pool-riffle ratio; (d) moderate shade; and (e) lack of potential sediment
sources. Some sites may lack two of these five, yet have coidwater riverine
fish present.

138
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Rationale (Northern Lake Fish Key)- Tu supput a northern, iacuotrine,>',- centiarchid-Esox (largeiouth bas; - r:oithern pike) complex of species, the

-ake must receive a MODERATE or HIGH probability rating from the General
Fish Key and must be contiguous with other AA's in a watershed of at least
208 square miles or have a winter dissolved oxygen (DO) content of at ieast
4.0 mg/ (Rahel 1984).

Instructions for Fish Species Group Keys - Begin with the General Fish Key.
If a LOW probability rating is assigned by the General Fish Key, all fish

a groups also receive a LOW probability rating. If a MODERATE or HIGH
probability rating results, proceed to the Warmwater, Coldwater, or Northern
Lake fish species group key. To proceed to the Coidwater Riverine Group a

•p .MODERATE or HIGH probability rating must result from the the Coldwater Group
Key. For example, to evaluate the Coldwater Riverine Group, begin with the
General Fish Key. If a LOW probability rating is assigned, then assign a

' LOW probability to the Coldwater Riverine Group also. However, if a HIGH or
MODERATE probability rating results, proceed to the Coldwater Group Key. If
a LOW probability rating results, assign a LOW probability rating to the
Coldwater Riverine Group also. However, if a HIGH or MODERATE probability

V rating results, proceed to the Coldwater Riverine Group Key. Assign the
resulting probability rating to the Coldwater Riverine Group.

* Interpretation Key - For the General Fish Key and all the fish group keys
use the answer in the "D" column of Form B. If this is unavailable use the

answer in the "X" column.

"139
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General Fish (GF) Key

[(33A/I/J=y) AND (44.3/.4/.5/.6/.
7 /.8=y)]L C.'.

permanently flooded, regularly flooded tidal or GF List A
irregularly exposed tidal AND at least 1 acre or

10% of wetland is 5 in. deep

[1.3=y) and (8.1+8.2+8.3+8.4=n)] F 0 GF List C
all of AA freezes for >1 month and no inlet or outlet

ALL:

1. (2.1.l=n)

>5 acres
2. (4 4 .9=y)

acre or 10% of water is 26 ft deep GF List C
3. (61=n)

O D.O. not limiting

4. (49.3=n) GF List B

Carp not prevalent

GF List A

F LOW

j ACTUALLY PRESENT * MO ER TI -tT MODERATE

GF List B Proceed to Species Key if desired

1~. 21 ln MODERATE
>5 acres

2. (441=y)
I acre or 10- of water is 26 ft deep F

3. (61n) GF List A I
D.O. riot lm t n

-- <;on" r-d -

.4
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GF Key (Cont.)

--~.. GF List C

* ALL:

1. (47B=n) T HIGH
pH >6.0

2. (8.1/8.2/8.3/ 8 .4 =y)
inlet or outlet present

3. (61=n) Proceed to

D.O. not limiting Group Key
4. (34.1=n) if Desired

*no water level control structures
5. (31.6E=n)

BC is not 100% eB i
6. (27.1=n) MODERATE

.5 no toxin source

7. (48F=n)
salinity <40 ppt

E-- nd--

- Skip this criterion if a future condition is being assessed. Assign a LOW

value since the future presence/absence of the fish in the area is not known.

, 141
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Waruwater Fish (WW) Group Key

*(40.ly) 00 LCOW
waimest water temperature <50 ° F

* -MOST:

I1. (2-'.1.2=y)

channel mildly sinuous

2. (23-n and 34.1=n)

l-.'. no levees, canals, or channels to confine flow and

no water levelcontrol structures
3. [(35.1=y) and (32D=y) and (12Ae=y)]

flooding expands wetland and seasonally flooded and
forested broad-leaved deciduous

4. (15 .2=y or 49.2=y)
adequate water/vegetation interspersion or adequate

* fish cover

5. (4.2A=n or 5 .1.1=y)

O riverine watershed >1 square mile or low depression
. /watershed ratio

- 6. .(GWD rated HIGH and 20.1=n) OR (6l=n and 4 0.2=y)]
". shade not available OR D.O. not limiting and warmest

summer temperature >690 F
7. (2,7.1-n)

- .\'-no toxin source present

:"i'"T fF

"H" 1i 2GF MODERATE

Proceed to SpEcies Vcdel if Eesired

-End

• - Frd d--
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% Coldwater Fish (CH) Group Key

ALL:

warmest summei temperature ( 6 9 u F.
2. (4 9.2=y)

adequate cover T 00OW List A
3. (61=n)

D.O. not limiting
4. (48Azy)

freshwater

F F---- N-O
Actually Present*F ITSIN-CW List A

CW List A

MOST:
-.A

1. (GWL rated HIGH and 20.1=n)
shade not available

2. (55.2=n or 20.1=y or 25.1=n)

suspended solids not excessive or sufficient buffer

a-.' present or nosediment source in buffer zone

3. [(45A+B+Cn) OR (31.6Azn)]
not mud. muck. or peat substrate OR BC is not 100% eB

JT

/ HIGHMODERATEJ

Proceed to Species or Goldwater R.iveiine Mode1 if Desired

lp

.% % %



Coldwater Riverine Fish (CWR) Group Key

.C. MOST:

. 1. (15. 2=y)

adequate vegetation/water interspersion
2. (2 5.1=n or 55.1=y)

no sediment source in buffer zone or low suspended
solids levels

3. (45E/F=y)
cobble-gravel or rubble substrate

4. (23=n and 49.1.1=y and 4 9.1.2=y)
no ditches, canals, or levees to confine watr rd
adequate pools andr ffles present

5. (4.2A=n)

riverine watershed >1 square mile
6. ( 2 0.1=y)

adequate shade provided by buffer zone
7. (GWD rated HIGH and 20.1=n)

shade not available

T -F

Actually Present o F I LW

HIGH MODERATE

Proceed to Species Model if Desired

-- End --

* Skip this criterion if a future condition is being assessed. Assign a LGW

value since the future presence/absence of the fish in the area is not known.
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Nortber-n Lake Fish (NL) Group Key

ALL:

AA feze, uver fur >1 mointl,,v:.ea T

IF

w. t!~ c: I C- V c C'r C! lic U I d L(u L uk- (.

9.

adequat- ccv,.er resernt

wa:mest teamptrature >5 0' F

F T

I'ct ua- j Fresel!L H*1

a F

-.DFATEi Proce 11 -C, cv: e0r

e - r, a -I.
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% % 5.3 Harvested Waterfowl Species Groups

Wate: fowl have been assigned to 14 groups based on tlbe rc(IL 't e.

of adult wales. Sunmering habitat affinities :r weighted ro-e heav y i1,ji
winrteing habitat affinities, although, son, spoc'es do not su.me, In tlc 48
contiguous states. Table 6 lists the 14 waterfowl groups and describes the
species included in each group (e.g., the prairie dabblers group includes
mallard, mottled duck, pintail, etc.).

Breeding - The harvested waterfowl keys probably have greater validity fur the
early summer period (nesting) than late summer. They also probably have
greater validity for regions where extreme year-to-year precipitation
fluctuations do not exist.

The follcwing species may be expected to show the geatest deviation froum the
general habitat criteria specJ'fed in the breeding keys:

1. Gadwall, Mottled Duck, and Mexican Duck - all tolerate higher
salinities.

%eN . 2. Red-breasted Mergansers - cin nest in estuarine/marine systems. and
may use emergent wetlands.

Wintering and Migration - The prediction of habitat value for winteringwaterfowl has rarely been attempted. A procedure based mostly on winter
,.food habits of coastal waterfowl was published by Allan (1956) and a

'P classification based mostly on vegetation, sediment type, water depth, and
shelter was developed for coastal Maine by Adanus (1978).

.P. Instructions for Harvested Waterfowl Keys - Begin by selecting one or more
of the waterfowl species whose geographic range during breeding, migration

"-.. or wintering coincides with the wetland being evaluated. The maps in
Figures 32-34 will assist in making appropriate selections. Interpret the

.r. habitat suitability of the wetland for a specific season using the key(s)
specified in Table 6. For example, to interpret for Prairie Dabbler
b:eeding, turn to Harvested Waterfowl Key 4. Work through the key using the
same procedure used with the interpretation keys for

% r effectiveness/opportunity. Interpretation for the migration season requires
a'. the use of two keys. For example, to interpret for Prairie Dabbler

migration, begin with Key 1. If a LOW probability rating results, assign a
LOW probability rating to the Prairie Dabblers (Group 1) for migration. If
a HIGH or MODERATE probability rating results proceed to work through Key 12
and assign the resulting probability rating to the Prairie Dabblers.

oIterpretation Key - For waterfowl habitat suitability evaluation during the
breeding season use the answers in the "W" column of the answer sheet sheet

. (Form B). If this is lacking. use the answers in the "Y" column. For
wateifcwl habitat suitability evaluation during the migration and wintering
seasons use the answers in the "X" column of the answer sheet.

L. 146
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, Table 6. Harvested Waterfowl Species Groups and Keys for Interpieting HaLitat
Suitability for Breeding, Migration, and Winteing

5, ~-*'. Keys for Keys for Keys for
Group Species Description Breeding Migration Wintering

1 Prairie Dabblers I  A 1 then 12 2
2 Black Duck , then 13 2
3 Wood Duck 6 1 then 14 2
4 Common/ Red-Breasted Mergansers 7 1 then 15 2
5 Hooded lcrgansei 6 1 then 16 2
6 Canvasback, Redhead. Ruddy Duck 8 1 then 17 2
7 Ring-necked Duck 8 1 then 18 2
8 Scaup (Greater and Lesser) 8 1 then 19 2
9 Common Goldeneye 9 1 then 20 2
10 Bufflehead 9 1 then 20 2
11 Whistling Ducks 2  11 11 11
12 Inland Geese3  10 1 then 21 3
13 Tundra Swan 10 1 then 22 2
14 Brant 10 1 then 23 3

1 Mallard, mottled duck, pintail, gadwell, widgeon, shoveler, blue-winged
teal, green-winged teal, cinnamon teal

. Fulvous and Black-bellied

3 Canada, White-fronted, Snow ai.d Ross' goose

5,.
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r1

Harvested Waterfowl Interpretation Keys

Key 1: General Waterfowl Migration (GWM) Key

• ANY:

1. (48Ezy)
salinity = 30-40 ppt

2. (32H=y)
artificially flooded F

3. (4 .l=y) LOW

located within 5 miles of the Great Lakes. major

river, or tidal waters
4. (3 .2=y)

wetland is in a "cluster"i''"5. (3.3=y)

wetland is an "oasis"

o ALL:•

1. (31.6E=n)
Zones B and C is not 100% eB

2. [(27.1=n and 21B=n) OR (2.1.1=n and 8.3=y)]

no potential toxins and watershed is not impervious F LOW

OR >5 acresand permanent outlet present
3. (lOC=n or 4.2A=n)

not riverine or riverine watershed >1 square mile

T

GO TO SPECIFIC WATERFOWL MIGRATION OR WINTERING KEY

-- Continued --
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HW Keys (Cont.)

Key 2: Winter ing for Kw12- 2u., 12

Migration =MODERATE or HIGH F SN

entire AA does not freeze over 41 onth/yea.,T( ,

- MODERATE if GTWM =MODERATE or HIGH if OWM =HIGH

Key 3: Wintering for Keys 21 and 23

-Migration MODERATE or HIGH-4 LW

MODERATE if GWM =MODERATE or HIGH if GWM =HIGH

* -- Continued
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HW Keys (Cont.)

Key 4: Prairie Dabblers Breeding (PDB)

ANY:

I. [(2.1.1=y and 8.3=n and (2 7.1=n or 21B=y)]

, <5 acres and no permanent outlet and toxin source or
watershed mostly impervious

2. (12A=y)

forested
3. (3 6 .1.1=y and 29.1=n)

width of eB in Zone A and B <20 ft and no cover for T
wetland animals 1- LOW

4. (31.6E=y)
100% of Zones B and C is eB

5. (4 1.2 =y or 7 =n)

high water velocity
6. (48A+B=n)

salinity >5 ppt
7. (19.iB=y)

unsheltered

JF
< MOST:

,% 1. (14 .1=y or 15.1C=y or 15. 2 =y)

island or good veget./water interspersion
2. (31.6Cry)

30%-60% of Zones B and C is eB

3. (21A:n)
watershed not forested and scrub T

4. (33An) PDB List A
most permanent hydroperiod is permanently flooded

nontidal
5. (3 8 .7 =y)

permanent water within 1 mile
6. (12D=y)

emergent LOW
7. (10B=y and 19.1A=y)

palustrine and at least 1 acre sheltered
8. (48A-Y)

freshwater
9. '23-n and 3 4 .1-r.)

no ditches, canals, or levees and no eat watt,
Sevei fluctuations

-Coot 'T ,1 (

*dm ,.

6
4r%
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HW Key Cont.

* PDB Li'st A

1 =y) HIGH if
I wetland in a "dry" region or E)P <Ie se .d

4,- T

MOST:

%"1. (38.7:y)
1 permanent water within I mile T HIGE " i

2. [(2.1.1=n) or (50=y) or (3 .1=y)] cb e:v e d
>5 acres or waterfowl food plants present or wetland
part of a"complex" F

3. (8.1=n and 8.3=n) 0-LOW
neither permanent inlet nor outlet present

*- -- Continued --
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SHW Keys (Cont.)

Key 5: B-ick Duck ' d :

% A NY:

1. (44B+C~n)

<10% of wetland is 1-8 in. deep

2. (48A+B~n)

salinity >5 ppt

- 3. (31.6B/E=y)
-C. eB in Zones B and C is 100% or <30%

4. (12Ba/Czy) T
aquatic bed or dead scrub-shrub predominates LU

5. [2.1.1=y and 8.3=n and (2 7 .1=y or 21B~y)]

<5 acres and no permanent outlet and toxin source or
we- impervious watershed

6. (2 .1.l=y and 21B=y and 3 0 =y and 14.1=n)

<5 acres and impervious watershed and human

disturbance and noisland present

f.(lOA/B/C=y) BDB List A
.: lacustrine, palustrie or riverine nontidal

MOST:

1. (l2Ae/Be/D=y or 2 9 .1=y)

forested or scrub-shrub, broad-leaved deciduous; F
buffer zone cover for wildlife F-I- LOW

2. (3 4 .3 .2=y)
flooding caused by beaver.x

,-. 3. (15.1B/C or 14 .1=y)
island present or moderate to high interspersion HIGH if

4. (21Az~y) r j observed
watershed is forest and scrub

5. (21B=n and 30=n)
watershed not impervious and no human disturbance

6. (48A/B=y)
salinity <5 ppt

7. (2 .1.1=n or 3.1=y) LOW
>5 acres or part of a "complex"

8. (23=n and 34 .1-n)
%'. no ditches, canals, or "evees and no artificial watei

level fluctuations

9. (52.2-n)
invertebrate density not low

.:" .. 2- A. Z. -rCo t Anu &d --

4.. ''C

"C.
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HW Keys (Cont.)

BDB List A

ALL:

I. (3 8 .3 =y)
J freshwater palustrine system within 5 miles

2. (21Ay) T HICH if
watershed forest and scrub observed

3. (2.1.1=n and 3 0=n)
>5 acres and no human disturbanceFLO

4.(41.2=n or 7=y)LO
velocity not high

Key 6: Wood Duck Breeding

ALL:

1. (44B/C=y)
at least 10% of AA is 1-8 in. deep

2. (1OE+Fn)
'C not marine or estuarine

'C3. [(2.1.1=n) OR (2.2.1=n and 3.1=zy)]
>5 acres or part of a "complex"

'C4. (31.6E=n)
Zone B and C is not 100% eB F oLOW

5. (12G/Ezn)
not aquatic bed or lichen-moss

6. (48A=Y)
freshwater

7 . (2lAy or 13A=y)
watershed is forest and scrub or 10% of AA. is
forested

8. (52.2=n)
invertebrates not scarce

T,' PD

LHIGH if actually observed or MODERATE if not obser(,ved

%

-. %
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• H W Keys (Cont)

" "".' Key 7: Common and Red-Breasted Mergansei B:eir;

ALL:

* . ".1.2-y) CR 2.2.1-n an 3.1-y)]

>40 acres or >5 actes and part of a "complex"

7. , 4E,'FG-y

at least 10% of water is 21 in. to 6.5 ft deep

watershed is forest and scrub

3IAB y)
at least -art ally Fe,:.anectc fiocded or

Titerri:tttrt ly exposed LCW

.31.6AiBy)
0-30% of Zones B and C is eB

".#. . <48A~y)

freshwater
' " 7 4.2A~n)"7.

* riverine watershed > I square mile
8. .'IOA/Bzy OR (10Cy and (4 1.1=n or 7=n))]

lacustrine/palustrine OR riverine with high velocity

T

MOST:

i. (4 .1=y or 5.1.1y)

within 5 miles of the Great Lakes, major river,

tidal water or lowdepression/watershed ratio

2. (1 4 .2 =y)

contains part of a large island

3. (30=n)

no human disturbance

4. (45E/F/G=y) F - LOW
substrate is cobble-gravel, bedrock or rubble

5. (47Bzn)

* pH >6.0

6. (1OAzy)

lacusti ine

7. (ii' y)

fringe or island wetland

iCH f jctually observed or MODERATE if not observed

%

V ..

0. ..

O.'



W4 Keys ',CKnt. )

.,Key &8 : r a 'ic L:i vt,: r :t (: ,; I <, 
'..

ALL :

A. L ,e l ln o 9 1y

eB -n Zone A and B >20 It wid ,: it. :te re

wide enough to provide wildlifecc'e-

2. I12A~n)

"' not forested

3. D,27.1n and 21B~n) OR (2.1.1zn and 8.3xy)j

no toxic source and watershed not imperviol:u OR ?LD-B Li;t A
acres withpermanent outlet

4. (31.bEzn)

Zone B and C is not 100% eB

5. [lOC--n OR ((4 1.2=n or 7 =y) and 4.2A~y)]

not riverine OR if riverine, low velocity and small

watershed

6. (44E/F=y) LOW
at least 10% of AA is 21-59 in. deep

7. (l3Cc/D=y)

10% of AA is emergent or rooted vascular

8. l.ln or
not in "dry" region or else pemarent water neaby

9. (28:n)

no direct alteration

-- Continued --
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daelee tluc Conto

d1.t-nes, chanre1s. ord e3 esan1n atr~j

p. >5 acres or part of a "complex"
(8k. 1-n and 8.2=rn)

no Inlet
4. (lf'.Cuy or 1 4 .'-=y)

ireat veget./water- inteisije-s-cn or island

Zone B and C is 30-60% eB

6. '12C/D~y)F

.j auat.Ic bed or emergentLC
%o7. (SC0vy and 52.2 zn)

0 9 waterf owl food plants piresent and invteitebt ate
densi*ty not low

8. (L8A/B/C=Y)
* * salinity <18 ppt

9. (10A,'Bzy and 19.1Bx-ri)

,-~ ~.lacustri4ne/palustrine and partially sheltered

10. 233C~y)

at l7east semi-permanently flooded
11. (21Azr)

watershed not forest and scrub

-T/ PD

HIGH ~f actually observed or MODERATE if not observed

-- Continued -
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HW Keys (Cont.)

Key 9; Common Goldeneyt Breeding

ALL:

1. (21A=y or 13A=y)
watershed is forest mid scrub or at least 10% forest

2. (48A~y)
freshwater

3. (31.6A+E~n)
V eB in Zone B and C is not 0% or 100%

4. (33A/Hy)
permanently or artificially flooded F

*5. (44E/F~y) 40-LOW
at least 10% or 1 acre of water is 21-59 in. deep

6. (4 1.2=n or 7y

low flow velocity
7. [(27.1=n and 21Bzn) OR (2 .1.1=n and 8.3 =y)]

no toxin source and watershed not impervious OR >5
acres with apermanent outlet

*8. (1OA/B/Czy)
lacustrine, palustrine, or riverine

MOST:

1. [(2-1.1=n) or ',2 .2.1=n and 3 .1=y)]
>5 acres or part Gf a "complex"

2. (15.lCzy or 14 .1=y)
great veget./water interspersion or island

3. (3 1.6 Czy)F
eB is 30-60% of Zone B nd C 40-LOW

4. (3 4 .3 .2 =y)
flooding by beaver

5. (5 2.1=y)
high invertebrate density

TIPD

HIGH if actually observed or MODERATE if not observed

-Continued -
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4HW Keys (Cont.)

3x 9,ey 1i: Whist in ; -

I (10AiB/Cy)"
lacustrine, palustiine, cr riverine

~ALL:

n and 21Bzn) OR 2.1.1-n and 8 . 3 =y)
'.o :oxin source and watershed not impervicu- <R

aces in size and permanent outlet pzesenrl

2. v) CR [(32C/D/F-y) and (21C/D=y)I OR
- tificialy flooded OR semipeimanently, seascnai y,

ieporarily flooded and wateished ag icuJtu 1.z "- Now
6gassand, or perennial forbs OR waterfowl fcw
plant,' present

3. (43A/B/C y)

predomi.ant water depth is 0-8 in.

"% ° T

- HIGH if actually observed or MODERATE if not observed

- WD List A

'-.

W. . ALL:

I. (lOEzy)

,2. estuarine
2. (3 8 .3 =y) L cO_

freshwater palustrine or lacustrine within 5 miles

3. (43A/B/C y)
predominant water depth is 0-8 in.

-- Continued
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WET U.

-~ EW Keys Cont.)

SKey 12: Fuddle Ducks Migratlcll

IMOST:

I. 21A-iB=n)

watershed not forest and scrub or LPoCVIoUU

modeiate to good intersper.-ion
3. (iA/B=y)

lacustrine or paiustrine F
1* (13D-y)fe

at least 1 acre or 11N emergent
f. (50=y or 13Ccy)

waterfowl food plants available or 1 acre or 10%
rooted vascular

% 6. (44B/C=y)
% at least 1 acre or 10% of water Is 1-8 in. deep

%7. (3Ozzn and 2.1.1=n)
no human disturbance and >5 acres in size

(10F~n)LOW

HIGH if actually observed or MODERATE if not observed

Continued -
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" 'K (7 11 t~S

Key 3 B-lack Duck Y"

MOST:

1. (50=y or 53.2=n)

food plants available or tidal ilat Inverttb:ate
density >25 individuals/sq it

" ]2. (12C/D~y)

aquatic bed or emergent predcmlnates
3. (44B/Cay)

at least 1 acre or 1C0 of wate: -s i-6 :n. cde
4. (15.1A=n)

moderate to high veget.,'wate. r;ter-.j e: -cr F '
5. ( 3 8.5=y)

5-acre mudflat cr eme: gent vegetaticr d:iectly
adjacent

4. .6. (2 .1.1=n)

V.4 >5 acres 4n size
7 (30=n)

no human disturbance

TI PD

HIGH if actually observed or MODERATE if not observed

g.4

- '.€ -- Continued --
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WET 2.0

-W Keys Cunt.)

Key 14: Wood Duck Migratiun

MOST:

. (50:y)
waterfowl food plants available

2. (13Azy or 2lAzy)

forested or watershed forest and sc--Lh

3. (44B/C~-y)
1 acre or 10% of water is 1-8 in. deep

S4. (12A/B/D~y)

forest, scrub-shrub, or emergent
5. (3 5 .l=y) F -LOW

considerable naturally timed flooding
-.'w6. (31.6A+B~n)

P.,- 30-100% of Zor.e B and C is eB
' ""7. (15 IAzn)

moderate to high veget./water interspersion
8. (2.1.1=n and 30zn)

>5 acres in size with no human disturbance
9. (10A/Bzy) OR [10C/Dzy and (7:y or 4 1.2=n)]

lacustrine or palustrine OR riverine with low
-. ,'. ,V velocity

,V

S.,. [(10F=y) OR (48A+B=n)] T lOW

marine OR salinity >5 ppt

IF

HIGH if actually observed or MODERATE if not observed

-- Continued --
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4'?WE ..' 2

9w Key- Cont-j

Fey l": ao o lP -o -I> ~AL'
-"- ALL:

A 1. <3 .6A,Bv.

U-30 of Zone B an" C , .
2. (44A*B+-C+Ds~r)

all water cove:ing e o: ,,:e.
deepF

3. (l y or 4.?CiDry)
:; and/f Ir ge , ; uaf n :.e , ;

4. o4' r ,,: 7 ln

.. rncderate tc, high veoci~y
4. 7-r-'. aT , ve:C

HI ac if a uai y b.e:,ved or MGDERATE T rt

O'we-4.
,4

'-.

A

_-..

4.4,

4%

S' " .. " .,", " ,' . - " . - . ". " . ". ''ll.' , , " - " . , '-. .' , - - ' - "- - . '
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W ET 2V

HW Keys (Cunt.)

Key 16: Hooded Merganser Migration

MOST:

1. (13A=y or 21A=Y)

forested or watershed forest and scrub

2. (44B/Cy)
1 acre or 10% of water is 1-8 in. deep

3. (1OA/B=y) OR t(10C/D=y) and (7zy or 41.2=n)

and (4.2C=y)]
- lacustrine or palustrine OR riverine with low F

velocity and watershedof 100-2,500 square miles b LOW

4. (10A=y) OR (4 2 .1.1/ 4 2 .1.2=y)

-.~lacustrine OR at least 1 acre or 10% has velocity of

<3.3 ft/sec
5. (31.6B/Czy)

1-60% of Zone B and C is eB

6. (2.1.1=n and 30=n)

>5 acres in size and no human disturbance
7. (52.2:n)

invertebrate density not low

(IOFzn) LOV

unot marine

u--s T

HIGH 4f actually observed or MODERATE if not observed

-- Continued --
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HW Keys cunt.

Key 17: Canvasback. Redhead, Ruddy Migrat _on~

(5=yo 1Csy

~ .waterfowl food plants available or rooted vascular -0 LOW
.e aquatic bed present

MOST:

1. (1OA/B=y) OR [(1OC/D/E~y) and (4.2C/D=y) and

(7 =y or 41.2=n)]
lacustrine or palustrine OR riverine/estuarine with

* low velocity andwatershed >100 square miles
2. (52.2=n or 53.2=n)

*~ invertebrate density not low
3. (12Ccy)F

rooted vascular bed predominant N-O
04. (44E/Fy)

1~ 1 acre or 10% of water is 21-59 in. deep

5. (2.1.1zn and 3O n)

-~ >5 acres in size and no human disturbance

fringe or island situation

'5'P

HIGH if actually observed or MODERATE if not observed

-- Continued -
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.-:.v; Keys (Cunt)

- ... /Key; 18: Ring-Necked Duck 16trat i .on

d.lEiFxy or 48A/B~n) T,
marlrne,'estuarine or sain&:ty > 5 ppt

2. (K31.bC/D=Y)LW
30-99". of Zone B and C is eB

3. :(2-.1.1=n and 30=n) GR .LAy
>5 acres and no hur'an dis turbance- OR l'acustiine

_T

H I-GH -f actually cb~erved or MODERATE i.f not cb. er-vec

'Key il ) P7caup 2 -

c ed

1acr e r I C§. wl wa i ho I -IHm

-' ~ r a .: 1 r rd 11z.

> 5 Z a. C l'e , 1 .1 F

- . riro L4j1CA -,

tE'D F~ and T' CD~r

% 

n f

n'r fop , t' I '!e I e . _i , A

T/ PL)

q%



hW Keys (Cont.)

Key 20: Buff ehead az:d G, id(,ry, ri.,X- t! :, F.

[(1OE/Fzy) and (43E/Fzy) and (52.2n or 53.2 n)
estuarine/marine ith abundant :vvert(t.at(h; and
predominant depth of 21-59 ;n.

OR

MOST:

1. (ll=y)
fringe or island situation

2. (44E/Fzy)

1 acre or 10% of water is 21-59 in. deep
3. (52.2=n or 53. 2-n)

abundant invertebrates
4. (7 =y or 4 1.1=y)

slow water velocity
5. (2.1.1=n and 30=n)

>5 acres in size and no human disturbance

T/IPD
HIGH if actually observed or MODERATE if not observed

-- Continued --
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- ;<W Keys ,Cont.

'KeyKey T2: Tund a ,'ar n t- I d

J"0F-y cr 13Ccz n) l ;4

marine o no rooted vascular aquati bed c L,(Irp t

-, , MC! S :

,. '20c y or 5 :o v)
ptedcn'nantly icoted vascular aquat:c 1 -t

waterfow: 'cod plants present2. i0D :y)

riverine tidal
S. 44E/F-y) F

. acre or 10% of wate: .s 21-59 in. deep
4 . (2.1.2 y and 1i -y )

>40 acres and island or fringe ituat c n
* " 5. "2.1. v OR (2.1. 2 y and 30=n)]

>200 acres OR >40 acres and no human disturbance

" 
T

1i actually observed or MODERATE if not observd

:.."- 
Cont ±rueS

" oS

I'w
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Cojnt

.e Key 23: Brant Migr at icn

'.4( ac C :.5 (j Xp(lled

% 0. ut& E7 .r n , t c.te ,, c wat w

.pa rt- e or.

ace. i0 i watei I02-5 n. deep

p. s - r

T

. &tctualy cbserved or- MCDERATE If nto re

-- End -
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5.4 Freshwater Fish Species

a-.
-~ Dc tin it ion

J - A . . -

-a

Instructions for Freshwater Fish Species Keys

N.
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apperded "N" refers cnl;. to Q42.1. in the case of "Depth" tih - ,
"N" refers only to Q43. Fo:- example, if Largemcuth Bass aie 1e .r,

' -'" evaluated, in crdel to meet the criteria of the 'Ve ucit " I zed>
Q .422.1 and Q42.2.1 must be answe.ed '"f" and Q42.1.2 mu--t be ai, c
"N". •I!n order to meet the criteria of the "Depth" predictor > r i

Bass, Q43.F or Q43.F and Q44.E or Q44.F must be answered r-. aud ,4:.
most be answered "N."

(7) For toie spec Les keys -'V Table 7, use the answer n ti-e "D" clr f
u Form B. 1i this is lacking, use the answer in the "X" column. ft ti-r

i l acking, use the answer in the "W" column.

8) The habitat suitability of the AA for the selected species is
poteritaally HIGH if both (a) and (b) below are true, potentia! y
MODERATE if (a) or . below ate true or use of the AA by the species
-- known to occur, potentially LOW if (a) and (b) aie false &nd us of
the AA by the species is not known to occur.

,a) All of the criteria for the predictors listed in Table 7 are mei.

(b) Probability ratings resulting from the keys shown In the :ast
column of Table 7 are HIGH or MODERATE.

-<

i O

:,4"
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5.5 Saltwater Fish and Invertebrate Species

Def init ion 0 U, a:t) t d c tile _-pat : . cu, r t, -. tw~ll

species :s ye y weak. thhu5 . tbe cl ito id aze t-tect : t c , ,

speci:es' minlnmum -equl: ement: than their opt :Ia. needs'. W:t.j te : an es
specified, a narrower subset of conditions nay be used for spawning. aruther

% " subset for nursery areas, another by adults.

. Rationale (HIGH) - The keys assume that salinity data ate available and can be

used in combination with geographic data as a generai indicator of the
probability of regular occurrence of most wetland-related saltwater fishes.

For species which have been studied more extensively, the keys incorporate
data on substrate preference and presence/absence of vegetation.

General Sensitivity - These species keys may be expected to be most reliable
for the more abundant, commercially important Atlantic and Gulf Coast
species and least reliable for Pacific Coast and rarer species of sporting
value. Also, it may be expected to be more reliable where salinity
transitions are relatively abrupt and not extremely variable by tide or
season, and where wetlands comprise a relatively small percentage of the

total shoreline (thus possibly focusing fishes on whatever wetlands are
present).

Information for these keys was derived primarily from the foliowing sources
and the principal authors' personal experience: Baughman 1941; Darnell 1959,
1981; Dawson 1958; Eleuterius 1977; Fontenot and Rogillio 1970; Gunter 1945.

I'? 1956a, 1956b, 1957, 1961, 1965; Gunter and Hall 1963; Gunter et al. 1964;
Hildebrand 1954; Jannke 1971; Johnson et al. 1974; Linder and Anderson 1956;
Loesch 1976; Martin 1979; Martin and Drewry 1978; Miles 1950; Parker 1970;
Phillips and Springer 1960; Reid 1954; Roessler 1970; Simmons 1957; SprInger
and Woodburn 1960; Tabb 1966; Tabb et al. 1962; Tagatz and Dudley 1961;

Thayer et al. 1978; and Weinstein 1979.

Instructions for Saltwater Fish and Invertebrate Species Keys

(1) Select one or more species from Table 8 based on their social or
ecological value. Contact the local experts most likely to know the
fisheries of the wetland and find out if the selected species actually

.Dy occur in the AA (population estimates are not needed).

(2) If local experts have no experience with the AA, sample the wetland's
fish using qualitative sampling techniques. If neither of these sources
of information is available, an assessment may still be done, however,F: be aware that the method may cause a shift to a lower rating (MODERATE
will be the highest possible probability rating). Proceed to (3)
below.

V (3) If two or more wetlands will be compared, it is essential that the

level of information acquired in (2) and (3) above be comparable for
ID - "  both wetlands (i.e., do not compare a wetland for which qualitative

sampling data are available with another wetland for which no
qualitative sampling data are available).
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WET 2.0

(4) To evaluate a species, determine if the criteria for the predictors
listed Table 8 are met. The numbering of the predictors in Table 8

.J * corresponds to Form B. A '"Y" answer is implied unless the predictor is

:'C'-,C-~ followed by an "N". For example, in the case of the Bay Anchovy, in
order to meet the criteria of the "Salinity" predi.J Lo the answer to
Q48 on Form B must be "Y" for Q48.C, Q48.D, or Q48.E.

(5) For the species keys in Table 8, use the answer in the "D" column of
Form B. If this is lacking, use the answer in the "X" column. If this

- ., is lacking, use the answer in the "W" column.

(8) The habitat suitability of the AA for the selected species is

potentially HIGH if both (a) and (b) below are true, potentially
MODERATE if (a) or (b) below are true, and potentially LOW if (a) and

(b) are false.

(a) The species has been recently recorded from the area at least once.

(b) All of the predictor criteria in Table 8 are met for the selected

Nspecies.

N'

%

.
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Table 8. Saltwater Fish and nve( 'tb2at-e Sp Kt Kysc

"[1:. L I AGCFA* VEGETA'l.IO SUBS%'I A7E 19AL 1 '1i'i ,,

SPECIES ______S N A (Q13) (Q45) (Q)
Anchovy, Bay X X .D
Bass, Black Sea X .C .1-

Bass, Striped X X .D' .A- .E
Cc d, Atlant-c X .C .D .G .A- .E
Croake:, Atiant c X X .1 .A-.19

Curn er x x .C .D-..; .s- .

Drun,, Fed X X X .17.C
Flyuider, Cu~f X .A~ .19 .19 .

Fi csuur. , Southe.:n X .A- .1

rii(u . : , SflLut-. .r .1 [ .".

rriun, Pt aii X .x .X .C

FHa I b u t, C a : f L)" r11a X X. E

•'Her.,-ins, Pac'f.,c x .[-. G.A-.

",Menhaden, Ye! iowfn 1 X . A-.C .B-.E

Mojarra, Spotfin X X . .A- . E
~Mullet, StrJ ed X X ./..A-.C

Mullet, White X .A-.( .A .E
Needlefish, Atlantic X X X .B .A-. .A- .E

Opaleye X F .C .E-. G E
Perch, Silver X X C/.D

Perch, White .D
Pompano. Pacific X .A-.D .A- .?
Rockfish, Brown X X X .F-.(; .E
Rockfish, Copper X X X F-.(; .i E
Sargo X .1C .D-. ( E
Seatrout, Sand X . .A- .E
Seatrout, Spotted X X X .B!.C

Shark, Bull X .P .1-.F
Sheepshead X X .B/.1 .A- .EF

Snapper, Cray X . . A.E
Snook X .B . ,.

'Ole, Eglish C . .,- .F
Surfperch, Barred F . .E
E Surfperch, Black X X . .'-. .E
Surfperch, Silver X F .D .A- .E
Surfpeich, Walleye X F X .- .1C- .
Surfperch, White X X F .D-. .A-.h
Surfsmelt X .C .- .C .1G-. E
Tarpon X .B .A-. E

Tomncud. Atlantic X X X . D-..D.
Tomcod, Pacific X . .D- .6 .A-. F
Topsme t X X .C( .1E

Weakfish X X .1 .1- .1"

..
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Table 8 (Cunt.)

iNVERITEBRATE L-IFE STAGE VEGE'IATI ON SUBSTRATE AAL NI i'I

SPECIES S N_ A . (_13) (Q45) . . .. (Q4b)
Abalone, Green x x x C F- .Fc

AbaIor.e, Red X X X .C .F-.; .G
Clam, Little-reck X X X .A-. F
Clam. Washington X X X .A-.D .B-.F
Crab, Blue X X .X

Crab, Dungeness X .A-.D

Mussel, Ribbed X X X .D .A-.D C-.E

Oyster, American X X X .C .C-.E

Oyster, Western X X X .D-.G .B-.E

Shrimp, Brown X .D .C-.E

Shrimp, Pink X .C .C-.F

Shrimp, White X .D B-.D

, Abbreviations for Life Stages are S spawning, N nursery, A adult.
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5.6 Wetland-Dependent Bird Species

Definition - The wetland-dependent bird keys include species known to depend
on wetlands for food and/or cover throughout most of their range in the
United States. For the purposes of WET, a high rating for a wetland means
that the wetland normally supports a high level of productivity for the
selected species of wetland dependent bird.

Instructions for Wetland-Dependent Bird Species Keys

These keys are similar in format and execution to the keys for freshwater
and saltwater fisheries.

(1) Begin by selecting one or more species known to occur in the region.
Species selection should be based on their indicator value, social
importance, or other considerations described in the narrative of HEP
(US Fish and Wildlife Service 1980a) or by Roberts and O'Neil (1985).

(2) If two or more wetlands will be compared, it is essential that the
level of information acquired in (1) above be comparable for both
wetlands (i.e., do not compare a wetland for which qualitative sampling
data are available with another wetland for which no qualitative

*0 sampling data are available).

(3) When using the key, examine only the rows describing the expected use
in your region (N=nesting season, M=migration, W=wintering, A=all year,
C~coastal, and I=inland) for the selected species.

(4) To complete the evaluation of a species, determine if the criteria
for the predictors listed Table 9 are met. The numbering of the
predictors in Table 9 corresponds to Form B. A "Y" answer is implied
unless the predictor is followed by an "N". For example, in Table 9.
in the column "System (Q10)" the .D next to Dipper means that QIO.D on
Form B was answered "Y". A range of values (e.g., .1-.5 or .A-.D)
indicates that any "Y" response within this range meets the criteria.
When an '"N" is appended (e.g., .A-.DN), this indicates that the answer
to .D must be "N" as well as .A, .B, or .C being "Y." An exception to
this general rule concerning appended "N's" exists in the case of the
"Depth" predictor. In the case of "Depth" the appended "N" refers only
to Q43. For example, if Dipper is being evaluated, in order to meet
the "H" criteria of the "Depth" predictor for Dipper, one of Q44.A
through Q44.F must be answered "Y" and one of Q43.A-Q43E must be
answered "Y", but Q43.F must be answered 'IN."

(5) If the "Use" code in the key is A or M, use the "X" column from the
response sheet (Form B); if the "Use" code is W. use the 'D" column
response (or "X," if "D" is not available); if the "Use" code is a

combination of uses, choose the more important expected use.

(6) The habitat suitability of the AA for the selected species is

potentially HIGH if all the criteria in the "H" row in Table 9 have
been met, potentially MODERATE if the species is known to occur in the
area and all of the criteria in the "M" row of Table 9 have been met,
and potentially LOW if it is neither HIGH or MODERATE.
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Glossary

Accessible (to fish) - Connected by waters at least 4 inches deep that are
free of waterfalls, debris jams and other obstructions, or water velocities
which block fish movement. Specifically, obstructions higher than 1.25
times the adjacent pools greatest depth, or velocities greater than 2-4 fish
body lengths/second, or slightly lesser velocities over longer distances.

Aquatic Bed - Wetland and deepwater habitats dominated by plants that grow
principally on or below the surface of the water during most of the growing
season in most years.

Assessment Area (AA) - The area for which functions and values are being
assessed. The AA is characterized by a high degree of hydrologic interaction.

Channel - A watercourse shown on a 1:24,000 scale topographic map with at
least seasonal flow.

Channel Flow - Observable movement of surface water (due to gradient currents)
in a confined, concentrated zone. Includes intermittent channels.

Class - The taxonomic unit used in the FWS wetland classification system
(Cowardin et al. 1979) that describes the general appearance of the habitat
in terms of dominant vegetation or some other feature.

Cluster - Wetlands situated so that there is a large number of wetland acres
per total square miles. Clustered wetlands are not necessarily contiguous.

Cobble-gravel - A mixture of rock fragments ranging from 2 mm (0.08 inches) to
25.4 cm (10 inches) in diameter.

Confidence - An assurance of accuracy. As used within the context of WET it
is not used to reflect a statistical level of assurance but rather only a
qualitative indication of accuracy.

Constricted Outlet - A surface outlet on a channel less than one-third the
maximum width of the AA or iarger adjoining AA, or a surface outlet on a
standing body of water less than one-tenth the width of the AA or larger
adjoining AA.

Constriction - A physical point where a wetland and/or deepwater narrows to
a degree which may obstruct hydrologic interaction. Constrictions in
channels are physical points where the wetland and/or open deepwater are
less than one-third the maximum width of the adjacent wetland and/or open
deepwater. Constrictions on standing bodies of water are points where the
wetlands and/or open deepwater are less than one-tenth of the adjacent
wetland and/or open deepwater areas.

Context Region - The area used during a Level 2 social significance
assessment. During this process the uniqueness/heritage value is assessed
in the context of other wetlands in the area.

These definitions are not purported to have legal or regulatory staitus
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Contiguous - Abutting, adjacent, or in close proximity and being connected by
surface water.

Cove - A cove is an area of wetland/deepwater that, in its annually flooded
condition, is surrounded by upland on more than two-thirds of its perimeter.

Detention time - The length of time a molecule of a substance is physically
detained within a specified area.

Deepwater - Surface water deeper than 6.6 feet and lacking vegetation.

Downslope - In the direction of a lower elevation. In areas of very flat
relief, "downslope" shall mean in the direction of the nearest AA
(contiguous or not) which is both permanently (or tidally) flooded and is
larger than the AA.

Effectiveness - Effectiveness assess the capability of a wetland to perform
a function due to its physical, chemical, and biological attributes.
Effectiveness does not estimate the magnitude at which a function is

performed, only the probability that a wetland will perform the function.

Emergent Vegetation - Erect, rooted, herbaceous vegetation excluding mosses
and lichens.

Estuarine - Tidal wetlands usually semienclosed by land but with partly
obstructed or sporadic access to the open ocean. Salinities are usually
greater than 0.5 parts per thousand.

Fetch - The maximum open water distance unimpeded by intersecting islands,

erect vegetation, or other obstructions.

Forested - A wetland class characterized by vegetation that is 6 m or
taller.

Fringe Wetland - Fringe wetlands along a channel (i.e.. river, stream,
etc.)are those wetlands which cumulatively (both sides of the channel)
occupy less than 3 times the width of the adjacent channel on any line
perpendicular to flow. Fringe wetlands on a standing body of water (i.e.,
lake, estuary, etc.) are those wetlands which cumulatively occupy less than
one-third the surface area of the standing body of water at the time of
highest annual water.

Functions - The physical, chemical, and biological processes or attributes
of a wetland without regard to their importance to society.

Gradient - The elevation at the inlet (highest) minus the elevation at the
9•, outlet (lowest) divided by the straight line distance separating the inlet and

outlet.

Hydroperiod - A term used to indicate the seasonal occurrence of flooding
and/or saturated soil conditions.
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Impact Area - A portion of the AA where an impact with localized effect is
proposed, or has already taken place, (e.g., fill, dredging, wetland
creation, etc.).

Impervious surface - Surfaces where water infiltration is impeded by
impermeable materials on top of the soil (e.g., concrete, asphalt).

Inlet - The point at which surface water enters the AA via a channel.

Input Zone - The upland area, located in the AA's watershed, extending 300 ft
upslope from the upland/wetland boundary of the AA. This includes uplands in
a 300-foot wide corridor on each side of all tributaries (permanent or
intermittent) that enter the AA, extending a distance of 100 feet up the
tributary for each 10 feet of tributary channel width at its entry point to
the AA.

Intermittent (flooding) - Flooding from an adjoining body of water or
channel for at least ten consecutive days at least once every ten years, and
dry for at least ten consecutive days every growing season.

Intermittent (flow) - Surface water flow for at least ten consecutive days
at least once every ten years, and dry for at least ten consecutive days
every growing season.

Interspersion - The degree of intermingling of different cover types,
regardless of the number of types or their relative proportions.

Island - An area of land that is, at least, seasonally exposed, not
connected to the mainland by any bridge, and uninhabited by humans. "'=

Lacustrine - Nonflowing, usually nontidal waters in an AA larger than 20
acres, or in a smaller AA with (a) erect persistent vegetation comprising
less than 30% of the area or (b) with a depth greater than 6.6 feet.

Locality - A small political division (e.g., town, county section, etc.), or a
ideally, a functional watershed or similar hydrologic division, for which
quantitative data are compiled and available for types of wetlands and their
loss rates.

Macrophyte - Any nonmicroscopic leafy plant.

Marine - Tidal, with salinities greater than 30 parts per thousand and erect
vegetation absent.

Meander Ratio - The length of a river or stream channel from an upstream point
to a downstream point divided by the straight line distance between the

*, same two points.

.Morphedaphic Index - An index which estimates the productivity of a lake by
taking the ratio of total dissolved solids (mg/l) to mean depth of the lake.

Moss-Lichen - The wetland class in which mosses or lichens cover substrates
other than rock and where emergents, shrubs, or trees make up less than 30%
of the areal coverage.
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Nonpersistent Emergent Vegetation - Emergent vegetation that falls to the
surface of the substrate, or below the surface of the water at the end of
the growing season, so that at certain seasons of the year there is no sign
of emergent vegetation.

Oasis - One or more wetlands situated so that they are isolated or
comprise a small number of acres per total square miles.

oB - Open water portions of Zone B.

Open Water - Water of any depth with at least 7 linear feet and 49 sq. ft.
of surface area with no erect vegetation. If adjacent vegetation is mostly
woody, the surface area requirement increases to 200 linear feet and 2,000
square feet. Includes channels, deepwater, and wetland areas with submerged
vegetation.

Opportunity - Opportunity assesses the chance or opportunity a wetland has
to perform a function. For example, a wetland may possess the physical
attributes required to perform floodflow alteration, but unless the wetland
is positioned in the watershed where it will receive floodflows it will not
have the opportunity to perform the floodflow alteration function.

Outlet - The point at which surface water exits the AA.

Palustrine - Nontidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent
emergents, or emergent mosses and lichens, and all such wetlands that occur in
tidal areas where salinity due to ocean-derived salts is below 0.5 ppt.

Playa - Relatively small, mostly noncontiguous lakes located primarily in the
Texas high plains.

Persistent Emergent Vegetation - Persistent emergents are vegetation species
that normally remain standing until the beginning of the next growing
season.

Predictor - Simple, or integrated variables that directly, or indirectly,
measure the physical, chemical, and biological processes of characteristics
of the wetland.

Probability Rating - A measure of the potential of a wetland to perform a
function. A probability rating is not a direct estimate of magnitude of a

function or value, rather it is an estimate of the probability that a
function or value will exist or occur in a wetland to an unspecified degree.

Region - An area (e.g. Corps District, river basin, state, EPA region,
advance identification region. flyway) for which quantitative data are
compiled and available for types of wetlands and their loss rates. Ideally,
the area will be of relatively homogenous topography usually with a single
landscape pattern. Choose the most geographically restricted area available

PA that is larger than *locality". and favor the use of hydrologic criteria

over geopolitical criteria.
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Riverine - Flowing fresh waters (salinity less than 0.5 ppt) with less than
30% persistent vegetation cover.

Scrub-shrub - The wetland class dominated by woody vegetation less than 6 m.

Services - Services are benefits that accrue to society as a result of the
processes or attributes of wetlands. Services have a well-defined, off-site

delivery point.

* Service Area - The service area is a well-defined point to which a wetland
service is delivered (e.g., downstream developed area, dredged channel.
water supply reservoir, etc.)

Sheetflow - Observable movement of surface water not confined to a channel.

Shoreline - The interface between open water and erect vegetation or
unvegetated flats or banks as visible at a map scale of 1:63,500.

Slope - Vertical distance (elevational) separating two points divided by the
horizontal distance between the same two points.

Social Significance - A nonstatistical measure of the importance society
(locally or nationally) may attach to a wetland due to the official
recognition of its natural features, economic value attributable to the
wetland, strategic location of the wetland, or other factors.

Standard Density Circle - A circular area that encompasses a predetermined
density of objects (wetlands in the case of WET).

Subclass - A subdivision of a class as used in the Cowardin et al. (1979)
wetland classification system. Classes are based on substrate material and
flooding regime, or on vegetative life form.

Tidal Flow - Water movement due to tides.

Surface Water - Water above the surface of the ground that is visible to the

V. unaided eye, whether in channels, diffuse flow, or standing. Not
necessarily permanent.

Tributary - Any small channel (e.g., stream or river), entering a larger
_ channel.

Unconstricted Outlet - A surface outlet on a channel greater than one-third
the maximum width of the AA or larger adjoining AA, or a surface outlet on a
standing body of water greater than one-tenth the width of the AA or larger
adjoining AA.

Upslope - In the direction of higher elevation. In areas with very flat
relief, "upslope" means in a direction away from the nearest AA (contiguous
or not) which is both permanently, or tidally, inundated.

A-6
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*" Urban Area - An area having a residential density of at least 1.000
. residences/square mile over 4 contiguous square miles, or a central city

having a population of 50.000 or more and including, surrounding, closely
settled areas if these surrounding areas are (a) incorpo:ated p.acer of 2,500

, inhabitants or more; or (b) incorporated places with fewer than 2500 perL ons,

provided that each place has a closely settled area of 100 permanent
residences or more; or (c) small land parcels normally less than one square
mile in area, having a population density of 1,000 inhabitants or more per
square mile; or (d) other similar small areas in unincorporated territory with
lower population density when these areas serve to complete urban-suburban
community boundaries.

.. Values - Wetland processes or attributes that are valuable or beneficial to
,. society.

Watershed - The upslope area from which surface waters (overland runoff and
channel flow) enter the AA at least seasonally. The watersheds is measured
from the AA outlet (or, if the AA is a fringe situation, from the outlet or
closest downstream constriction of immediately contiguous deeper waters).
The watershed for specific types of wetlands are defined as follows: (1)
The watershed of tidal fringe wetlands (or nontidal fringe wetlands on lakes
larger than 10 sq. mi) begins at the outlet, or closest downstream
constriction of the contiguous deepwater, and includes the area upslope of
the AA from which water drains directly into the AA. It does not include
the watershed of contiguous wetlands and deepwater, (2) The watershed of
nontidal fringe wetlands begins at the outlet of the AA, or closest
downstream constriction of the contiguous deepwater, and includes the areas

upslope of the AA from which water drains directly into the AA. and, in
addition, includes the areas upslope of contiguous areas of wetland or
deepwater that flood the AA.

Wetland - Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground
water at a frequency and duration sufficient to supnort, and that under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for
life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps,

marshes, bogs, and similar areas.

Wetland-dependent - A term for species that may use nonwetland habitats, but
occur in wetlands a preponderance of the year, or which have critical
life requirements met by wetlands that are not provided by nonwetlands.

Wetland System - This refers to a category wetlands that share the
influence of similar hydrologic, geomorphologic, chemical, or biological
factors. Wetland systems recognized in the FWS wetland classification
system (Cowardin et al. 1979) include: Marine, Estuarine, Riverine,
Lacustrine, and Palustrine.

Zone A. The wetland portion of the AA with no visible, standing, surface

water. It may include contiguous areas with soils saturated only

seasonally.

Zone B. The wetland portion of the AA which has visible, standing, surface
*water.

A-7
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-,Zone C. The deepwater portion of the AA (i.e.. deeper than 6.6 feet and
lacking vegetation.
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m APPENDIX B: DATA FORMS
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM A: SITE DOCUMENTATION

Form A must be completed for all evaluations. Form A document- Fene - ,
information about the wetland being evaluated. It serves as a u:efui
reference throughout the evaluation procedure and as documentation of thtf
evaluation following its completion. It is suggested that Form A be
completed as one of the preparatory tasks (see Section 2.8). Instructions
for completing Form A are as follows:

Complete Part 1 of Form A by filling in each of the bianks with the
requested information.

7 . Complete Part 2 of Form A by sketching a map, or attaching a copy of the

topographic map. Include in the sketch, or on the map (if it is not aiready
indicated), the additional information itemized in Part 2 of Form A.

In addition, determine the size of each of the following areas and record
your answers in Part 2 of Form A.

(1) The AA acreage
(2) The IA acreage (if applicable)
(3) The watershed acreage of the AA

* (4) The wetland acreage within the AA (AA acreage minus deepwater
acreage)

(5) The wetland acreage within the watershed of the closest service area
(watershed acreage minus upland and deepwater acreage)

(6) The wetland/deepwater acreage within the watershed of the closest
service area

.5B-
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FORM A: SITE DOCUMENTATION (Page 1 of 2)

. .X.. Part I - Background Information

Evaluation Site: Date:

Site Location (Section, Range, and Township):

Has the evaluator taken a training course in WET Version 2.0?

Agencies/Experts Contacted:

Circle the assessment levels to be completed? SS-1 SS-2 E/0-1&2 E/O-3 HS

Is the wetland tidal or nontidal? If the wetland is nontidal, indicate the

month(s) that represent wet, dry, and average conditions, or if only aveiage
annual condition will be used, give rationale. Also, indicate if the
previous 12 months of precipitation has been above, below, or near normal.

Is this evaluation an estimate of past conditions or a prediction of future

conditions? (If answer is yes, explain nature and source of predictive data.)

Will alternative ratings be used to evaluate any of the functions or values
(if yes, explain)?

Part 2 - Identification and Delineation of Evaluation Areas

Sketch a map on the following page, or attach a suitable map (photocopy of
topgraphic map) that shows the following information:

-- Boundaries of the AA, IA, and IZ, and the location of service areas.
-- Watershed boundaries of AA, and service areas.
-- Extent of surface water in the AA during the wet and dry seasons.

-- Open water (channels and pools) within and adjacent to the AA.
-- Normal direction of channel or tidal flow

Normal direction of wind-driven waves or current.

-- Impact area(s).
-- Scale of distance and north compass direction.

Explain the procedures used to identify or delineate the AA, 1A, iZ, service
areas, and the watersheds of these areas if they d:ifered from the

* guidelines outlined in Section 2.7.

-.. Continued -

B -3
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FORM A: SITE DOCUMENTATION (Page 2 of 2)

Part 2 (Cont.)

Estimate the extent of the following areas:

Assessment Area = acres

Impact Area = acres (only if appiicabie)

Watershed of AA = acres/ m iles 2 (ac z es x 0.001u c-
Wetlands in AA = acres

Wetlands in the watershed of closest service area v acro§

Wetlands and deepwater in the watershed of closest service area

How were locality and region defined for this evaluation? . . ..

Sketch of Evaluation Areas (or attach map):

nB-4
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM B

* Record your answers to the social significance and effectiveness and upporturnity
questions on Form B. There are four possible answers on this torn. They
4 nclude the letters "Y" for a "yes" answer, "N" for a "no" answer, "U" for an
"unknown" answer, and "I" if the question is inappropriate to a part:cu~al
situation (i.e., a question dealing with tide is inappropriate when evaluating

". nontidal wetlands).

In all cases, Form B indicates the appropriate answer options for each question.
For instance, appropriate answers for a level 1 assesment of social significance
(Questions 1-31) are "Y," "N," "U," and, in some cases, "I." On Form B note
that the "I" is only riven as an option when it is appropriate. For

effectiveness and opportunity assessment level I (Questions 1-27), "U" is never
an appropriate answer; therefore, it never appears on Form B as an option.
Answers to each question must be selected from the options shown on Form B.

During the effectiveness and opportunity evaluation certain questions must be
answered for the three seasonal contexts addressed by WET. For these queotions,

',J three subcolumns with headings of I"x," "W," and "D" are provided for answering
the question in terms of seasonal context. Unless it was determined in Task 4
to use the average annual condition for the evaluation, answer questions for all
three seasonal conditions using the following guidelines:

(1) Average (X):

(a) Hydrology: intermediate between average annual wettest and driest

condition.
, (b) Vegetation: maximum annual standing crop.

(c) Tidal: the average daily high tide condition.

(2) Wet (W):

(a) Hydrology: wettest time of an average year.
(b) Vegetation: midpoint of the growing season
(c) Tidal: the average monthly high tide condition spri , tido.

(3) Dry (D):

(a) Hydrology: driest time of an average yeal 7.
(b) Vegetation: dormant time of the year.
(c) Tidal: the daily midtide condition.

Some effectiveness and opportunity questions are bzoken int two, i
alphabetic and/or numeric subsections. Alphabetic Jubect ofl di , ,n to

A have a single "Y" answer. For example, in Question I0 Jnl_ uric_ t r to
(IQA-10F) will be Enswered "Y" while the remoi r. V, w,
"N." Numeric subsections, on the other hand, a'e ,N ,ct
one "Y" answer is possible. For example, in Qu t o 4t 1 . t4

, choices (42.1.1-42.1.3) may have a "Y" answer.

'I



FORM B: EVALUATION ANSWER SHEET

Evaluation Site:

SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE EVALUATION - LEVEL I

3.1.1 "Red Flags"
Comments/Assumpt ions

si. Y N U
s2. Y N U

s3. Y N U
s4. Y N U

s5. Y N U
s6. Y N U

3.1.2 On-site Social Significance
Comments/Assumpt ions

s7 . Y N U I

as8. Y N U I

3.1.3 Off-site Social Significance

Comments Comments

s9. Y N U I s21. Y N U
slO. Y N U s22. Y N U I
s1l. Y N U s23. Y N U
s12. Y N U s24. Y N U
s13. Y N U s25. Y N U
s14. Y N U s26. Y N U
s15. Y N U I s27. Y N U
s16. Y N U 1 s28. Y N U

Ss17. Y N U I s29. Y N U
s18. Y N U I s30. Y N U
s19. Y N U s31. Y N U
s20. Y N U

SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE EVALUATION - LEVEL 2

Standard Density CircLe
Context Region (Circle one) Locality

Hydroiogic Unit

Question #
Comments /AssLujmpt i on.

1 Y N

2 Y N
• 3 Y 14,

4 Y N

% % %
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WET 2. 0

FORM B (Cont.) Page 2 of 9

Evaluation Site:
..¢%

"' "EFFECTIVENESS/OPPORTUNITY EVALUATION - LEVEL 1 (OFFICE)

WET AND CONDITiON COMNENTS/ASSUNP TION S

Q-# x w D
. Y N

1.2 Y N

1.3 Y N

2.1.1 Y N

2.1.2 Y N
2.1.3 Y N

2.2.1 Y N I
2.2.2 Y N I

3.1Y N
3.2 Y N

3.3 Y N

4.1 Y N
4.2A Y N
4.2B Y N
4.2C Y N
4.2D Y N

5.1.1 Y N
5.1.2 Y N
5.2 Y N

6.1 Y N
6.2 Y N

7 Y N I

8.1 Y N
8.2 Y N
8.3 Y N
8.4 Y N

9.1 Y N

9.2 Y N I
9.3 Y N I

IOA Y N

lOB Y N
10C Y N
IOD Y N

IOE Y N

101' Y N

B-7
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FORM B (Cont.) Page 3 of 9

Evaluation Site: .-,'___ _

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

11 Y N Y N Y N

12A Y N Y N Y N
12Aa Y N Y N Y N
12Ab Y N Y N Y N
12Ac Y N Y N Y N

12Ad Y N Y N Y N
12Ae Y N Y N Y N

12B Y N Y N Y N
12Ba Y N Y N Y N
12Bb Y N Y N Y N
l2Bc Y N Y N Y N

% 12Bd Y N Y N Y N
12Be Y N Y N Y N
12C Y N Y N Y N
12Ca Y N Y N Y N
12Cb Y N Y N Y N
12Cc Y N Y N Y N
12Cd Y N Y N Y N
12D Y N Y N Y N
12Da Y N Y N Y N

12Db Y N Y N Y N
12E Y N Y N Y N

13A Y N Y N Y N
13Aa Y N Y N Y N

13Ab Y N Y N Y N
13Ac Y N Y N Y N
13Ad Y N Y N Y N
13Ae Y N Y N Y N
13B Y N Y N Y N
13Ba Y N Y N Y N
13Bb Y N Y N Y N
1 13Bc Y N Y N Y N
13Bd Y N Y N Y N
13Be Y N Y N Y N

13C Y N Y N Y N
13Ca Y N Y N Y N
13Cb Y N Y N Y N

13Cc Y N Y N Y N
13Cd Y N Y N Y N

13D Y N Y N Y N
13Da Y N Y N Y N
13Db Y N Y N Y N

13E Y 14' Y N Y N

B-8
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FORM B (Cont.) Page 4 of 9

- ---- ---.-.

io-' N

1 9. IA
p19.1B y N

19.2 y
19.3 Y N

S20.1 yN

20.2 yNI

Z1 Y N

21B y IN
21CN

22 Y N

V

~% %
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FORM B (Cont.) Page 5 of 9

Evaluation Site: _

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

Q#X W D

26.1 Y N
26.2 Y N I

26.3 Y N I

27.1 Y N
27.2 Y N I

27.3 Y N I

EFFFECTIVENESS/OPPORTIJNITY EVALUATION - LEVEL 2 (FIELD)

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS
Q.# W

28 Y N

- - 29.1 Y N
29.2 Y N

30. Y N Y N Y N

31.1 Y N Y N Y N

31.2 Y N Y N Y N

31.3 Y N Y N Y N

31.4 Y N I Y N I Y N I
31.5 Y N Y N Y N

. 31.6A Y N Y N Y N

31.6B Y N Y N Y N
31.6C Y N Y N Y N

31.6D Y N Y N Y N
31.6E Y N Y N Y N

32A Y N

32B Y N

32C Y N
32D Y N
32E Y N

32F Y N
32G Y N

32H Y N
321 Y N

32J Y N

32K Y t

B- 10
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FORM B (Cont.) Page 6 of 9

" - Evaluation Site:

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

Q.# W D

33A Y N

33B Y N

33C Y N
33D Y N
33E Y N

33F Y N
33G Y N
33H Y N

331 Y N
33J Y N

33K Y N

34.1 Y N
34.2 Y N

34.3.1 Y N

34.3.2 Y N I

"-."35.1 Y N I

35.2 Y N I

36.1.1 Y N Y N Y N

36.1.2 Y N Y N Y N

36.2.1 Y N Y N Y N

36.2.2 Y N Y N Y N

36.2.3 Y N Y N Y N

37 Y N

38.1 Y N
38.2 Y N
38.3 Y N

38.4 Y N
38.5 Y N
38.6 Y N
38.7 Y N

38.8 Y N I

39 Y N

.0__ _ N 1

40.1 Y N I

40.2 N I

41.1 Y N
.1'* 41. 2 N' N

S %.'.YX

B-11
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FORM B (Cont.) Page 7 of 9

Wv TLAND CUNDMTUIN CO.MENTS/ASSUMPTIUNS

42.1.] Y N I Y N i Y N
42.1.2 Y N1 I Y N I Y N 1
42.1.3 Y N I Y N Y N

42.2.1 Y N i Y N L Y N I
42.2.2 Y N i Y N I Y N I

42.2.3 Y N Y ' iY

43A Y N Y N Y N
43B Y N Y N Y N
43C Y N Y N Y N
43D Y N Y N Y N
43E Y N Y N Y N
43F Y N Y N Y N
43G y Y N Y N
43H Y N Y N Y N

A 431 Y N Y N Y N

44.1 Y N Y N Y N
44.2 Y N Y N Y N
44.3 Y N Y N Y N
44.4 Y N Y N Y N
44.5 Y N Y N Y N

:.. 44.6 Y N Y N Y N
44.7 Y N Y N Y N
44.8 y N Y N Y N
44.9 Y N Y N Y N

45A Y N
.J 45B Y N

45C Y N
45D Y N
45E Y N

45F Y N
45G Y N

46A Y N Y N Y N

46B Y N Y N Y N
* 46C Y N Y N Y N

6 47A Y N

47B Y N

47C Y N

B-12
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FORM B (Cont.) Page 8 of 9

Evaluation Site:

WETLAND COND IT1 ON COMMENTS/ASSUMPT ONlS

Q. x W D

48, Y N I y N 1 Y N I
48B Y N I Y N I Y N I

48C Y N I Y N I Y N I
48D Y N I Y N I Y N I

48E Y N I Y N I Y N I
48F Y N I Y N I Y N i

49.1.1 Y N I Y N I Y N I
49.1.2 Y N I Y N I Y N I
49.2 Y N I Y N I Y N I
49.3 Y N 1 Y N I Y N I

50. Y N Y N Y N

EFFECTIVENESS/OPPORTUNITY EVALUATION - LEVEL 3 (DETAILED DATA)

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

Q W D

51.1 Y N U

51.2 Y N U

52.1 Y N I U

52.2 Y N I U

53.1 Y N I U
53.2 Y N I U

54 Y N U Y N U Y N U

55.1 Y N U
55.2 Y N U

55.3 Y N U
55.4 Y N U

56.1 Y N I U

56.2 Y N i U

57.1 Y N U
5i.2 Y N U

58. Y N U

*i B-13
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FORM B (Cont.) Page 9 of 9

Evaluation Site: ..._-_

WETLAND C01mDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

Q.# x W D

59.1 Y N I U
59.2 Y N I U

60 Y N U

61 Y N I U

62 Y N U

63.1 Y N I U
. 63.2 Y N I U

64 Y N I U

4,

4,. .--p ,
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I
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM C: SUPPLEMENTARY OBSERVATIONS

*-"-'/ Form C is used to document the observation of fish and wildlife species by
the evaluator(s) during the field visiL to the AA site. The observations

documented in Form C are only used during the habitat suitability

evaluation procedure, therefore, it is not necessary to fill out Form C

-. unless habitat suitability evaluations are anticipated.

Record observations of fish and waterfowl species groups, as well as

individual fish and bird species while at the AA site. In addition, record

observations of recreational and consumptive activities occurring at the AA

site.

4

.
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FORM C: SUPPLEMENTARY OBSERVATIONS

Evaluation Site:

indicate the spec ies, spec es gopand ic t iv te- t .a t C, t acua V
observed, reliab'Ly reported, o,. known to ccul at -,he on a roual LaJ.

FISH SPECIES GROUPS* .j6 ~ iRE

I1. Warmnwater Group o

2 Coldwater Group

3. Northern Lake Group Y o

4. Goldwater Riverine Group -o

FISH SPECIES SER.V8' D/ RHRTE

WATERFOWL SPECIES GROUPS 0 IBS PV EDjiREP(J T ED
NESTiN, G MIG RA Ti I ITE R 1: G

V1. Prairie Dabblers Y Uor N Y orN ) or N
2. Black Duck Y oC' Y orI' Y C r
3. Wood Duck olY o)- Y or I
4. Commron and Red-Breasted oeraner I Y oz1 Y or N

5. Hooded 1N erganser ori N Y o rN
6. Canvasback, Redhead, Ruddy Duck " Y o'-IU Y or N

7. Ring-necked Duck Gr Yo

8. Greater and Lesser Scaupo Y 0- Y o-NUrN

9. Common Goldeneye Y or

10. Bufflehead cN Y or or ' 11

11. Whistling Ducks 0' r N ) orI

12. inland Geese o o "0 Y or N

13. Tundra Swan I o)r N' Y or o Y r N4

14. Brant V or Y orNY or N

BIRD SPECIES B i. D,_R'P u RTEL

0 RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Bi:r-dwatch-ng; O(~e 80 ,t~ .11Co!. T..

Ehotcgraphy Carce'o : I0 t. :-

/4,CONSUMPTIVE ACTIVITIES

r cu turo r
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM D: EVALUATION SUMMARY SHEET

• ... ,,,
Sv a ."L. t Recor p, b t at i

.4 ,::,.. , .c a I - : .C t ,t I- f te vene s aM Cn

, ': ate row and colum. An "0" on Form I)
: : :' _ '+.. ,: ! , ,,• ,+aiam 're functiur in ttrmso f ut ocai

a I he I un. att t ty. . F.Z

-j .t ;ultaLab.itY uva-uat:ons that were

-" .', " . " " : , . Ad umn. <'

,: t : the eV a uatluf

. " -! .), an ;M . or It
.. . ,, . :c,.nr:a. )  p'.obabht- ratins

n" nrAmatlun uc ed to assign a

S". -. ".. .. ..-.... ...... ~a~s~J rates toi the loca ity ol col-orn in
. .. actea, and time frame.

7 o

r .

6,%"

0-
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WETl

FORK D: EVALUATION SUMMARY SHEET

Evaluation Site:____

Wetland Functions and Values
Soc -

% Si . dl t ca c EfLt cLt vt--.t Ti l

Ground Water Recharge

% Ground Water Discharge__
Fioodflow Alteration

Sediment Stabilization
Sediment/Toxicant Retention
Nutrient Removal/Transform.

4Production Export *_

Wil dlife Diversity/Abundance___

$5 Breeding__
~r a t i on

Aquatic DiversEity/Abundance___

4: ~Uniqueness/He ritage_______ __ *

Recreation

Habitat Suitability Evaluation

Fish Species Groups:

_______Group ________Group ___ _______Goup>

Waterfowil Species Groups:
Breeding Migration Winte-ing,

* *, Group ________ _ _

Group ____________

Group ________

Group ________

Fish, Invertebrate, and Bird Species:

Levels of assessment completed: S-1 S-2 E/0-1 E/0-2 E/0-3 HS
Evaiuaton is for the: AA IA (Note: if the evaluation isE toi an. .tA,

documentation of the AA evaluation must be presented with tis evaluation).
Is there any evidence that suggests ratings contrary to the above (exp~arn)

Were alternative sources used for any of the ratings above -----in--

'S The lo-scs rate for ______(ident ify loca-Ity 'Teg;un)

between 19 and 19 for ___________ __________l

was __(acres/year or % loss).

WET does, not evaluate this function or value in. those ter.
9 d ilif e Di;ve rsi :ty /Abund anc e as ses ses onlIy w et land -d epe(ndelt tic.

- ~ other wildlife (e.g., ,am e ram malIs) s houl1d be evalua t kd u,: tig, h c t I1 li.

B-l8
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Imiportant Considerations not Addressed by WET

~~tr." .

a . V(2, afl t.L. t. U> t L - . -

t o 11 r c. Zt E, I jr~ r .rU e .I. U t J > 0 0 1 CU1 

a'~r.. 1 e t t tOoC'e ct u cti L r L . tIe S C) C'~r.UI
r
t  nyil heAA's; :ur.c t'OrZ 1-Q. I ( r o C' .i (

L" .. . . wrtv 'ear:, due tu natur- unu~ tac tot :2 .>0n. Jo C: t-
.:UvUp,-.t t renas and patterns of their aL.:-uc c. t f 0 ri ur.d wat c-, ~-~*~

:i 1pn1t nrunultt vc. urme i nCr ease, 5U> u C),,, Ila Vest, 61 Ui

tai EeE t a t :on, exo t ic spec ies int roduc t un, I.4er. L30C accoz io
............ f .ra l tect.-; a-- we 1 as na tu ra s uc ce--,i Lna :(-5i- -n,; u

1n' U n' . rL11 ac St iVity, i nilect and d' sease f actor: , C.,olp t 11,
Un, Soc C imatic events).

Par51s (-f the project acticn, is the Effectiven-s : cf any ki tho A'.
ris ::c10 ev to increase or decrease in the next twentL y e r,z -,, tou

3~. As,,um -:n, that nearby or upslope wetlands were to become dc51 550 a ;or c tI

t~ext twenty years., do you believe this will increase or ec rLS.So t '-e "vS. ue"
cJ this wetland? Similarly, do you believe -it is moie Iropo tar to::
the biologia and hydrological conditions now present f'oig nyr:

- ~changes caus;ed by natural events), or (assuming a choice -'s ru 0 t

- rnrae-o use the wetland to imp- ove downstr earn watr cqua- ty U..r lle
valGer?

4. Wh ich Cf the fc I mw ing contexts shouid be used to detern. ~ne tniu
.n -*q uenesiae ratings of a wetland: water shed, town -l' ip., t
ecoregion, country, ur entire world? (If all1, then shou-d I... t-tot.
weighI ted equally?)

5.-f any of the wetland's functions ,e-e to be impaired, are triier
alternat:'e w~i:ch are (a) econorrically practical , (b) pL t '-cd.v
realistic, Ic) equally effective, and (d) env," ionucenrts .ou.u, anki wi Sh
rn h t L:u h,,t t -te to) ,t "nre Iuca~ e zir(.i a n ce o f t ho e u. t,

Cocr.:d er- tohe fcIollw n g po)t e ntia u E t itu t c:

.- rC'h'i r e w C', Ii 1 a -t..a -I.::,
a ' V( : i ' WI~~d 1 '

C~ d..................................................................
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--Floodflow Alteration: dams, floodways, dikes, levees, floudwa I _,
iversions, zoning, relocation of property, tax policies, land U:u t:o1,
flood proofing, flood forecasting, detention depressions, e :c-_C i , ,
treatment measures.

-- Sediment Stabilization: riprap, bulkheads, jetties, stream rest-,at on,
-eguiation of boat traffic, zoning of erosion-hazard areas, reocatw;n or
property, tax policies, land acquisition.

--Sediment/Toxic Retention: sedimentation depressions, land treatmenrt
measures, dilutional flushing, buffer strip policies, zoning, tax
water treatment facilities, dredged removal of contaminants.

--Nutrient Removal/Transformation: same as Sediment/Toxic Retention, plus
chemical treatment, aeration/circulation.

-- Fishery Habitat, Aquatic Diversity: creation of replacement habitat,
diversion of fishing effort to nonimpacted species or non-fishing industries
or recreational activities, improvement of habitat (e.g., stream
restoration, placement of artificial shelters), stocking, predator
management, modification of harvest restrictions, regulation of other

rlimiting factors (e.g., pollutants).

0--Wildlife Habitat, General Diversity: similar to Fisheries, above.

.-- Active Recreation: diversion of activities to alternate sites,
construction of new sites (e.g., reservoirs, swimming pools), diversion to

M @. . less water-dependent activities, improved access.

6. Are there alternative sites for the proposed activity which would be
economically feasible (not necessarily the MOST feasible) and would cause
less impact on wetlands and other sensitive natural features?

7. Are the benefits of the proposed activity likely to be felt by the
general public (rather than solely by the landowner)?

8. Are any of the proposed impacting activities expected to trigger other
. impacts (e.g., from induced economic growth) of equal or greater magnitude?

9. Do the types of alternatives associated with the pioposed activity mimic

alterations caused by local natural events, in theiz magnitude, duration,

frequency, and seasonal pattern?

v]. 10. Of the following impact categories (arianged in decreasin. order (,I
severity), which is the most severe one likely to result fi.n thnt propose

activ ity?
S.

r - ir t order. Immediate, total, ano essCr't!ia y 1A I QV C ho Jb h -i
ounfined, wetland conversion by fiiI.ng or e.:cavatlon, 01 .r - W et I-.,

r ,dis~acement by flood irg or dra; r. n and ciearI n5 , which Iay 16h.1.. ',"

but rot eccnor;.caiy feasible to reverse,

C- 3
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--Second order. Permanent, often far-reaching, and practicaivy

adverse change to the hydrologic regime, primarily in wetiand watr ove. ,
temperature, salinity, velocity, circulation, flushing, and fluctuat -n,
resulting in the loss of wetland vegetation and wet 01 dry cyclti;.

-Third order. Enduring, often economically irreversibie, but Lgadual 1nd
relatively confined changes to wetland soils and substrate fron etosion,
sedimentation, and chemical contamination.

-Fourth order. Chronic, sometimes persistent and wide-spread, but usuaiiy
low-level water-quality deterioration from nutrient over enrichment, organics
with low biodegradability, and trace elements that are potentially toxic.

-Fifth order. Temporary, usually localized damage to soils, water quality,
% vegetation, and other environmental features from effects such as high

turbidity, oil or chemical spills, defoliation, noise, and similar
phenomena.

NOTE: Numerous procedures, both quantitative and qualitative, are available
for estimating impacts to wetlands, as well as impacts of wetland loss.

These include the following:
Hydrologic effects: Ogawa and Male (1983), HEC models (Corps of Engineers,
Davis, CA), TR-20 (USDA Soil Conservation Service), HSPF (EPA).

Sediment, Nutrient Loading: SWMM model (EPA), CREAMS model (EPA) Univeisai
Soil Loss Equation (USDA Soil Conservation Service).

Hydrologic-Biological Intaractions: Instream Flow, Reservoir, HSI models for
HEP (USFWS-NEC, Fort Collins, CO).

Ground Water Sensitivity: DRASTIC model (EPA).

Sediment Stabilization: Corps of Engineers (Vicksburg, MS).

11. is this AA likely to be especially sensitive to the proposed activity
.P. because of any of the characteristics shown in Table Al?

12. Are there other largely compatible functions which could not be
objectively assessed or comparatively ranked by this method, but which may

* •be present in the AA and add to its value? For example, certain types of:
forestry, agriculture, mining, peat harvesting, glazing, haying,

aquaculture, fur harvest, cranberry cultivation, hu.iting, fishing, ice
,' skating, hiking, skiing, photography, nature study, off-ioad vehicle use,

open space/aesthetic amenities, contributions to global carbon sink,
climatological amelioration.

.,

C-4
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Table C1. Especially Sensitive Wetland Typt:

Sensitive Type Rationale/Type of Critical iu]pact;<I-. 1. Small size lack of seed source, lack ur
refugia, lack of dilution

2. Noncontiguous (same as above)

islands/oases
3. Headwater area (same as above)
4. Mainstream area flood storage loss mpact- tarthel uff±_tc
5. % slope x Viflow cfs) unstable/transitionai channels

=0.17-1.0
6. Borderline eutrophic septic systems, land clearing
7. Borderline hypersaiine groundwater alteration, runoff

8. Borderline brackish sediment runoff flocculates easily

(salinity near 5 ppt)
9. Borderline acidity sedimentation, heavy metals

(bogs)
10. Submerged aquatic turbidity from runoff
11. Forested, disjunct species loss from further fragmentation

or narrow
12. River-fed estuary runoff or flow alteration
13. Pristine community not adapted to stress

14. Colonial or large most sensitive to cumulative impacts
animals inhabit
wetland

15. Nearby water table increased pollution hazard

is near surface
16. Nearby water table wetland water balance precarious

is deep
17. Wetlands in rapid loss of habitat

% wetland-loss region
18. Freshwater wetlands groundwater withdrawal nearby

along coast

NOTE: With additional field data collection, some of these wetland "types"
could be considered as social significance "Red Flags."

%
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Users Guide to the WET Computer Pro, uir

: ".."System Requirements

! .. . ... 3l < oc..L j.

n -, a::. W u r , > L

: .S A :e . : Ax ato> E.:. .

~Running the WET Program

• Hard disk~L_ e user sDoud rmi e a zubdirectur-v P .:! ,,. < : ! : , :

. ...' ." L ' . .

e mto that uubimectory.
.t the o a disk into any, driave. A T: t Iue Dt' 0:.r., Su. .. .

" :\f: r ,everal .rt-odC)L tory screens, the Ma'n i.tenu w*i,J::(a , F:: L ,
unping the program :s Interact re with the user- bern, : i' (_l t

-- :.?' <':2F.avl h t : e t progt-a f (ow. The P ", a : r. N n P. i f : L c t,-- r : t ,r .

. . ach of -hese options is discussed below.

-, maOption ac Data Inputt.

,' i ~1- cq , :: r . 3.,cw-- tiie stourage or an. answer: dataset tesL-ult in, t"01-, " <t an
* evaluit, on in a to te n the curre nt directory. U ie uoh ,r

a -n,.e In r te Iam conta ino an driv. at set . DUr-ynt t 1 nput
, r , the u er grto enter an aitrcwei fwt tach of heusl(

and W 'a C' e.. C. U ~ a frow The tai Men et reia' va

Option 2 Data Modification

,'/. ~ ~ 7 u.o <d r,: t , z£. T_ < c ~r:le, arid is then :: m t d t : t ( o
t.": a w toe .orr r fo n aw tre AnWe u Sheet i

Option 3 Data Interpretation: Functions and Values

-X: I"L::: m , Irne r , uo ;,,.n, t u he nte etat hur ,n tic r V,

V4LiO . '2hru2 :, rom::, red t ou en:ter an anser: Ivel crO as (:,,:, t.

V it v r-t ttte t t 1tt an.:vaua on,

ty. ~ ~ ~ ~ L coa ge 1, and 1'te.pun c o

Option 4 Data Interpretation: Habitat Suitability

, - n ti :t T

L, .VI7:lajT2i;).lnter ;tation:,, <:: Habtat Suitability t:;::. , :, i

, ~ ~ ~ ~ 7:i ':::: t' i: r:: r~ biJ j f ,v :: l : : .t r, . ',

% t r .. .
<,<,- '','fi, . ,',"<'"'''.'"'";". 4 . - ."t'4, "j "- m-. t,-f',i"-,' ... ,, #',,"-." ", i ,-",w",'", ,

of df .i". . <. S '. ¢'":":''" ": "", "% €., . ,'r, '') - ,'''.,



i '- Option 5-Display/Print Form D

,,, . Option 6 -Display/Print Answer Summary

I Option 1 - Exit the Wet Program
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WETf 0.

Use of Predictors in Interpretation Keys

Below is a list of predictors and the interpretation keys each predictor i
used in. Interpretation key codes are given at the end of the li;jt.

1. CLIMATE.
GWR,GWD,FFAE, S/TRES/TRO.NR/TO.PE,AD/A.WD/ABWD/AN.F,W

2. ACREAGE.

FFAE,AD/A.WD/AB.WD/AM, FW.B

p.3. COMPLEX, CLUSTER, OASIS.

P. WD/AB.WD/AI.W

4. LOCATION AND SIZE.
NR/TO, PEAD/A.WD/ABWD/AM. F.W

5. ASSESMENT AREA/WATERSHED RATIO.

I. GWD.FFAOS/TRo,NR/TO,PE,AD/AFW

6. LOCAL TOPOGRAPHY.
-. GWR. GWD

7. GRADIENT
SS. S/TRE.NR/TE.PE.AD/A,WD/ABW

-*8. INLETS/OUTLETS.

GWRGWD,FFAE.S/TRE.S/TRo,NR/TE.NR/TO,PEAD/AWD/AB,W)/AM,F,W

9. CONSTRICTION.
FFAE, S/TRE,NR/TE

10. WETLAND SYSTEM

GWR.FFAE,FFAO. S/TRe,PE.AD/A,WD/AB.WB

411. FRINGE WETLAND OR ISLAND

GWR,GWD.FFAE.PEAD/A,W

4.12. VEGETATION CLASS/SUBCLASS (PRIMARY)
GWD.FFAE,SSS/TRENR/TE,PEAD/A,WD/AM.FW

13. VEGETATION CLASS/SUBCLASS (SECONDARY).

S/TREPE,AD/AW,B

14. ISLANDS.
WD/AB,W

15. VEGETATION/WATER INTERSPERSION.

FFAE,SS.S/TRE,PE,AD/A,WD/AB.WD/AM,.W.B

16. VEGETATION CLASS INTERSPERSION.

AD/A.WD/ABWID/AN

V. F-2

lo %.-
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WET 2. 0

17. VEGETAION FORM RICHNESS.
%AD/A ND /AB. WD /AM

~ 18. SHAPE OF UPLAND/WETLAND EDGE.
\~-' FFAE.WIJ/AB.WD/AM.F

* 19. FETCH/EXPOSURE.
SS.S/TRE.PE.WD/AB,WD/AMW

20. VEGETATIVE CANOPY.
AD/A.WD/AB.WD/AM. F

21. LAND COVER OF THE WATERSHED.
GNRGWDFFAO. S/TRO.NR/TOAD/A,WD/AB,WD/AMF.W.B

22. FLOW, GRADIENT. DEPOSITION.

FFAE, SS. 5/TRE, PE.F

23. DITCHES/CANALS/CHANNELIZAT1ON/LEVEES.

FFAE. SS,NR/TE.AD/A.WD/AB,WD/AM,F.W

24. SOILS.
GNR, FFAE, FFAO. NR/TE

25. SEDIMENT SOURCES.
SS. 5/TRE. S/TRo.AD/A,F

26. NUJTRIENT SOURCES.
NPR/TE, NR/TO

27. CONTAMINANT SOURCES.

S/TRoAD/A.WD/AB.FW

28. DIRECT ALTERATION.
S/T'RE.NR/TE. PE.AD/A,WD/AB,WD/AM,N

29. WETLAND/UPLAND EDGE
W

*30. DISTURBANCE.

ND /AB , D/AM.W

31. WATER/VEGETATION PROPORTIONS.
FFAE.SS,S/TRE,PE,AD/A.WD/AB,WD/AM.F.W,B

32. HYDROPERIOD (SPATIALLY DOMINANT).

GWR.GWD.FFAE,AD/AWD/AM.F,W,B

*33. MOST PERMANENT HYDROPERIOD.

GWR..NR/TE.AD/A,WD/AB. F.W

*34. WATER LEVEL CONTROL.

CGWR.GWD,SS.S/TPE,S/TF~o).AD/,AWD), AM.FW

lp r. p



WET 2.0

A:. 35. FLOODING EXTENT AND DURATION.
GWRGWDFFAE,S/TREPEAD/A.F.W

36. VEGETATED WIDTH. -
SS, S/TRE.NR/TE.PE,WD/ABW

37. OPEN WATER WIDTH.

38. TYPE COMBINATIONS.
.WD/ABWD/AMW

39. SPECIAL HABITAT FEATURES.

WD/AB.WD/AM

40. BOTTOM WATER TEMPERATURE.
AD/A, F

41. VELOCITY (SPATIALLY DOMINANT).
SSS/TRE.NR/TE.PE,AD/A,WD/ABW

42. VELOCITY (SECONDARY)
S/TRE, NR/TE, FW

0
43. WATER DEPTH (SPATIALLY DOMINANT).

S/TREW

44. WATER DEPTH (SECONDARY).
F,W,B

45. SUBSTRATE TYPE (SPATIALLY DOMINANT).
SSS/TRE.PE,AD/AWD/AB.WD/AM,F,W,B

46. PHYSICAL HABITAT INTERSPERSION.

AD/A.W

47. pH.
PEAD/A.WD/AM,FW

48. SALINITY AND CONDUCTIVITY.
S/TRE,NR/TE.PE,AD/AWD/ABF.W,B

49. AQUATIC HABITAT FEATURES

S/TREAD/A.F

50. PLANTS: WATERFOWL VALUE.

WD/A ,W

51. PLANTS: PRODUCTIVITY.

PE

52. FRESHWATER INVERTEBRATE DENSITY.
AD/A.W

53. TIDAL FLAT INVERTEBRATE DENSITY.

AD/A,W,B

F-4
*1



WET 2.0

54. GROUND WATER MEASUREMENTS.
GWR,GWD

" -,.-- 55. SUSPENDED SOLIDS.

S/TRo,PEAD/A,F

56. DISSOLVED SOLIDS OR ALKALINITY.

*. PEAD/A

57. EUTROPHIC CONDITION.

PEAD/A

'p.

V, 58. COLIFORM.
.1*

59. WATER QUALITY ANOMALIES.

'fGWR,GWD

60. WATER TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES.

GWR, GWD

61. DISSOLVED OXYGEN.

F

62. UNDERLYING STRATA.

GWR

63. DISCHARGE DIFFERENTIAL.
-. .. GWR

64. SUSPENDED SOLIDS (TSS) DIFFERENTIAL.
S/TRE

GWR = GROUND WATER RECHARGE

GWD = GROUND WATER DISCHARGE
FFAE = FLOODFLOW ALTERATION (effectiveness)
FFAO = FLOODFLOW ALTERATION (opportunity)

SS = SEDIMENT STABILIZATION
S/TRE = SEDIMENT/TOXICANT RETENTION (effectiveness)
S/TRE = SEDIMENT/TOXICANT RETENTION (opportunity)
NR/TE = NUTRIENT REMOVAL/TRANSFORMATION (effectiveness)

0I NR/TO = NUTRIENT REMOVAL/TRANSFORMATION (opportunity)
PE = PRODUCTION EXPORT
ADA = AD/AUATIC DIVERSITY/ABUNDANCE
WD/AB = WILDLIFE DIVERSITY/ABUNDANCE (BREEDING)
WD/IAM = WILDLIFE DIVERSITY/ABUNDANCE (MIGRATION)
WD/AW = WILDLIFE DIVERSITY/ABUNDANCE (WINTERING)
F = FISH SPECIES AND SPECIES GROUPS
W = WATERFOWL SPECIES GROUPS

B = WETLAND-DEPENDENT BIRDS

'.

-,

5.' F-5
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APPENDIX G: EXTRA DATA FORMS
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FORM A: SITE DOCUMENTATION (Page 1 of 2)

* . . Part 1. Background Information

va-u t o Dl o _ _ __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ate:

- ~S-ite 'Location -Ie~on, :sgandi 7Twnship): __________

"as the ,vaiuarcr t - en a ra, ning course In ',;--T Versicn 2.01

A ge ncie s, E xp erts on t acte:_______

--ne assessm7r-ent- levels to be completed? SS-1 S S -2 -E / 0-l I , 0 -3 IiS

Is th-e wtndialor nontridal'? If the wetland i-s nontidal, IndiCat0 th.r"e

monthIs) that re-,resent we!:, dry,. and ave..-age cniino fcnyoea
annual ooronwl be used, ,give rationale. Also, -noocate I fr' ti e
prevIous 12 month~s or precipitation has been above, bel7ow, or near norm:al.

Is this evaluati-on an estimate of past conditions or a prelotion of future
* ~cortos 7. S ans-wer is yes, explain nature and source of -redicti-ve aa

aill aternatiove rati-ngs be used to evaluate any or -,e rntnsor '.unues

Part 2 -Identification and Delineation of Evaluation Areas

Skech ::n n te fllw ing pae. orataha .;ui tabl1 -lap c-x'o
~Cr ra~"c m i .~ ~ '-he fol-0w:ng lnl:.'-atlon:

13 c IA, .'A, and - and the~alnc exo
e,, una He A.A. and s ervice ra;

r~ a ce -,a or -n to)e AA diuriln *.e t,- an, r .- aoOe O

C n- :" oentU
C--1 :-7 aa"

:o ': -- i Lw c T- -n o s r Con- t.

%.

.............................................
-,~~~~ ~ ~ %- %' .. %.. . . . . . . .

'p 4 1
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FORM A: SITE DON ATION (Page 2 of 2)

Part 2 (Cont.)

Estimate the extent of the following areas:
- -p.

Assessment Area - acres
Impact Area = - acres (only if applicable)

Watershed of AA = acres/ _ miles 2 (acres x 0.0016 miles)
Wetlands in AA : _ acres

Wetlands in the watershed of closest service area = _ acres

Wetlands and deepwater in the watershed of closest service area = _ acres

How were locality and region defined for this evaluation?

Sketch of Evaluation Areas (or attach map):

%'°-%

°.1-

* -

*1

o'-

.V.*.
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FORM B: EVALUATION ANSWER SHEET

\. "."'" Evaluation Site:

SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE EVALUATION - LEVEL 1

3.1.1 "Red Flags"

Comments/Assumpt ions

sl. Y N U

s2. Y N U

s3. Y N U

s4. Y N U

4. s5. Y N U

s6. Y N U

- 3.1.2 On-site Social Significance

-'K Comment s/As sumpt ions
s7. Y N U I

s8. Y N U I

3.1.3 Off-site Social Significance

Comments Comment s

s9. Y N U I s21. Y N U

slo. Y N U s22. Y N U I

sl. Y N U s23. Y N U

s12. Y N U s24. Y N U

s13. Y N U s25. Y N U

s14. Y N U s26. Y N U

s15. Y N U I s27. Y N U

s16. Y N U 1 s28. Y N U

s17 . Y N U I s29. Y N U

s18. Y N U 1 s30. Y N U

s19. Y N U s31. Y N U

s20. Y N U

SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE EVALUATION - LEVEL 2

Standard Density Circle

Cntext e Circle cne Loca.ity
-• iydrolgic Unit

Quest in
' . 1crcr.: t s/Ass;umt. ions

a °

.4I "

. "a.,

,0 .
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%FORM B (Cont.) Page 2 of 9

Evaluation Site: _______________________________?J
EFFECTIVENESS/OPPORTUNITY EVALUATION - LEVEL 1 (OFFICE)

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

"-" Q.( X wD

1.1 Y N
' 1.2 Y N

1.3 Y N

2.1.1 Y N
2.1.2 Y N
2.1.3 Y N

2.2.1 Y N I
2.2.2 Y N I

3.1 Y N
3.2 Y N

. 3.3 Y N

4.1 Y N
- 4.2A Y N

4.2B Y N
4.2C Y N
4.2D Y N

5.1.1 Y N
5.1.2 Y N5.2 Y N

6.I Y
6.2 Y N

7 Y N i

8.1 Y N

8.2 Y N

8.4 Y N

"9.1.

b% .%

-C-' 8.4 1f :

[0 ," N ""

*w-. -- " 0 .- =

. " , 4 ' # ,, , ' ,, ., ,r , -- ' . , . r ,- . -- '- .. . " -. , '. " . . " .. . 4 '. .- . . r r .a
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FORM B (Cont.) Page 3 of 9

.- ,x., Evaluation Site:

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

X w D

11 Y N Y N Y N

12A Y N Y N y '4
12Aa Y N Y N Y N
12Ab Y N Y N Y N
12Ac Y N Y N Y N

12Ad Y N Y N Y N
12Ae Y N Y N Y N
12B Y N Y N Y N

12Ba Y N Y N Y N
12Bb Y N Y N Y N

12Bc Y N Y N Y N
12Bd Y N Y N Y N
12Be Y N Y N Y N
12C Y N Y N Y N

' 12Ca Y N Y N Y N
12Cb Y N Y N Y N
12Cc Y N Y N Y N
12Cd Y N Y N Y N
12D Y N Y N Y N
12Da Y N Y N Y N

- "!2Db Y N Y N Y N'4.

12E Y N Y N Y N

13A Y N Y N Y N
13Aa Y N. Y N Y N
13Ab Y N Y N Y N
,3Ac Y N Y N Y N

-4. 13Ad Y N Y N Y N
13Ae V N Y N Y N

'4 13B Y N Y N Y N

13Ba Y N Y N Y N
1 13Bb Y N Y N Y N
13Bc z N Y N Y N
13Bd Y 11 Y N Y N
I2 3Be Y : Y 1 Y N
13C Y :4 y N
13Ca v '; 'I '
13Gb y : ::
13Cc

1:.. 1.3D ;v2:"'

- " ' I3Da v YY : Y :

it ci
-' ,
I4,



T.- .......

, FORM B (Cont.) Page 4 of 9

Evaluation Site: .-'-.-_

WETLAND CONDITION CCMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

X w D

14.1 Y N Y N Y N
14.2 Y N Y N Y N

15.1A Y N I
15.1B Y N I
15.1C Y N I
15.2 Y N I

16A Y N Y N Y N
16B Y N Y N Y N
16C Y N Y N Y N

17 Y N

18 Y N I

19.1A Y N I
19.1B Y N I
19.2 Y N I
19.3 Y N I -,

20.1 Y N I

20.2 Y N I

21A Y N
21B Y N
21C Y N
21D Y N
21E Y N

22.1.1 Y N

22.1.2 Y N I
• 22.2 Y N

22.3 Y N I

23 y N

24.1 Y :1

24.2 7 N
24.3 Y 1 i
24.4 7 N
24.5 7 N

25.1 Y :N

25.2A 7 ;1

r-5.y-" : -. ':" A:

I A _ A '



A." WET 2. 0

FORM B (Cant.) Page 5 of 9

Evaluation Site:

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

.... Q.# x wD

26.1 Y N
- 26.2 Y N i

26.3 Y N I

27.1 Y N
27.2 Y N I

S7.3 Y N I

.4 EYFFECTIVENESS/OPPORTUNITY EVALUATION - LEVL 2 (FIELD)

.5-.

WETLAND CONDITION CCMIENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

Q. x W D

28 Y N

29.1 Y N4.29.2 y IN

J. 30. Y N Y N Y N

31.-

31.1 Y N Y N Y N

31.2 Y N Y N Y N
31.3 N Y N Y N
31.4 Y N I Y N I Y NI

31.5 Y N4 y N y 14
31.6A y N Y N y
31.6B Y N Y N Y N
31.6C Y N Y N Y N

* 21.6D Y N Y N Y N
311 .6;7 N y N y N

' .3 --A Y '.

32B 7 N
-'32C 7 N;

S.
-*--

%
,~q 2 Y

O. .~ , ! J:

0.

S



' -' -- - -. rvrS'~r rW , X~. a ~x ~.w .-, W - .r- - * - . . - o I V. -W %r

FORM B (Cont.) Page 6 of 9

Evaluation Site: _______

WETLAND CONDITION COI"ENTS/ASSUN?'TO!S

Q.# x w

33A Y N

33B Y N

33C Y N

33D Y N
33E Y N

33F Y N
330 Y N
33H Y N
331 Y N
33J Y N
33K Y N

34.1 Y N

34.2 Y N

34.3.1 Y N

34.3.2 Y N !

35.1 Y N I
35.2 Y N I

36.1.1 Y N Y N Y N

36.1.2 Y N Y N Y N
36.2.1 Y N Y N Y N
36.2.2 Y N Y N Y N

36.2.3 Y N Y N Y N

37 Y N

38.1 Y
38.2 Y N
38.3 Y N
38.4 Y N

* 38.5 Y N
38.6 Y N
38.7 Y N
38.8 Y N

39 Y N

40.1 U

40.2 3 U

41.2

%



FORM B (Cont.) Pamg( I of 9

i ..'.''.'Evaluat ion ,;it(.:

'WF.T" AND ) {NI IT 1 )N 0 I,M iNTI:;/A: .,:,1! .-fl

Q./ # XW

'' Y N I Y N

'. . N Y II I N I

4, 1.1 Y N i Y N Y N

2. 1A Y N Y N Y N

7 I iY N

.' . I Y N Y N
Y N Y N Y N
.11I' NY N4

Y N Y N Y N

4 Y N 7 N Y N

4W '" Y N. "Y NJ Y N

:411 t(; N Y NJ Y 14

, .4W.}i N "Y N Y rN

.4, WI ; Y N Y Na Y NJ

{ N~y N

' l Y N 'I Y N
I.. .N N Y N4

.~ 4 !' .1 Y N1 Y 1,

tI

44 .',11 ' ',

, .'4. (' NJ "' 14 'Y N

.,444.," ': NJ N

- .'+/ .1 r l : ? '

._j ,4 ' .4: rlt

•.%"4 'i. : .1
:.4- '. , I4

,,I.t4 , , '" ,

koI

.~

s'



WET 2.0

FORM B (Cont.) Page 8 of 9

Evaluation Site: _-__.-_

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

48A Y N I Y N I Y N I

48B Y N I Y N I Y N I
48C Y N I Y N I Y N I
48D Y N I Y N I Y N I
48E Y N I Y N I Y N I

48F Y N I Y N I Y N I

49.1.1 Y N I Y N I Y N I
49.1.2 Y N I Y N I Y N I

49.2 Y N I Y N I Y N I
49.3 Y N I Y N I Y N I

50. Y N Y N Y N

. wEFFECTIVENESS/OPPORTUNITY EVALUATION - LEVEL 3 (DETAILED DATA)-'..].

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

Q.# X W D

51.1 Y N U
51.2 Y N U

52.1 Y N " U
52.2 Y N 1 U

53.1 Y N U
53.2 X N i U

54 Y N U v N U Y N U

55.1 Y : U
55.2 Y N u
55.3 Y N u
55.4

56.2

57.1

% ,C



WET 2.0

FORM B (Cont.) Page 9 of 9

e ' Evaluation Site:

WETLAND CONDITION COMMENTS/ASSUMPTIONS

Q.# X W D

-i 59.1 Y N I U
59.2 Y N I U

60 Y N U

61 Y N I U

62 Y N U

63.1 Y N I U
63.2 Y N I U

64 Y N I U

--

5.

.

-.,.

,5

-5

-a ,% ,% % % %=.% , _ _ : _.%% %-, ,-,% , ,.- - .-. . -. %-.% .. %-j .. .- ..-.. .-. .-.. .... . .



WET 2.0

FORM C: SUPPLEMENTARY OBSERVATIONS

.'.'.>'. Evaluation Site:

Indicate the species, species groups, and activities that are actually
observed, reliably reported, or known to occur at the AA on a regular basis.

FISH SPECIES GROUPS* OBSERVED/REPORTED

1. Warmwater Group Y or N
2. Coldwater Group Y or N
3. Northern Lake Group Y or N
4. Coldwater Riverine Group Y or N

-:

FISH SPECIES OBSERVED/REPOR TED
,__Y or N

Y or N
_ __ _Y or N

.4* WATERF WYL SPECIES GROUPS** OBSERVED/REPORTED

NESTING M IGRAT I 1 W NTER N
1. Prairie Dabblers Y or N Y or N Y or N
2. Black Duck Y or N Y or N Y or N
3. Wood Duck Y or N Y or N Y or N
4. Common and Red-Breasted Mergansers Y or N Y or N Y or N

% 5. Hooded Merganser Y or N Y or N Y or N

6. Canvasback, Redhead, Ruddy Duck Y or N Y or N Y or N
. 7. Ring-necked Duck Y or N Y or N Y or N

8. Greater and Lesser Scaup Y or N Y or N Y or j
9. Common Goldeneye Y or N Y or N Y or N
10. Buffiehead Y or N Y or N Y or N
11. Whistling Ducks Y or N Y or N Y or N
12. Inland Geese Y or N Y or N Y or N
13. Tundra Swan Y or N Y or N or
14. Brant " or N Y or N Vr

BIRD SPECIES OBSERVED/REPORTED

__.__Y or N

____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___Y oi N

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Sj.~n C~ ins **r;,wrroUb "iro' :eCZea1ct

n n n wm fot 1 C, d I C i I
", B~ dwa c-l < ilj Ce A~, tn, 1ik krI' lku~ i, i r ::

- CONSUMPTIVE ACTIVITIES

% . . ,

i 4 ,- £'~i, ,eJ, .e,% ".% .'.%.% ' .- .,. '/ '., , . .', ," 2%,.,,.. e.r, . . ',%O.,-.
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WET 2. 0

FORM D: EVALUATION SUMMARY SHEET

Evaluation Site:_______________________ _______

Wetland Functions and Values
Social

Significance Effectiveness Opportunity
Ground Water Recharge*

0.Ground Water Discharge ________ ________

Floodflow Alteration _______ _______

Sediment Stabilization*
Sediment/Toxicant Retention ______ ______ _____

Nutrient Removal/Transform. ______ ______ _____

Production Export**
Wildlife Diversity/Abundance *

Breeding**

Migration**
* Wintering**

Aquatic Diversity/Abundance
p Uniqueness/Heritage*

Recreation**

Habitat Suitability Evaluation

-~ Fish Species Groups:

_________Group ________Group -_ ____ Group __

Waterfowl Species Groups:
Breeding Migration Wintering

Group_________

-~~~ Group________

Group _____________

Group ________ _

Fish, Invertebrate. and Bird Species:

Levels of assessment completed: S-1 S-2 E/0-1 E/0-2 E/0-3 HS
Evaluation is for the: AA IA (Note: if the evaluation is for an IA.

% documentation of the AA evaluation nust be presented with this evaluation).
is there any evidence that suggests ratings contrary to the above (expxa~n)?

* Were alternati ve sourcef; used fcr any of the zat.iq;,; above expijzn)? _

The loss -ate f or ___iGn tv L'cdl

between 19 __and 19 f or Z_______ ______-~ii' t n

was (ac res/ year or ,loss).

dloes not evailuate this functicn ot vdiue :r,, tbec,i't-U

-? ~.~ :fe Di~ve r i ty /Abundance ss-~ or~.~ "et -1s:1:' trjoinl 1;% te 4 11~e(~. aenrnras ~ ~: 9  A' A,

0r-e ?
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